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OVERVIEW / Semecneba

COPYRIGHT ON THE EDGE OF MILLENNIUMS

saavtoro uflebebi
aTaswleulebis mijnaze

m

he twentieth century contributed not only to invention of technological processes and information
monsters, but, also, possessed means for provision
of assistance to authors who faced new challenges.
The twentieth century already succeeded in sorting and marking off copyright, in such a way that the rights of an author,
producer and distributor were protected in several directions.
For European and world copyright protectors, protection of intellectual property has become necessary in several directions.

Tanamedrove evropis da saerTod msoflio inteleqtualuri da saavtoro uflebebis damcvelebis winaSe ramdenime mimarTulebiT gaxda
saWiro inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis dacva.

According to the EU legislation the following rights are protected:

evropis kavSiris kanonmdeblobis Tanaxmad daculia:

OVERVIEW / Semecneba

T

eoce saukunem aramarto teqnologiuri
procesebis da informaciuli monstrebis gamogonebebs Seuwyo xeli, aramed
axali gamowvevebis winaSe mdgomi avtorebis dasaxmarebladac gamonaxa saSualebebi.
meoce saukunem ukve moaxerxa saavtoro uflebebis daxarisxeba da gamijvna, ise rom ramdenime mimarTulebiT yofiliyo daculi avtoris, mwarmoeblis da gamavrceleblis uflebebi.

avtorebis, Semsruleblebis, filmebis da fonogramebis damamzadeblebis, aseve mauwyeblobis
organizaciebis nawarmoebebis reproducirebis
ufleba.
avtorebis, Semsruleblebis, filmebis da fonogramebis damamzadeblebis, aseve mauwyeblobis organizaciebis nawarmoebebis sajaro Sesrulebis
ufleba.

Right of authors, performers, producers of films and phonograms, as well as, the right on reproduction of the products of
broadcasting organizations;
Right on the public performance of the products of authors, performers, producers of films and phonograms;
Right on dissemination of the products of authors, performers,
producers of films and phonograms;
Right on rental of the products of authors, performers, producers of films and phonograms, which considers payment of royalties to an author and a performer for each case;
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avtorebis, Semsruleblebis, filmebis da fonogramebis damamzadeblebis, aseve mauwyeblobis organizaciebis nawarmoebebis gavrcelebis ufleba.
avtorebis, Semsruleblebis, filmebis da fonogramebis damamzadeblebis, aseve mauwyeblobis organizaciebis nawarmoebebis gaqiravebis ufleba,
romelic gulisxmobs yovel calkeul SemTxvevaSi
Sesabamisi honoraris gadaxdas avtorisa da SemsruleblisTvis.
nawarmoebebis satelevizio gadacemis ufleba.

avtorebisaTvis kompiuteruli programis reproducirebis, gavrcelebis da gaqiravebis ufleba.
es ramdenime, magram farTo ufleba imdenad mravlismomcvelia, rom dRis wesrigSi dadga mTeli
rigi organizaciebis da struqturebis amoqmedeba, romlebic specializebuli da orientirebuli
iqnebodnen zogadad inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis
uflebebis dacvaze.
Cvens mkiTxvels axsovs, rom saavtoro uflebebis
dacvis kanonmdeblobas safuZveli saukuneebis
win, dasavleT evropaSi Caeyara da dRemde am teritoriis qveynebis mier SemoTavazebuli sakanonmdeblo normebi da aqtebi iTvleba srulyofilad.
ara marto amiT Semoifargla evropa, aramed misi
damsaxurebaa garkveulwilad saavtoro uflebebis dacvis sxvadasxva sazogadoebebis da organizaciebis, aseve e.w. qolga organizaciebis Seqmna,
romlebic TavianT qveS aerTianeben calkeuli
qveynis warmomadgenel sazogadoebebs.
Jurnalis am nomerSi mkiTxvelis yuradRebas SevaCerebT evrokavSiris farglebSi saavtoro da inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis dacvis mimarTulebiT
daarsebul msoflio inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis organizaciaze – romelic cnobilia WIPO-s
abreviaturiT.
msoflio inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis organizacias safuZveli safrangeTSi Caeyara, misi
winamorbedi gaxldaT 1893 wels safrangeTSive daarsebuli inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis
dacvis gaerTianebuli saerTaSoriso biuro
BIRPI (franguli saxelwodeba: Bureaux Internationaux Réunis pour la Protection de la Propriété Intellectuelle). am biuros mizani gaxldaT bernis lit

Right on broadcast of the programme on TV;
Right on satellite broadcast of the products of authors, performers, producers of films and phonograms;
Right of authors on computer software reproduction, dissemination and rental.
These several broad rights are so comprehensive, that activation of the whole number of organizations and structures, which
would be specialized and oriented on protection of intellectual
property in general, was expected.
ur reader remembers that the copyright was created centuries
ago in the Western Europe and up until now, the legislative
norms and other acts offered by these countries are considered
to be perfect. Moreover, partially, the great service of Europe is
formation of copyright protection societies and organization, as
well as, so called umbrella organizations, which unite the societies representing different countries.
In this issue of the magazine, in regards to copyright and intellectual property protection, we will focus the attention of the
reader on “World Intellectual Property Organization” known by
the abbreviation of “WIPO”.
“World Intellectual Property Organization” was founded in
France. It was preceded by “United International Bureau on
Protection of Intellectual Property” (French name: “Bureaux
Internationaux Réunis pour la Protection de la Propriété Intellectuelle”) founded in the same year 1893. The aim of the
bureau was administration of “Bern Convention on Protection
of Literature and Fiction Works” and “Paris Convention on
Protection of Industrial Property”. On the 26th April, 1970y.,
“Convention on Creation of the World Organization of Intellectual Property” was passed, on the basis of which the contemporary world organization of the intellectual property was created.
The article three of the Convention stipulates that the purpose
of “ISMO” is propaganda of world intellectual property”.
Already in 1974y., “ISMO” had become an UN specialized
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avtorebis, Semsruleblebis, filmebis da fonogramebis damamzadeblebis, aseve mauwyeblobis
organizaciebis nawarmoebebis
satelitur gadacemaze ufleba.
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eraturuli da mxatvruli nawarmobebis dacvis da
parizis industriuli sakuTrebis dacvis konvenciebis administrireba. 1970 wlis 26 aprils miRebul iqna konvencia inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis
msoflio organizaciis Camoyalibebis Sesaxeb, ris
safuZvelzec Seiqmna Tanamedrove inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis msoflio organizacia. aRniSnuli konvenciis mesame muxlis Tanaxmad “ismos”
daniSnulebaa „msoflioSi inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis dacvis propaganda“. ukve 1974 wels
“ismo” gaxda gaerTianebuli erebis specializebuli saagento. dReis mdgomareobiT `ismo” Tavis
farglebSi aerTianebs 185 saxelmwifos da administrirebas uwevs 24 saerTaSoriso SeTanxmebas.
“ismos” misia gaxlavT yvela qveynis ekonomikuri,
socialuri da kulturuli ganviTareba, dabalansebuli da efeqturi saerTaSoriso inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis dacvis sistema. aRniSnuli
organizacia oTxi mimarTulebiT muSaobs:
1. servisebi – “ismo” marTavs iseT sistemebs,
romlebic aioleben patentebis, savaWro niSnebis, dizainis da originalobis damadasturebeli
dokumentebis mopovebas, aseve inteleqtualur
sakuTrebasTan dakavSirebuli davebis daregulirebas .
2. sakanonmdeblo baza – iseTi saerTaSoriso inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis dacvis sakanonmdeblo
bazis momzadeba, romelic xels Seuwyobs zogadad
sazogadoebis ganviTarebas.
3. infrastruqtura – “ismo” aSenebs TanamSromlur qselebs da teqnikur platformebs, romelic
moemsaxureba gamocdilebis gaziarebas da amartivebs saerTaSoriso inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis mimocvlas, monacemTa bazebisa da informaciis
mimocvlis meqanizmebs..
4. ganviTareba – inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis gafarToeba da gaZliereba ekonomikis ganviTarebisaTvis.

OVERVIEW / Semecneba

“ismos” mier SeTavazebuli sakanonmdeblo bazebiT, rekomendaciebiTa da masalebiT xelmZRvaneloben mTeli rigi organizaciebi da masSi Semavali wevri qveynebis saxelmwifo struqturebi.
aseve saintereso rekomendaciebs da ufro detalur, dawvrilebiT da pragmatul magaliTebs
gvTavazoben qolga organizaciebic, romelTagan
umTavresia sami: CISAC-i, BIEM-i da IFRRO. am sam
organizacias da maT pirdapir kavSirs saqarTvelos savtoro uflebebis asociaciasTan mieZRvneba „Semecnebis“ momdevno statia.

agency. According to the present situation, “ISMO” unites
185 states and administers 24 international treaties. The
mission of “ISMO” is economic, social and cultural development, as well as creation of balanced and effective
international intellectual property protection system. The
mentioned organization works in the four directions:
1. Services – “ISMO” drives the systems, which simplify
the procedures of gaining patents, trade marks, designs
and authenticity proving documents, as well as, regulation of disputes concerning intellectual property;
2. Legislative base – preparation of legislation on the
intellectual property protection, which would contribute
to the development of society;
3. Infrastructure – “ISMO” builds cooperation nets and
technical platforms, which contribute to sharing the experience and simplification of exchange of international
intellectual property, as well as, the mechanisms of the
data bases and information exchange;
4. Development – broadening and strengthening of intellectual property for economic development.
A number of organizations and public structures of
“ISMO” member states are guided by the recommendations and materials offered by it.
Also, interesting recommendations and more detailed,
minutely and pragmatic examples are offered by the umbrella organizations, from which we can distinguish three
major ones: “CISAC”, “BIEM” and “IFRRO”. The next
article of “Perception” will be dedicated to these three
organizations and their direct connection to “Georgian
Copyright Association”.
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COPYRIGHT IS THE SOURCE
OF LIVELIHOOD FOR THE AUTHOR!

saavtoro uflebebi
Semoqmedis
saarsebo wyaroa!

T

omas edisoni da stiv jobsi,
amerikelebi, romlebmac Secvales
samyaro. forest gampi, amerikuli kinos da literaturis sakulto gmiri.
1974 da 1998 wlis aqtebi - yvelaze cnobili
kanonebi aSS saavtoro uflebebis Sesaxeb.

T

HOMAS EDISON AND STEVE JOBS, AMERICANS WHO CHANGED THE WORLD. FORREST GUMP, THE CULT HERO OF AMERICAN
MOVIE AND LITERATURE
1974 AND 1998 ACTS - THE MOST FAMOUS ACTS OF
COPYRIGHT OF USA JOHN ESHKORT, THE DEPUTY
HEAD OF THE POLITICAL-ECONOMIC DEPARTMENT.

gvesaubreba saqarTvelSo aSS saelCos politikur-ekonomikuri ganyofilebis ufrosis
moadgile jon eSkorTi.

What is the social-political and cultural role of intellectual
property rights for the USA, in particular the issue of copyright protection?

amerikul xelovnebaSi, kulturaSi, istoriaSi,
politikasa da biznesSi Semoqmedebas centraluri
adgili uWiravs. amerikis damfuZnebelma mamebma Seqmnes konstitucia da mmarTvelobis iseTi
forma, romelic manamade ar arsebobda arsad
msoflioSi. unikaluri amerikuli musika, rogoric aris jazi, bluzi da rok-en-roli warmoadgens
amerikuli kulturis centralur nawils. mTels
msoflioSi cnobilia amerikeli msaxiobebi da mwerlebi, aseve holivudi didi xania warmoadgens
globalur kinoindustriis centrs.

Creativity is at the center of American art, culture, history,
politics, and business. America’s Founding Fathers created the
Constitution and specific form of government that did not exist
anywhere else in the world. Unique American music, like jazz,
blues and rock n roll, all are a central part of America’s culture.
American artists and writers are known throughout the world,
and Hollywood has long been the center of global filmmaking.
Most people have to work to earn money to live, and creative
people are no exception. Without copyright protection, creative
people would not be able to earn a living from the fruits of their
mind and there would be far fewer works of art, music, film, and
literature to enlighten and entertain us. I see copyright protection as not merely a business or economic issue, but one that is
essential to allowing creative people around the world to sustain
themselves through their art and innovation. It is the best and
most proven way to support the arts and culture in any society.
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xalxi imisTvis muSaobs, rom saarsebo wyaro
hqondes da arc Semoqmedi adamianebi arian gamonaklisi. saavtoro uflebebis dacvis gareSe
Semoqmedi adamiani ver SeZlebda gamoemuSavebina
saarsebo Tanxebi sakuTari niWis gamoyenebiT.
xolo Sedegad Cven gasanaTleblad da gasarTobad gacilebiT naklebi xelovnebis nimuSi, musika,
filmebi da literatura gveqneboda. me saavtoro
uflebebis dacvas ara mxolod biznesis da ekonomikis kuTxiT vuyureb, aramed aRviqvam, rogorc
arsebiT saSualebas, rac mTels msoflioSi SesaZleblobas aZlevs Semoqmed adamians Tavi irCinos
sakuTari xelovnebis da novatorobis saSualebiT.
Sesabamisad, nebismier sazogadoebaSi, saavtoro
uflebebis dacva warmoadgens saukeTeso saSualebas kulturisa da xelovnebis xelSewyobisTvis.
ra rols TamaSobs, saavtoro uflebebis dacva mocemuli saxelmwifos ekonomikaSi? aseve
teqnologiuri inovaciebisa Tu biznesis
ganviTarebaSi?
saqarTelo aSS-s msgavsad mdidaria kulturuli
memkvidreobiT da mravlad hyavs Semoqmedi da
inovatori adamiani. saavtoro uflebebis kargi
dacva, iseTive mniSvnelovania saqarTveloSi,
rogorc aSS-Si da mTels msoflioSi. saavtoro
da inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis uflebebis
dacva warmoadgens ganaTlebis ekonomikis ganviTarebis saSualebas, da maT Soris gulisxmobs
maRal anazRaurebadi, maRal teqnologiuri samuSao adgilebis Seqmnas. saqarTelos gonierma
da niWierma mosaxleobam SeiZleba mniSvnelovani
sargebeli hpovos saxelmwifo xelisuflebis
mier inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis uflebebis
ufro Zlieri dacviT.

THE MAIN TOPIC / mTavari Tema

inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis da saavtoro uflebebis darRvevaTa winaaRmdeg ra migaCniaT efeqtur sakanomdeblo Tu saaRsruleblo wesebad?
saqarTvelo ukve aris xelmomweri mxare saavtoro da inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis uflebebis ZiriTadi saerTaSoriso xelSekrulebebisa,
rogoricaa msoflio savaWro organizaciis SeTanxmeba inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis uflebebis dacvasTan dakavSirebul vaWrobis aspeqtebze. aSS-Si yvelaze metad cnobilia ori kanoni,
romelic saavtoro uflebebis dacvas exeba, esenia: saavtoro uflebis 1974 wlis aqti da cifruli aTaswleulis saavtoro uflebis 1998 wlis
aqti. es ori kanoni warmoadgens ZiriTad safuZvels amerikis samarTlebriv sistemaSi maTi damkvidrebisa da ganxorcielebisTvis. am federaluri
kanononebis gamoyenebiT saavtoro uflebebis
mflobelni uflebamosilni arian mimarTon

What is the role of copyright in the economy of this country,
as well as in the development of the technical innovations or
a business?
Georgia, similar to the United States, has a rich cultural heritage
and there are many creative and innovative people there. Sound
copyright protection is just as important in Georgia as it is in the
United States and elsewhere in the world. Copyright, and intellectual property right, generally, are keys to development of a
knowledge economy that includes high-paying high-tech jobs.
Georgia’s smart and talented population can significantly benefit
from greater use and greater government-protection of intellectual property rights.
What do you consider to be effective legislative or enforcement regulations against the copyright and intellectual property rights infringements?
Georgia is already a signatory to the major international agreements regarding copyrights and intellectual property rights, such
as the WTO Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS).
In the U.S., two of the most prominent laws protecting copyrightable subject matter are the Copyright Act of 1974, and the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) of 1998. These two
laws provide the basis for the establishment and enforcement of
copyright in the U.S. legal system. Utilizing these federal laws,
rights holders are empowered to bring legal actions against alleged infringers, and if successful, U.S. courts are able to insti
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Tqveni azriT, rogoria inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis da saavtoro uflebebis dacvis kuTxiT
saqarTveloSi arsebuli mdgomareoba? ra problematuri sakiTxebi arsebobs da rogoria maTi gadawyvetis gzebi?
bolo wlebSi inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis dacvis
samarTleblivi CarCos gaumjobesebis TvalsazrisiT saqarTvelom grZeli gza ganvlo, radgan mas
aqvs survili, rom misi ekonomika ufro metad iyos
integrirebuli evropul ekonomikasTan, iseve
rogorc danarCen samyarosTan. magram problematuri sakiTxebi kidev bevria, gansakuTrebiT es
exeba kompiuterul-programuli uzrunvelyofis
mekobreobas. biznesis kompiuteruli programuli
uzrunvelyofis aliansis Tanaxmad, saqarTveloSi
gamoyenebuli kompiuteruli programebis 90%
yalbia. mocemuli problemis gadawyveta ki SesaZlebelia mTavrobis da biznesis warmomadgenlebis, saavtoro uflebebis mflobelebTan, rogoric aris, magaliTad, MMicrosoft-i, TanamSromlobis
safuZvelze, rac licenzirebul programebze gadasasvlelad orive mxarisTvis misaRebi gamosavalis povnas Seuwyobs xels. am kuTxiT, sazogadoebrivi cnobierebis amaRleba, iseve mniSvnelovania,
rogorc xelisuflebis warmomadgenlebis treiningebi inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis uflebebis
darRvevasTan dakavSirebiT.
gTxovT, dagvisaxeleT gamoCenili amerikeli,
romelmac Tqveni azriT Secvala samyaro?
inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis uflebis dacvis
kuTxiT, me SemiZlia vTqva, rom tomas edisoni

tute enforcement actions, including damages, injunctions, impoundments and disposition of infringing goods. Moreover, the
DMCA provides a notice and takedown procedure for allegedly
infringing content on the internet, and establishes liability (including monetary damages) for internet service providers (ISPs)
that fail to take appropriate action in removing infringing content
from their sites. Accordingly, the U.S. has established a clear and
well-ordered system for rights holders to establish and enforce
their trademark rights, and a level of liability usually sufficient to
deter infringers and/or third parties such as ISPs.
How do you assess the situation in terms of intellectual property right and copyright protection in Georgia? What are the
challenges and the answers to these challenges?
Over the past few years, Georgia has come a long way in improving the legal framework for intellectual property rights protection, as it seeks to integrate its economy more fully with Europe
and the rest of the world. But challenges remain, especially in
software piracy. According to the Business Software Alliance,
over 90% of the software used in Georgia is counterfeit. The
answer to this challenge is for the government and businesses to
work with rights holders, such as Microsoft, to come up with a
mutually-agreeable solution to make the switch to licensed software.Public awareness is also important, as well as training governmental officials on enforcement of intellectual property rights.
Please name the American, who, in your opinion, has changed
the world.
On the theme of intellectual property rights, I would have to
say Thomas Edison is one American who has truly changed the
world. He is America’s most famous innovator, and invented
many of the things we use every day, such as the light bulb, record player, and motion picture camera. He lived in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries and is an inspirer for creative people
everywhere. He had a legendary reputation for working hard and
trying hundreds, if not thousands, of variations of his inventions
until he got it just right.
However, I think, on a more recent note, it is impossible to neglect the importance of contemporary innovators and inventors,
like Steve Jobs. Jobs, who recently passed away, revolutionized
the way of interaction of modern societies by founding Apple
and creating useful and engaging technologies like the iPod,
iPad, and iMac computer.
Who are the most important American representatives or
characters of literature, movie or music for you?
Not the most important, but one of my personal favorite literary and movie characters is Forest Gump, made famous by the
Tom Hanks movie. He is an innocent figure, with limited intelligence, but a good heart, who manages to be a part of many
crucial events in American history in the 1960’s and 70’s. I like
how the author uses the Gump character to tell a sweeping story
of America, from small-town life in southern Alabama, to the
University of Alabama football team, through the tragic history
of the Vietnam war, back to the South as a shrimp boat captain,
and eventually back and forth across America on foot – showing
the American love of the road and the breadth and diversity of
the country. It is not really a story about Gump, but a story of
America at a crucial time of change in its recent history.
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samarTlebriv qmedebebs damrRvevebis winaaRmdeg
da warmatebis SemTxvevaSi aSS-s sasamarTlos aqvs
SesaZlebloba daawesos saaRsruleblo sanqciebi, romlebic gamoiyeneba zianis anazRaurebis,
aRkveTi RonisZiebis dakisrebis, ukanono qonebis
aRmoCenis da amoRebisas. ufro metic, cifruli
aTaswleulis saavtoro uflebis aqti yuradRebas
amaxvilebs da awesebs konkretul zomebs internetis saSualebiT miyenebul darRvevebze da akisrebs Sesabamis valdebulebebs (romelic fulad
zaralsac moicavs) internet servisis provaiderebs, romlebmac ver SesZles Sesabamisi qmedebebis Catareba TavianTi saitidan darRvevebis aRmosafxvrelad. Sesabamisad, aSS-m Seqmna kargad
organizebuli da mkafio sistema inteleqtualuri
mesakuTreebisTvis, raTa maT saSualeba hqonodaT
TavianTi savaWro niSniT Seuferxeblad eRvawaT
da SeeqmnaT valdebulebebis done, romelic sakmarisi iqneboda imisTvis, rom damrRvevebi an mesame mxare, rogoric aris, magaliTad, internet
servisis provaiderebi, SeeCerebina.
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aris is amerikeli, romelmac Secvala samyaro. is
amerikis yvelaze cnobili gamomgonebelia, romlis gamogonebebsac Cven yoveldRiurad viyenebT.
man Seqmna naTura, gramofoni, kinokamera. is cxovrobda me-19 saukunis dasasruls da me-20 saukunis
dasawyisSi da warmoadgens yvela gamomgoneblis
STagonebis wyaros. is sargeblobda dauRalavi,
mSromeli adamianis legendaruli reputaciiT,
igi asjer, an ukeT rom vTqvaT, aTasjer scdida
Tavis gamogonebebs, manam sanam sasurvel Sedegs
ar miaRwevda.
ufro axlo warsulSi ki SeuZlebelia gverdi
avuaroT Tanamedrove novatorebs da gamomgoneblebs, rogoric aris, magaliTad, stiv jobsi.
Apple-is daarsebiT, jobsma, romelic axlaxan
gardaicvala, revolucia moaxdina Tanamedrove
sazogadoebebis urTierTqmedebaSi, rac dakavSirebulia iseTi saWiro da momxiblveli teqnologiebis SeqmnaSi, rogoricaa iPod-i, iPad-i, da iMac-is
kompiuteri.

THE MAIN TOPIC / mTavari Tema

vin arian amerikuli literaturis, kinos, musikis
TqvenTvis yvelaze mniSvnelovani warmomadgenlebi Tu personaJebi?

albaT, ara yvelaze mniSvnelovani, magram CemTvis
yvelaze sayvareli literaturuli da kino personaJi aris forest gampi, romelic cnobili
gaxda tom henksis filmis saSualebiT. is umanko
figuraa, SezRuduli inteleqtiT, magram keTili
guliT, romelic axerxebs gaxdes 1960-70 wlebSi
amerikis istoriaSi momxdari gadamwyveti movlenebis monawile. me momwons Tu rogor iyenebs avtori gampis personaJs amerikis istoriis im gadamwyveti periodis saCveneblad, romelic iwyeba
samxreT alabamas patara qalaqis cxovrebiT, alabamas universitetis safexburTo gundiT da grZeldeba vietnamis omis tragikuli istoriiT, Rrma
samxreTis TevzmWeri gemis kapitnobiT da mTeli
qveynis fexiT SemovliT, rac gviCvenebs amerikelebis siyvaruls gzebisa da mgzavrobis mimarT, iseve,
rogorc amerikis qveynis did moculobasa da mravalferovnebas. realurad moTxrobilia ara gampis,
aramed amerikis Tanamedrove istoria, misi yvelaze
mniSvnelovani cvlilebebis periodSi.

THE PORTRAIT / portreti
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SUKHISHVILI

suxiSvilebi

”ulmobeli realobisgan damcavi” es Tviseba, qarTvelTa kulturisa da cxovrebiseuli
filosofiis erT-erTi niSania. albaT, merab mamardaSvili, artistizmsac moiazrebda,
qarTvelebis
eTnomaxasiaTebel
”mxiarul
tragizmSi”. sailustraciod, Tundac, qarTuli
sevdanarevi kinokomediebi gamodgeba. qarTuli
cecxlovani cekvebic, sxva araferia, Tu ara ironia sikvdil-sicocxleze.
istoriuli mexsiereba da erovnuli TviTmyofadoba, qarTuli cekvis fenomenSi gansxeulebuli, polistilistikiTa da polifoniurobiT
gamoirCeva. es garemoeba bevr rameze dafiqrebis saSualebas iZleva. Tu kargad davakvirdebiT,
kavkasiur mentalobaSi, rac TiTqos wina planzea
wamoweuli nacionalur baletSi, evropeizms davinaxavT. SesaZloa, es eris qristianuli orientaci

A

rtistry is the characteristic feature for many people living on the Earth, but it will be hard to find
any other nation, which has this feature of one’s
own nature brought to the rank of a life position,
or world view” (Kote Jandieri “Past Reflected in Dancing”).
This feature, which “protects from the merciless reality”, is one
of the signs of the Georgian culture and life philosophy. Perhaps, in “jolly tragedy”, among the other things, Merab Mamardashvili, also, meant artistry. Georgian sad comedies are good
examples for illustrating the above mentioned. Georgian fiery
dances are nothing more than an irony on death and life.
Historic memory and national identity, which is brought to
life through the phenomenon of the Georgian dance, is distinguished by poly stylistics and polyphony. This situation gives
an opportunity to reflect on many things. If we observe carefully, in the Caucasian mentality, which is somehow brought to
the bottom line in the national ballet, we will see Europeanism.
Perhaps, this derives from the Christian orientation of the nation. It will become apparent if we compare it with the Northern
Caucasian folklore.
As for Europeanism and Georgian national dancing tradition,
of course, this has its beginnings from the first state band of
Illiko Sukhishvili and Nino Ramishvili. I mean the synthesis,
where classic, more concretely, European choreographic school
merges with national folklore. Some time earlier, the Georgian

SUMMER / zafxuli

a

rtistizmi dedamiwaze mosaxle bevri xalxis damaxasiaTebeli Tvisebaa, magram qarTvelTa garda, Znelad
Tu vipovniT ers, romelsac xasiaTis
es Tviseba cxovrebiseuli poziciis, anda msoflmxedvelobis rangSi hqondes ayvanili (kote
jandieri ”cekvaSi areklili warsuli”).
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professional opera was established by the influence of the European school. In terms of socio-politics and culture, Georgia
is a part of Europe, and modernism was organically adopted on
the national grounds.
The Georgian National Ballet has always been one of the symbols of the Georgian modernism. Illiko Sukhishvili and Nino
Ramishvili are the modernist-reformers, as well as, is Sandro
Akhmeteli in a theatre, Mikheil Javakhishvili in literature, Davit Kakabadze in painting and so on and so forth…

idanac modis. Tuki Crdilokavkasiur folklors
SevadarebT es naTlad gamoCndeba.
rac Seexeba evropeizms da qarTul nacionalur
sacekvao tradicias, ra Tqma unda igi saTaves
iliko suxiSvilisa da nino ramiSvilis pirveli profesiuli saxelmwifo ansamblidan iRebs.
vgulisxmob sinTezs, roca klaskuri, kerZod evropuli qoreografiuli skola, Seerwya nacionalur folklors. ramdenime xniT adre, qarTuli
profesiuli operac, swored evropuli skolis
gavleniT Camoyalibda. saqarTvelo sociopolitikurad da kulturulad evropis nawilia, amitom
organulad moxda erovnul niadagze modernizmis
adaptacia.

THE PORTRAIT / portreti

qarTuli modernizmis erT-erTi simbolo iyo
da dRemde rCeba qarTuli nacionaluri baleti.
iliko suxiSvili da nino ramiSvili modernistreformatorebi arian. iseve, rogorc TeatrSi sandro axmeteli, literaturaSi mixeil javaxiSvili,
mxatvrobaSi daviT kakabaZe da ase Semdeg...
iliko suxiSvili-umcrosis mier Semotanili
ekleqturi stili, xSirad araerTgvarovan reaqcias iwvevs. CemTvis, es ekleqtika, im polistilistikis gagrZelebaa, rac imTaviTve devs qarTul
sacekvao tradiciaSi. meores mxriv, postmodernistulicaa. Tu vaRiarebT, rom qoreografia, istoriuli warsulis gaazreba - ganaxlebaa, es xerxi
savsebiT bunebrivia. xolo, Sablonuri, arakreatiuli ”erTguleba” klasikuri formebis mimarT,
am ukanasknels cariel, usuraTo CarCod aqcevs.
nino suxiSvili ansamblis generaluri direqtori, sxvadasxva wlebSi ansamblis solisti,
kostiumebis mxatvari, piar-menejeri, direqtoris moadgile iyo. suxiSvilebSi genderuli
balansi kvlav daculia. ubralod, axla nino
aris ”sagareo saqmeTa ministri”...

The eclectic style brought by Illiko Sukhishvili often causes
various reactions in the society. For me this eclecticism is the
continuation of the poly-stylistics, which lies in the Georgian
dancing tradition. From the other side, it’s post modernistic. If
we recognize that the choreography is realization, renovation of
the historic past, this method is quite natural. And, banal, noncreative “faithfulness” to the classical forms, makes out of the
latter a frame, which is missing a picture.
In different periods of time, Nino Sukhishvili has been a soloist, costume designer, PR manager and a deputy director of the
band. Again a gender balance is kept in “Sukhishvilis”. At present, Nino is the “Minister of the Foreign Affairs”…
The history of “Sukhishvilis” coincides with the intensive political events. Here, a personal, creative and band’s biography
are intertwined.
Because of her noble origin, Nino Ramishvili was under threat
numerous times. It’s said, that Nino Ramishvili’s princess
like manners were felt even in her dancing. Her father was
a Menshevik. He was exiled, where he, actually, died. Here
are the famous words of Stalin: “Рамишвили? Суреби? Все
меньшевики, всех арестовать надо” (“Ramishvili? Surebi?
iliko suxiSvili da nino
ramiSvili modernistreformatorebi arian.
iseve, rogorc TeatrSi
sandro axmeteli, literaturaSi mixeil javaxiSvili, mxatvrobaSi daviT
kakabaZe da ase Semdeg...

Illiko Sukhishvili and Nino
Ramishvili are the modernistreformers, as well as, is
Sandro Akhmeteli in a theatre,
Mikheil Javakhishvili in
literature, Davit Kakabadze
in painting and so on and so
forth…

COPYRIGHT 2012
”suxiSvilebis” istoria XX saukunis mZafri politikuri movlenebis Tanxvedria. aq piradi, SemoqmedebiTi Tu ansamblis biografia erTmaneTSia
gadaxlarTuli.
nino ramiSvili, Tavaduri warmomavlobis gamo,
araerTxel damdgara realuri safrTxis winaSe.
amboben, nino ramiSvilis Tavaduri mixvra-moxvra mis cekvaSic igrZnoboda. mama, menSeviki iyo,
is gadaasaxles, sadac gardaicvala kidec. cnobilia stalinis sityvebi: “Рамишвили? Суреби? Все
меньшевики, всех арестовать надо.“
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They are all Mensheviks, everybody should be arrested”).
And the following words of Stalin: “How educated is the God’s
dog in his feet”, were addressed to Illiko Sukhishvili. In those
ill-fated years, the photo of Stalin with the autograph of the
latter was almost an authorization of immunity for the Sukhishvilis’ family. Perhaps, the last mentioned phrase, which was
spontaneously said in Georgian, was one more proof, that the
leader was charmed and delighted by Illiko’s dancing.
Illiko Sukhishvili was telling that the steps, which were invented by Nino Ramishvili and himself were taken from folklore, as
this approach was more “approved” from the ideological point
of view. It was written that the “spinning-falling” and the “nonstop ankle on the circle”, first time were performed by Nino
Ramishvili. However, these and a lot of other steps are considered to be folk ones.

”ra ganaTlebulia, RmerTZaRli, fexebSio” - stalinis es sityvebi, ukve iliko suxiSvilis misamarTiTaa naTqvami. stalinis foto samaxsovro
avtografiT, im avbediT wlebSi, suxiSvilebis
Unfortunately, the attempts of oppression and discrediting of
ojaxisTvis, lamis xelSeuxeblobis rwmuneba gaxthe Sukhishvilis’ family are not limited to the 1937, 1942, or
da. rogorc amboben, stalini Zalzed iSviaTad,
1950s. Already, in 1970s, thanks to the dirty intrigues of the
saubrobda sajarod qarTulad. albaT, es qarwrong-wishers, their son, Tengiz, was arrested…
Tulad wamosrolili fraza,
ilikos cekviT beladis moIlliko Sukhishvili’s flair, which was
nusxvisa da aRtacebis kidev iliko suxiSvili maT mier mogoexpressed in regulating relations with
erTi dasturia.
nil sacekvao ileTebs xalxurad
the dictator, and, later, with the leaders
asaRebda, rac ideologiurad
of the equally dangerous regime, was
iliko suxiSvili maT mier mogufro ”gamarTlebuli” iyo.
called diplomacy. In this case, what is
onil sacekvao ileTebs xalxcalled “diplomacy”, if not love, dediurad asaRebda, rac ideolo- ILLIKO SUKHISHVILI WAS TELLING THAT cation to the work and, merely to say,
THE STEPS, WHICH WERE INVENTED BY
giurad ufro ”gamarTlebuli”
professionalism? The family and the
NINO RAMISHVILI AND HIMSELF WERE
iyo. weren, rom trialdacema
band create wholeness. In other words,
TAKEN FROM FOLKLORE, AS THIS APda gadabmuli muxli wreze piit was the profession, which became the
PROACH WAS MORE “APPROVED” FROM
life itself. It’s the process and outcome
rvelad nino ramiSvilma SeaTHE IDEOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW.
at the same time. Perhaps, this process
srula. Tumca dRes es da sxva
is the major feature of “Sukhishvilis’”
mravali ileTi xalxuradaa
phenomenon, when a change of genmonaTluli.
erations is a synonym of innovation and, at the same time, the
tradition.
1937, 1942 wlebiTa Tu 50-ianebiT, samwuxarod ar

iliko suxiSvilis alRos, daemyarebina urTierToba diqtatorTan, Semdeg ki, aranakleb saxifaTo reJimis mesveurebTan, diplomatias eZaxian. am SemTxvevaSi ra aris diplomatia, Tu ara
saqmis siyvaruli, erTguleba, ubralod profesionalizmi? ojaxi, ansambli erTi mTlianobaa
- profesia, romelic cxovrebad iqca. procesi
da Sedegi erTdroulad. albaT, es procesi aris
TavidaTavi ”suxiSvilebis” fenomenisa, roca TaobaTa monacvleoba, siaxlisa da imavdroulad
tradiciis sinonimia.
nonkonformisti
iliko
suxiSvili-umcrosi,
CemTvis erT-erTi yvelaze ”tradicionalistia”,
am sityvis namdvili gagebiT...

For me, the non-conformist Illiko Sukhishvili junior is one of the
greatest “traditionalists”, with the true meaning of this word…

SUMMER / zafxuli

Semoifargleba suxiSvilebis ojaxis Seviwroeba-diskreditaciis mcdelobani. ukve 70-ianebSi,
arakeTilmosurneTa binZuri intrigebis wyalobiT, maTi vaJi, Tengizi, daapatimres..
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m

xatvruli nawarmoebi
garkveuli faseulobebis, RirebulebaTa
sistemis Tematuri Tu Janruli
transformaciaa mxatvrul enaze.
xelovnebis dargi, romelsac Tavisi specifikuri ena ar aqvs ar aris xelovneba. esTetikuri fenomeni damoukidebeli fenomenia. mas Tavisi sakuTari kanonebi aqvs da
rac mTavaria gaaCnia erTi fundamenturi
Tviseba - erTaderTia da ganumeorebeli.
iseve, rogorc adamiania ganumeorebeli,
aseve epoqa, dro, geni, nacia, eri, qveyana ganumeorebelia. Sesabamisad am niadagze aRmocenebuli mxatvrobac. rodesac Sen (Semoqmedi) epoqis faseulobebs gadmoscem enis
maqsimaluri gamovleniT, adgili gvaqvs erTaderT da ganumeorebel kulturul, mxatvrul movlenasTan, nimuSTan. aq ar arsebobs
ukeTesi an uaresi, kargi an cudi kategoriebi. swored es nawarmoebi aris “TOP“ - mwvervali. SeuZlebelia vTqvaT sezani ukeTesia
Tu altamiras gamoqvabulis freskebi. TiToeulma maTganma sakuTari epoqa gamoxata
maqsimalurad. anu im epoqis maxasiaTebeli
faseulobebi, realobis gaazreba da ase Semdeg. roca amas mxatvari srulyofilad axerxebs ibadeba Sedevri. (gogi xoStaria)

A

N ARTISTIC WORK IS THEMATIC, OR
GENRE TRANSFORMATION OF CONCRETE VALUES, OR VALUE SYSTEMS
INTO THE ARTISTIC LANGUAGE. A
FIELD OF ART, WHICH DOES NOT HAVE ITS OWN
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE, IS NOT THE ART ITSELF.
AN ESTHETIC PHENOMENON IS AN INDEPENDENT
PHENOMENON. IT HAS ITS OWN LAWS AND, WHAT
IS THE MOST IMPORTANT, IT CARRIES ONE FUNDAMENTAL FEATURE – IT’S THE ONE AND UNIQUE. AS
A PERSON IS INIMITABLE, SO ARE AN EPOCH, TIME,
GENE, NATION, ETHNOS, COUNTRY. ACCORDINGLY, THE SAME CAN BE SAID ABOUT THE PAINTING, WHICH HAS ORIGINATED ON THIS GROUND.
WHEN THROUGH HIS/HER WORK, WITH THE MAXIMAL EXPRESSION OF THE LANGUAGE, AN ARTIST
TELLS ABOUT THE VALUES OF AN EPOCH, THEN
IT’S THE ONE AND ONLY CULTURAL, ARTISTIC
HAPPENING, IT’S A PATTERN. HERE EXIST NO BETTER OR WORSE, GOOD OR BAD CATEGORIES, AND
THIS KIND OF A PIECE OF WORK IS THE TOP ONE,
THE PEAK. IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO ESTIMATE WHICH
ONE IS BETTER THE PAINTINGS OF CÉZANNE, OR
THE FRESCOS OF THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA. EACH
OF THEM HAS MAXIMALLY EXPRESSED ITS OWN
EPOCH, IN OTHER WORDS THEY HAVE DELIVERED
THE CHARACTERISTIC VALUES, REALIZATION OF
REALITY, ETC., OF THE CONCRETE EPOCHS. WHEN
A PAINTER PERFECTLY MANAGES THIS A MASTERPIECE IS BORN (GOGI KHOSHTARIA).
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pirvelia daaxloebiT 20-12 aTasi wlis win Seqmnili gamoqvabulis moxatulobebi-freskebi. maT
Soris saukeTesoebi ufro gviandelia. pirvelad
aRmoCenili iqna altamiras gamoqvabulis moxatuloba, romelic saukeTesoTa rigs miekuTvneba. igi,
me-19 saukuneSi aRmoaCines da didxans ar surdaT
aRiareba am movlenisa. es aris absoluturad genialuri mxatvroba. imdenad srulyofili, rom
Tavis droze akademikosebma ver dauSves, rom es
pirvelyofil adamians ekuTvnoda. aRmoCena erTma
provincielma espanelma arqeologma da misma qaliSvilma gaakeTes. samwuxarod, es pirovneba ise wavida am qveynidan, aRiarebas ver moeswro. Semdgom
mis qaliSvils, safrangeTis akademiis arqeologiis kongresis Tavmjdomarem, sajarod mouxada bodiSi. asec xdeba xolme, provincieli arqeologebi
marTalni arian da akademikosebi cdebian.
Firstly let’s discuss painting-frescos of a cave created, approximately, 20-12 thousand years ago. The best of them are made at
latter times. The painting, which was discovered at the beginning, takes its place among the best ones. It was discovered in
the 19th century and for a long time those who found it, did not
want to recognize this phenomenon. It’s an absolutely brilliant
painting. It’s so perfect, that at the beginning, the academicians
couldn’t accept the idea that it was created by a primitive man.
This discovery was made by one of the Spanish provincial archeologists and his daughter. Unfortunately, in his lifetime, this
person was not recognized as a founder of the unique paintings.
Then, the head of the French Archeological Congress publically
apologized before his daughter, - just as it usually happens in
life – provincial archeologists are right and the academicians
are wrong.

XI saukune, dafnisis monastris mozaikuri
moxatuloba mTlianad.
es aris Sua saukuneebis, bizantiuri saukeTeso
mozaika. arsad ase ar aris Serwymuli harmoniis
gancda da
spiritualizmis, dematerializmis
eqspresia. Zalian amaRlebulia, lamazi, transcedentuli. anaTebs es mozaika. ganumeorebelia.
jotos ”datireba”(1303-06. kapela del arena.
padua)
aravis ase ar gadmoucia stiqiuri gancda materi-

No one ever painted an animal in colours, lines, tones and total
view in such a way. Nobody succeeded in its generalization and
expression in silhouette, or modeling. Modeling is already a
high professional level. The painting as an art has been improving for 8000 years. If anybody shows me more perfect painting
of an animal than those of the bison, or a deer drinking the
water, I will bow in front of this person.
THE XI CENTURY. A COMPLETE MOSAIC MURAL
OF DAPHNI MONASTERY.
This is the best medieval Byzantine mosaic. Nowhere else the
sense of harmony, spiritualism and expression of dematerialization is so combined. The mosaic, which illuminates, is very
heavenly, beautiful, and transcendental. It’s unique.
GIOTTO’S “LAMENTATION” (“THE MOURNING OF
CHRIST”) (SCROVEGNI CHAPEL IN PADUA)
Nobody else has ever expressed in such a way a spontaneous
feeling of materiality. It’s the anthem of a form and matter. Besides, it is not expressed in rough forms. The women are sitting

SUMMER / zafxuli

aravis arasdros ase cxoveli ar dauxatavs - ferSi,
xazSi, tonalobaSi da mTlianobiT xedvaSi. veravin
moaxerxa misi (cxovelis) mTavari niSnebis aseTi
ganzogadeba da siluetSi Tu modelirebaSi gadmocema. modelireba es ukve maRali profesionaluri donea. vinaidan es mxatvroba 8000 weli ixveweboda. iq rom aris daWrili bizoni, iremi wyals
rom svams, Tu maCvenebT amaze ukeTesad daxatul
cxovels,Tavs dagixriT.
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alurobisa. himnia formisa da materiis. Tan es ar
aris xisti formebiT gadmocemuli. didi lodebiviT sxedan qalebi. es aris Zalian ganzogadebuli
da Zalian adamianuri freska. jotos freskebis aslebs akeTebda yvela renesansis ostati, miuxedavad imisa, rom jotosTan proporciebi jer ar aris
daculi, ratom akeTebs mis aslebs miqelanjelo,
romelsac SeuZlia figura daxatos fexis frCxilidan moyolebuli yuriT damTavrebuli? joto
TiTqos mouqnelia, bavSvia. masze Semdeg Sagali
ityvis: ratom arsebobs boroteba am qveyanaze,
roca arseboben joto da rembrandti. miqelanjelo am did mxatvrebSi ar Semyavs. is mainc moqandakea CemTvis. es Cemi subieqturi siaa.

like huge boulders. This is much generalized and very human
fresco. All the masters of the Renaissance were creating copies of Giotto’s works, despite of the fact that in Giotto’s works
proportions had not been kept yet. Why did Michelangelo, who
could draw a figure from a nail of a toe to an ear, make copies?
It seems like Giotto is coarse like a child. Later Chagall said
about him: Why besides Giotto and Rembrandt does evil exist
in this world? I do not include Michelangelo in the number of
these great painters. For me, the latter is more a sculptor. This
is my subjective list.
“THE LAST SUPPER” BY LEONARDO DA VINCI
This is transformation of values into the language of plastics.

COPYRIGHT 2012

es aris erT-erTi yvelaze Zlieri, saxasiaTo portreti - tipi. yvelaze mZafri saxe qalisa, romelic

The Last Supper is briefly described in the New Testimony.
There are endless depths and simplicities there. This is an
Eucharist, - the greatest mystery after Resurrection. This is an
expression of a notion that we are granted a life from the God
and the God is the life itself. Love and the life are close to each
other, they are different hypostasis of the same concept. This
is present in Leonardo’s works. There are numerous works on
The Last Supper, but none of them are so close to the truth.
Leonardo translated the biblical depth into the artistic language.
He opened the composition, created the fantastic feeling of
plastics, unity of images and brilliant simplicity. Regardless of
damages, and the fantastic creation of “Mona Lisa”, “The Last
Supper” is distinguished. No one has ever expressed The Last
Supper in such a language of plastics, modeling and composition rhythm music.
FRANS HALS. “MALLE BABBE” (1630-1633)
This is one of the strongest character portraits – a personality. This is the most intense face of a woman, which I have
ever known in the world painting. A naughty woman, a keeper
of the famous tavern, jokes around with a pint of beer. There
existed a kind of the dry Champaign there, and a Hals’s type
of a woman is “very dry” with no sweetness too. Hals’s whip
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leonardo da vinCis ”saidumlo seroba”. es aris
faseulobebis gadayvana plastikis enaze. saidumlo seroba, saxarebaSi mokled aris xom moTxrobili. iq aris usasrulo siRrmeebic da simartivec.
esaa evqaristia, yvelaze didi saidumloeba aRdgomis Semdeg. anu is idea, rom sicocxle RmerTisgan gveniWeba, RmerTi aris sicocxle. siyvaruli - sicocxle erTmaneTTan axlosaa, sxvadasxva
ipostasebia erTi da igive cnebis. ai es aris leonardosTan. aris uamravi saidumlo seroba, magram
ase axlos arcerTi ar modis. es bibliuri siRrme
mxatvrul enaze gadaiyvana leonardom. is, Tu rogor gaSala kompozicia, plastikis fantastikuri
gancda, saxeebis erToblioba, genialuri sisadave.
miuxedavad dazianebisa, miuxedavad monalizas
fantastikuri Sesrulebisa, saidumlo seroba
dgas gancalkevebiT. plastikis enaze, modelirebis enaze, kompoziciuri riTmis musikis enaze - ase
saidumlo seroba aravis ar gadmoucia.
.
halsi ”mole babe” (1630-33)
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like performance by a painting brush corresponds to the nature
of this image (except for Velázquez, nowhere is seen such a
manner of performance). The portrait is created on the edge of
impossibility. The tonal boundaries are very clear. Any other
painter would not be able to put together this portrait, but Hals
made it live.
REMBRANDT “THE RETURN OF THE PRODIGAL
SON” (APPROXIMATELY 1666-1669)

No one had ever expressed this biblical parable in such a deep
way. This is the whole history of mankind, our eternal repentance. If you remember, the elder brother tells the father, I have
not turned from the right way, but you love him more. And, the
father replies: he was dead and now he became alive. This is the
most precious piece of painting. The picture has a pasty surface.
The figure of the prodigal son shines with the melted golden
colour. And, the real miracle takes place here, when besides the
skin head, the dirty foot and torn old clothes, which are absolutely convincing in their painting function, it’s presented as the
mostly precious painting surface.
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me msoflio mxatvrobaSi vici. aSari qali, romelic iyo cnobili tavernis diasaxlisi, kaTxa ludiT
xelSi raRacas lazRandarobs. iyo aseTi Sampaniuri, Zalian mSrali. ai ”Zalian mSralia” halsis
tipaJi qalisa, romelsac odnav sitkbos natamali
ar dahkravs. adeqvaturia Sesrulebac maTraxiviT
momuSave halsis funjisa (velaskesis garda versad
ver naxavT Sesrulebis aseT maneras). SeuZlebelis
sazRvarzea portreti Seqmnili. tonaluri sazRvrebi aris mkveTri. yvela sxva mxatvars daeSleboda es portreti. halsTan ki is cocxlobs.
rembrandti `uZRebi Svilis dabruneba”
(daaxloebiT1666-69)
es bibliuri igavi, aravis ase Rrmad ar gadmoucia.
esaa mTeli kacobriobis istoria, Cveni maradiuli
monanieba. gaxsovT, ufrosi Zma SesCivlebs mamas,
me ar gadamixvevia swori gzidan, Sen ki is ufro
giyvarso. mama pasuxobs, is mkvdari iyo da gacocxldao. uZvirfasesi ferweruli namuSevaria. pastozuri zedapiri, mdnari oqrisferiT anaTebs uZRebi Svilis figura. aq xdeba namdvili saswauli,
rodesac gadaxotrili Tavi, WuWyiani fexis terfebi Tu daZonZili tansacmeli, absoluturad
damajerebeli, Tavis saxviT funqciaSi, amave dros
warmogvidgeba uZvirfases ferwerul zedapirad.

vermeeri ”qali cisferSi” 1663-1664

VERMEER. “WOMAN IN BLUE READING A LETTER” 1663-1664

qali werils kiTxulobs fanjarasTan. vermeerma
Cveulebrivi holandieli qalis saxeSi idealurisa
da konkretulis manamde ararsebuli Sexameba SeZlo.
am suraTSi vxedavT msoflioSi erT-erT ulamazes
kolorits, magram es aris ara miniaturis, an xaliCis,
aramed swored ferweruli struqturis, wyobis silamaze - modelirebuli formis da feris silamaze.

A woman reads a letter at a window. In a face of a Dutch woman Vermeer managed to combine ideal and concrete. No one
before had succeeded to do so. In this picture we can see one of
the most beautiful vivid persons. Though, this is not beauty of
a miniature, or a carpet, but of a painting structure and layout –
beauty of the modeled form and colour.

SUMMER / zafxuli
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velaskesi ”meninebi” 1656.

VELÁZQUEZ. “LAS MENINAS” 1656

renuari ambobda: mTeli msoflios ferwera infantas bafTaSia mocemuli. velaskess personalur
mxatvars uwodeben, rac niSnavs imas, rom mxatvari TiTqos ar ereva suraTSi, ar iZleva egreT
wodebul SefasebiT msjelobebs, anu maqsimalurad obieqturia da mainc TiToeul mis gamosaxulebaSi da mTlianad suraTSi araCveulebrivad

Renoir was saying: the painting art of the whole world can exist in the ribbon of the Infant. Velázquez was called a personal
painter, which means that a painter does not interfere with the
picture, and does not let the so called estimating discussions be
held, in other words, he is maximally objective. However, in
each of his images and in the whole picture, the nature of the
painter is clearly seen. Everything that touches his brush becomes noble. This is the result of his fantastic mastering, when
his brush is absolutely free and detects the material, language,
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van gogi ” wvimis Semdeg overSi” 1890
warmogvidgeba soflis peizaJi wvimis Semdeg.
miuxedavad imisa, rom yvelaferi iwereba, sqeli, pastozuri da TiTqos mouxeSavi monasmebiT,
miuxedavad enis pirobiTobis aSkara gamovlenisa, rodesac mTeli sasuraTo sibrtye ifareba
erTnairad intensiuri feriT, suraTi araCveulebrivad zustia saxviTad, absoluturi gancda bunebis sicocxlis. araCveulebrivad aris
gadmocemuli axali nawvimari zedapiri, mwvane
baRCebis sixasxase, svel gzaze mimavali urika.
anu aq vxedavT enis (anu organizebuli sibrtyis, feris, masalis,
zeTis, xelis umoZraobis, dinamikis, energetikis) maqsimalur
gamovlenis pirobebSi aseTive zust saxviT damajereblobas.
dapirispirebul
aRniSvnaTa
simZafre axdens maqsimums. amave dros suraTi absoluturad
mTliania,
erTiani.
misi eqspresia arasdros ar gadadis
uzomobaSi. anu erTdroulad
eqspresiulicaa da harmoniulic. van gogma
araCveulebrivad
Seaxama
Crdiloevropuli
emociuri
gancda
(holandia)
samxreTevropul harmoniis grZnobasTan.
es aravis ar mouxerxebia aseTi ZaliT.

oils, as well as, the traces of the brush and at the same time,
from the point of view of figurativeness, is absolutely precise.
Here are the hair, a ribbon, dress, shades and so on. At the same
time, this is the fantastic painting language. No one on the Earth
can be so laconic and rich, free and preserved at the same time.
The unity of these controversies is the basis for the harmony
created by Velázquez, and, this gives the wonderful nobleness
to his painting, not to mention his tonal-picturesque brilliance…
VAN GOGH. “A ROAD IN AUVERS AFTER THE RAIN”
1890
Here, is represented a village landscape after the rain. Despite
of the fact that everything is painted in thick, pasty, seemingly
rough strokes, and regardless of clear expression of the relativity of the language, when the whole plane of the picture is
covered by the equally intensive colours, the painting is extraordinarily precise from the point of view of figurativeness
and there is the absolute feeling of living of the nature. The
surface which has become soaked from the recent rain, glowing
of the green melon field, a small cart going on the wet road.
Thus, here, we see the same exact figurative confidence in the
condition of maximal expression of the language (an organized
plane, colour, material, oils, immobility, dynamics, and energy
of a hand). The intensity of the controversial designations creates the maximal effect. Besides that, the picture is absolutely
whole, unified. Its expression never goes beyond all measures. Accordingly, it’s expressive and harmonious at the same
time. Van Gogh wonderfully combined the Northern European
(Dutch) emotional experience with the Southern European feeling of harmony. No one ever has managed to express this with
such intensity.
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gamosWvivis mxatvris buneba. yvelafers rasac
misi funji exeba keTilSobili xdeba. es aris misi
fantastikuri ostatobis Sedegi, rodesac misi
funji, absoluturad Tavisufalia, ese igi avlens masalas, enas, zeTs, funjis kvals da amave
dros absoluturad zustia saxviTad. es aris Tma,
bafTa, kaba, Crdili da ase Semdeg. da amave dros es
aris fantastikuri ferweruli ena. aravin dedamiwis zurgze ar SeiZleba iyos aseTi lakonuric da
mdidaric, Tavisufalic da TavSekavebulic. am
winaaRmdegobaTa erTianoba aris velaskesis harmoniis safuZveli, rac araCveulebriv keTilSobilebas aniWebs mis suraTs. arafers vlaparakobT
mis tonalur -koloritul genialurobaze...
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sezani “xidi marnaze” 1894-95

CÉZANNE “BRIDGE OVER THE MARNE” 1894-1895

sezanis erT-erTi saukeTeso namuSevari. aseTive
warmatebiT SegveZlo sxva namuSevris motanac,
magram ara yvelasi. suraTs gaaCnia uzarmazari,
rogorc esTeturi, ise istoriuli mniSvneloba.
aq pirvelad aris miRweuli is axali kriteriumebi, romelic modernizmma daayena mxatvrobis
winaSe. sasuraTo wyobis yvela aspeqtSi - kompoziciaSi, naxatSi, koloritSi, SesrulebaSi enis
pirobiTobis maqsimaluri gamovlena, anu suraTi
modelirdeba sivrcobrivadac, sagnobrivadac,
pirdapir gamovlenili formis meSveobiT. kompoziciis konstruqciuli mxare, feris mamodelirebeli funqcia, formis geometriuli struqtura
- yvelaferi gamovlenilia da emsaxureba saxviT
funqcias. anu erTdroulad Cvens winaSea suraTis
sibrtyovani buneba da misi sivrcobrivi struqturac, misi enobrivi pirobiTobac da saxviTi
damajereblobac. amitomac es TiTqos da ubralo
bunebis peizaJi, iqceva monumentalur suraTad,
romelic mZafrad da rac mTavaria zustad iZleva iseT faseulobebs, rogoric aris feri, Suqi,
sivrce, materialuroba, xelSesaxeoba. anu is pirveladi sawyisebi, romelzec igeba buneba, an rogorc Seqmna buneba RmerTma.

This is one of the best works of Cézanne. With the same success
we could discuss another piece of work of Cézanne, though not
every single one can be reviewed. The painting has a huge esthetic, as well as historic meaning. Here, the new criteria are
achieved, which were set before the art of painting by modernism. In all the aspects of the structure of a picture – composition, painting, vividness, performance, there is maximal detection of the relativity of the language. Thus, the picture is being
modeled in a space, subject and by means of the direct detection
of a form. The constructive side of the composition, the modeling function of the colour, the geometrical structure of the
form – all are detected and serve for the figurative function.
In other words, we have the plane nature of the picture and its
space structure at the same time, as well as, language relativity
and figurative confidence. Accordingly, this seemingly simple
nature landscape becomes a monumental picture, which intensively, and what is more important, precisely provides such
values as the colour, light, space, materiality and tangibility. In
other words, here are represented the initial beginnings upon
which the nature is built, or the nature is expressed in the very
same shape as it was created by the God.
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aravis ar gadmoucia aseTi ZaliT XX saukunis is
tragikuli mxare, romelic warmogvidga ngrevis, destruqciis, kaciskvlis saxiT. pikasos genialuroba imaSi mdgomareobs, rom is amisTvis
mimarTavs mxatvruli enis pirobiT bunebas, mis
sasuraTo sibrtyis metyvelebas, geometriulad
trasformirebuli formis axleburi organizebis
aucileblobas, axal melodikas, axal Sexamebas.
da maqsimalurad avlens amgvari midgomiT imas,
rasac SefasebiTi msjeloba hqvia. anu asaxulis
tragikuloba, damajerebeli xdeba zustad monaxuli formis xasiaTidan. vgulisxmobT, rogorc
konkretul saxviT formas, dangreul gamosaxulebebs, ise mTlianad kompoziciis eqspresiul
ritmikas. anu pikaso kidev eTxel gvarwmunebs saxviTi xelovnebisTvis damaxasiaTebel WeSmaritebaSi: is rac ver gamoisaxeba (tkivili, aRSfoTeba,
amoralurobis gancda), is gamoixateba anu deformaciis pirobiT enaze.
niko firosmani ”viris xidi”
ramdeni ramis Tqma SeuZlia am mxatvars aseTi Zunwi xerxebiT, ambobs, XX saukunis 10-iani wlebis
dasawyisSi rusuli da msoflio avangardis erTerTi udidesi figura larionovi. mxolod genioss SeuZlia, ase, viTom sxvaTa Soris, funjis 2-3
monasmiT, aseTi sizustiT gadmogvces eris buneba, xasiaTi da Seqmnas suraTi, sadac verafers
ver daZrav, ver miumateb da ver gamoakleb, sadac
mTeli da nawilic erTnairad naTlad da harmoniulad ikiTxeba.

PABLO PICASSO “GUERNICA” 1937
Nobody has ever expressed with such strength the tragic side
of the 20th century, which was represented in destruction and
murders. The brilliance of Picasso lies in his ability to apply
to the relative nature of the artistic language, its speech of the

picture plane, the necessity of the innovatory organization of
the geometrically transformed form, new melodies and new
combinations. And, by means of this he maximally detects the
evaluating discussion. Thus, the tragedy of what is reflected on
the painting becomes convincing from the nature of the precisely found form. Here, I mean as a concrete figurative form,
decomposed images, so the expressive plural rhythmic of the
composition in total. As a result, Picasso once again convinces
us in existence of the truth, which characterizes the figurative
art: What can’t be depicted (pain, outrage, and feeling of immorality) can be expressed through the relative language of
deformation.

How much an artist can say by using such a few ways of expression? - Says Larionov, the greatest figure of the Russian
and the world avant-garde of the beginning of the 1910s. Only
a genius by means of 2-3 strokes of the brush, which, at first
sight, may seem to be made by chance, can express so precisely
the nature of the nation and create a picture, where nothing can
be moved, added, or subtracted, where the whole and the part
are equally clearly and harmoniously read.
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pablo pikaso ”gernika” 1937.
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sxvadasxva Janrisa
da mimdinareobis
gemovnebiani musika
zaza Sengelias
subieqtur aTeulSi.
avtors mohyavs citata
BBC - is Jurnalistis
reviudan stivi uanderis
albomze: "...Tuki es
albomi ar gaqvT,
SeiZineT xvalve!
mis gareSe cxovreba
arasrulyofilia..." igive
SeiZleba iTqvas, sxva
Semsruleblebsa Tu
albomebze
zaza Sengelias siidan.

THE REFINED MUSIC OF
VARIOUS GENRES AND
TYPES IN THE SUBJECTIVE
TOP TEN OF ZAZA SHENGELIA. THE AUTHOR MENTIONS
AN EXTRACT FROM THE
THE SUBJECTIVE SPACE / subieqturi sivrce

REVIEW OF A BBC JOURNALIST MADE ON THE STIVIE
WONDER ALBUM: “…IF YOU
DO NOT HAVE THIS ALBUM,
YOU SHOULD BUY IT TOMORROW! A LIFE IS IMPERFECT WITHOUT IT”…, - THE
SAME CAN BE SAID ABOUT
THE OTHER PERFORMERS
OR ALBUMS FROM ZAZA
SHENGELIA’S LIST.
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STEVIE WONDER ‘’ SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE ‘’

es albomi Seiqmna am SesaniSnavi musikosis karieris
pikze, SeiZleba iTqvas, rom ‘’ Songs In The Key of Life”
stivi uanderis Semoqmedebis kulminacia, misi pirveli xmamaRali ganacxadia,
romelic Seiqmna xmisCamwer
kompania T
MO OWN-Tan kontraqtis
ganaxlebis Semdgom da ZiriTadad stivis mier Seqmnili,
aranJirebuli da Cawerili kompoziciebisgan Sedgeba. aqamde
MOTOWNN ukrZalavda mas Tavisi
sakuTari kompoziciebis Sesrulebas da albomSi Setanas.
SeiZleba iTqvas, rom es albomi
pirvelia, sadac stivi uanderma sruli gasaqani misca Tavis
musikalur fantazias herbi
henkokTan, mini ripertonTan,
jorj bensonTan, jeqson 5-Tan
da sxva SesaniSnav musikosebTan
erTad. albomi sakoleqcioa.
BBC-is Jurnalistma am albomis Sesaxeb Tavis reviuSi ganacxada: “...Tuki es albomi ar gaqvT, SeiZineT
xvalve! mis gareSe cxovreba arasrulyofilia...”

This album was created at peak of the career of this wonderful musician. It can be said that “Songs in the Key of Life” is
the culmination of his creative work,
- that’s his first strong statement. The
album was created after renewal of
the contract with the sound recording studio “MOROWN”. It mainly
consists of the compositions created,
arranged and recorded by Stevie. Before, “MOTOWN” did not allow him
to perform his own compositions and
to include them into an album. It can
be said, that this is the first album,
where Stevie Wonder, together with
Herbie Hanckock, Minnie Riperton,
George Benson, “The Jackson 5” and
other amazing musicians, completely
released his musical fantasies. It’s
a collection album. In his review a
BBC journalist said about this album
the following: “…If you do not have this album, you should
buy it tomorrow! A life is imperfect without it…”

eva qesidi fenomenaluri momReralia. is 33 wlis
asakSi tragikulad daiRupa melanomisgan. albaT eva
qesidi im uiSviaTes musikosTa
ricxvs ganekuTvneba Tanamedrove pop musikaSi, romelTac
didi aRiareba da popularoba
mxolod gardacvalebis Semdeg moipoves... mTeli cxovreba eva saklubo musikosis rangSi gamodioda xolme mcire
auditoriebis winaSe. mas aqvs
absoluturad gansxvavebuli,
kristalurad sufTa, sulSi
Camwvdomi xma, Sesrulebis
daxvewili da TavSekavebuli
manera. am albomSi Sesulia
simRera “OVER THE RAINBOW”is sruliad gansacvifrebeli
versia, romelsac unikaluri
JReradoba da TiTqos winaswarmetyveluri tragizmi gaaCnia...

Eva Cassidy is a phenomenal singer. She has tragically died
at the age of 33 from melanoma. Perhaps, in the contemporary pop music Eva Cassidy takes
place among those mostly rare musicians, who became popular only
after having passed away… During
her whole life, Eva was performing as a club musician in front of a
small audience. She has absolutely
distinguished, crystal pure voice,
which touches one’s soul. Her manner of singing is very exquisite and
preserved. This album includes completely amazing version of the song
“OVER THE RAINBOW”, which
carries unique sonority and some
kind of prophetic tragedy…
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EVA CASSIDY ‘’SONGBIRD’’
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GATO BARBIERI ‘’ THE LAST TANGO IN PARIS ‘’ (SOUNDTRACK)

legendaruli argentineli tenor - saqsofonistis, gato barbieris saundTreqi daiwera bernardo
bertoluCis sakmaod gaxmaurebuli da skandaluri filmisTvis marlon brandosa da maria Snaideris monawileobiT.
saundTreqis musika iseTive
emociuria, rogorc Tavad
filmi da organulad erwymis
mas. musika Zalian Rirebuli
da kargia, rogorc SesaniSnavi
saundTreqi filmisaTvis da
imavdroulad rogorc brwyinvale solo namuSevari. es aris
laTinuri melodiebiTa da
tangoTi gaJRenTili musika,
romelic harmoniulad JRers
savse simfoniur musikalur
formebTan erTad da romelsac Tan axlavs Tavad gato
barbieris ubadlo solo partiebi saqsofonze.
albomSi Sesulia ramdenime musikaluri fragmentis Savi, samuSao masala, romelic Semdgom filmSi
aRar gaJRerebula.

A soundtrack of a legendary Argentinean tenor-saxophonist,
Gato Barbieri was written for quite popular film of a scandal
nature by Bernardo Bertolucci, where
Marlon Brando and Maria Schneider
are starring. The music of the soundtrack is very emotional, as well as the
movie itself and it organically merges
with the film. The music is very valuable and good as in the shape of a
wonderful movie soundtrack, so as the
brilliant work of a soloist. This is the
music full of Latin melodies and tango, which sounds harmoniously with
the forms of the symphonic music and
is accompanied by the incomparable
solo parts on saxophone performed by
Gato Barbieri himself. There are several working versions of the musical extracts included in the
album, which the film does not contain.
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DONNY HATHAWAY “THESE SONGS FOR YOU - LIVE!’’

am albomis mTavari Rirebuleba aris is, rom masSi
Sesulia calkeuli fragmentebi doni hataueis
adre gamoucemeli 2 laiv koncertidan 1971 da 1973 wlisa, sadac donisTan erTad gamodian
“mZimewonosani” jazgitaristi
PHIL UPCHURCH da R
AE TH WIND AND
FIRE-is drameri FRED WHITE.
albomSi SesaniSnavad warmoCnda donis, rogorc musikosinstrumentalistis
SesaniSnavi klaviaturuli monacemebi,
musikaluri gamomgoneblobis
unari da brwyinvale vokali.
araCveulebrivia “YS
E TERD”YA -s da
“You’ve Got A Friend”-is miseuli
versiebi. am albomis erT-erTi
saCuqaria bonus interviu doni
hataueisTan, sadac is aRfrTovanebiT saubrobs stravinskis orkestrirebaze da aseve
im gavlenaze, romelic masze, rogorc musikosze
iqonia Y
UY OUSEF LATEEF-ma.

The main value of the album is that it includes separate fragments of the 2 live concerts of Donny Hathaway performed in
the years 1971 and 1973, which had
not been published before. Here, together with Donny, “heavy weighted”
jazz guitar player PHIL UPCHURCH
and a drummer of “EARTH WIND
AND FIRE”, FRED WHITE, are
playing. By this album, not only excellent keyboard musical-instrumental talent, but also the ability of musical creativity, as well as, the excellent
vocal were expressed. His versions
of “YESTERDAY” and “YOU’VE
GOT A FRIEND” are wonderful. One
of the presents of this album is the
bonus interview with Donny Hathaway, where he with greatest inspiration speaks about the orchestra work
of Stravinsky and the influence of
YUSEF LATEEF on him as a musician.
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RAMSEY LEWIS “SUN GODDESS

ramsei luisi gasuli saukunis ukve 60-ian wlebSi
gamoikveTa, rogorc soul-jazis ubadlo Semsrulebeli, Tumca iseve rogorc sxva didma musikosebma,
TavianTi Sedevrebis Seqmnamde,
manac sakmaod grZeli gza gaiara. “SUN GODDESS” 70-ianebis
aTwleulis yvelaze didi warmatebaa ramsei luisis SemoqmedebaSi. am albomSi luisi
gvevlineba, rogorc JAZZ-FUSION-is da FUNK-is novatori
Semsrulebeli, romelic aqtiurad iyenebs sinTezators da
eleqtriq-pianos, xolo albomSi Sesuli kompoziciebi iSleba
JAZZ-is, FUNK-is,R’n’B-is da
progresuli rokis mimarTulebiTac ki. am albomis CaweraSi
monawileobdnen legendaruli
EARTH WIND AND FIRE-is wamyvani musikosebi, xolo moris uaiTi albomis Tanaprodiuseris ampluaSi mogvevlina.

Already in the 60s of the twentieth century Ramsey Lewis
was acknowledged as the incomparable performer of the souljazz, though, like the other great
musicians, before creating the masterpieces, he had made a long way.
“SUN GODDESS” is the most successful album of the 1970s’ decade
by Ramsey Lewis. Here, Lewis is
presented as the innovatory performer of JAZZ-FUSION and FUNK,
who actively uses a keyboard and an
electric piano, and the compositions
of the album cover JAZZ, FUNK,
R’n B, and progressive rock too.
The legendary leading musicians of
“EARTH WIND AND FIRE” took
part in recording the album, and
Maoris White was a co-producer of the album.

“THE BEATLES” “ABBEY ROAD”

First of all, this album is noteworthy for being an example of simple and at the same time brilliant songwriting
works of all times. The 17 songs
of the album are real masterpieces!
Besides, none of the other albums
of “The Beatles” had such success
from the commercial point of view.
This album is the epilogue of the
creative work of “The Beatles”, it’s
the final album, and perhaps, because of this it is the frankest and
mostly unique one. George Martin
played a crucial role in creation of
the album; the engineering work
implemented on the sound of this
album deserved a GRAMMY award.
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es albomi pirvel rigSi aRsaniSnavia, rogorc martivi, genialuri simRerebis - yvela drois hitebis
Seqmnis (Songwriting) brwyinvale
nimuSi. albomSi Sesuli 17-ive
simRera namdvili Sedevria!
amasTanave, komerciuli TvalsazrisiT biTlzebis arc erT
sxva alboms ar xvda iseTi didi
warmateba, rogoric “Abbey
Road “-s. es albomi aris biTlzebis Semoqmedebis epilogi,
safinalo albomi da albaT
aqedan gamomdinare, yvelaze
mkveTrad gamoxatulad gulwrfeli da unikaluria. albomis SeqmnaSi gadamwyveti
roli Seasrula jorj martinma, romlis xmis sainJinro namuSevarma am albomze GRAMMY daimsaxura.
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DAVE BRUBECK ‘’BRANDENBURG GATE’’

1961 wels Cawerili es albomi
deiv brubekis diskografiis
namdvili margalitia. albomis
mTavari Treqia 18 wuTiani
suita, sadac deiv brubekis
genialur safortepiano akompaniments erwymis simebian da
klasikur formebSi momuSave
SesaniSnavi orkestri, romelsac diriJorobas uwevs deivis
Zma, hovard brubeki. es albomi deiv brubekis genialuri
kvartetis (DDave Brubeck, Paul

Desmond, Bob Bates, Jo Dodge)

da maTi, rogorc virtuozi
jaz-instrumentalistebis
mier Sesrulebuli musikis
da seriozuli simfoniuri
musikis ganumeorebeli sinTezia, romlis gvirgvinia deiv brubekisa da pol dezmondis harmoniuli da
sulieri partnioroba.Tu baxi dRes cocxali iqneboda, albaT swored aseT musikas Seqmnida, romelic
am albomSi JRers.

This album, which was recorded in
1961y., is a real pearl of the discography of Dave Brubeck. The main
track of the album is the eighteenminute suite, where a wonderful
orchestra working in strings and
classic forms, conducted by Dave’s
brother, Howard Brubeck, merges
with the brilliant piano accompaniment. This is unique synthesis
of the music performed by jazzinstrumentalists and serious symphonic music, the crown of which
is the harmonic and spiritual partnership of Dave Brubeck and Paul Desmond. If Bach was
alive today, perhaps, he would create exactly the kind of
music, which sounds in this album.
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“WEATHER REPORT” ‘‘TALE SPINNIN’ ‘’

1975 wels gamocemuli es albomi aris WEATHER
REPORT-is mexuTe studiuri albomi da is udaod
erT-erTi saukeTesoa JAZZROCK-FUSION-is
epoqaSi.
aRniSnuli albomi aSkarad
novatorulia jozef zavinulis da uein Sorteris musikaluri kreatiulobis TvalsazrisiT da albaT erT-erTi
pirveli im musikalur mimdinareobaSi, romelsac dRes
WORLD MUSIC ewodeba, sadac
musikaluri
teqnologiebis ganviTarebis kvalobaze,
zavinuli sul ufro metad
aJRerebs sinTezatorze Sesrulebul musikas. albaT,
es albomi erTerTi yvelaze
ufro angaJirebuli da saTavgadasavlo albomia WEATHER
REPORT-is SemoqmedebaSi.

The album released in 1975y., is the fifth album of
“WEATHER REPORT” and indisputably it’s one of the
best in the epoch of JAZZ-ROCKFUSION. It’s clear that the album is
innovatory, from the point of view
of creativity of Joseph Zawinul and
Wane Shorter, and, perhaps, it’s
one of the first ones in the musical
movement, which was granted the
title of “WORLD MUSIC”. Here,
following the development of music technologies, Zawinul mostly
plays keyboard music. Perhaps, this
album is one of the engaging and
adventurous ones in the work of the
“WEATHER REPORT”.
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REG PHILLINGANES ‘’SIGNIFICANT GAINS’’

Gmusikalur industriaSi arseboben “CrdilSi
mdgomi”, mokrZalebuli genialuri musikosebi,
romelTa saxelebi farTo
auditoriisTvis SedarebiT
ucnobia, Tumca swored maTi
damsaxurebaa
musikaluri
progresi, axali azrovneba,
novaciebi da Tundac aseulobiT hitebis Seqmna. greg filinganisi erT-erTi maTgania.
is quinsi jonsis, maikl jeqsonis, erik kleptonis, stivi
uanderis da sxva udidesi
musikosebis mTavari mamoZravebeli Zala da TiTqmis yvela maTi genialuri albomisa
Tu hitis Seqmnis mTavari Tanaavtoria. es albomi gregis
uiSviaTesi solo namuSevaria
da igi aSkarad gamoirCeva sworad agebuli repertuariT da uamravi melodiuri
da mimzidveli hitiT.

There are some modest brilliant musicians in the music industry, who prefer to stand in a shade and, therefore, their
names are not so familiar to the
broad audience, though, the musical progress, new thinking, innovations, or at the very least, creation
of hundreds of hits, are achieved
thanks to the work of the latter. Greg
Phillinganes is one of them. He is
the main driving force of Quincy
Jones, Michael Jackson, Eric Clapton, Stevie Wonder and other great
musicians, and is the major coauthor of almost all their brilliant
albums and hits. This album is the
rare solo work of Greg and it is truly
distinguished by the correctly built
repertoire and numerous melodic and attractive hits.

quinsi jonsi am alboms Tavis cxovrebis proeqts
uwodebs. es aris WeSmaritad epoqaluri da revoluciuri albomi, sadac man
Tavi mouyara jazis, hip-hopis,
repis, diskos, fankis udides
varskvlavebs da moaxdina am
musikaluri mimarTulebebis
eqsperimentuli harmoniuli
Serwyma, faqtiurad es albomi Sedga rogorc unikaluri
musikaluri forumi, dialogi
am mimdinareobebSi momuSave
udides musikosebs Soris.
albaT uiSviaTesia da faqtiurad ar arsebobs sxva musikaluri albomi, sadac erTad
monawileobs amdeni “mnaTobi”:
mails devisi, dizi gilespi,
ela ficjeraldi, sara voeni,
rei Carlzi, jozef zavinuli,
jeims mudi, jorj bensoni,
bobi makferini, el jero, bari
uaiTi, dion uorviki, Caka xani, luTer uendriosi
da mravali sxva.

Quincy Jones calls this album the project of his life. This really is epochal and revolutionary album, where he gathered
the greatest stars of jazz, hip-hop,
rap, disco and funk, and, managed
to make an experimental unification
of these musical courses. Factually, this album is the unique musical forum, a dialogue between the
greatest musicians working in this
sphere. Perhaps, it’s the rarest one,
and there had not been any other
music album before, where so many
“stars” take part: Miles Davis, Dizie Gillespie, Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan, Ray Charles, Joseph
Zawinul, James Moody, George
Benson, Bobby McFerrin, El Jerro, Barry White, Dionne Warwick,
Chaka Khan, Luther Vandross, and the others.
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aza burWulaZis wignebis aTeulSi
"jayos xiznebisa" da "procesis"
aRmoCena aravis gaakvirvebs. am mwerlis xelwera bevrwilad "kafkianuria" sainteresoa avtoris mier SemoTavazebuli aramxatvruli teqstic `omi
hanibalTan". xolo a
A ndrei platonovis "Cevenguri", vfiqrob bulgakovis fanebs azrs
Seacvlevinebs.

I

SUPPOSE, NO ONE WILL BE SURPRISED BY FINDING “THE MIGRANTS OF JAKO” AND “THE TRIAL”
IN THE TOP TEN OF ZAZA BURCHULADZE. STYLE
OF THE AUTHOR IS “KAFKA LIKE”, A NON-FICTION TEXT , “THE WAR WITH HANNIBAL”, OFFERED BY
THE AUTHOR IS QUITE FASCINATING TOO. AS FOR THE
“CEVENGUR” BY ANDREI PLATONOV, - IT COULD MAKE
THE FANS OF BULGAKOV CHANGE THEIR MINDS.

THE SUBJECTIVE SPACE / subieqturi sivrce

“THE GOLDEN DONKEY”

"oqros viri"

e

s aris ara marto laTinur enaze dawerili pirveli antikuri romani, romelmac
Cvenamde sruli saxiT moaRwia, aramed,
pirvel yovlisa, esaa wigni, romelic
dRemde didebuli sakiTxavia. am giJmaJ romanSi
moTxrobilia (da mere rogor!) romaeli ymawvilis
- luciusis daujerebeli da sruliad fantastikuri Tavgadasavali. Tumca, aq da axla siuJetis
mokled gadmocemas am wignis wakiTxva sjobs. reklamis saxiT ki vityvi, rom am wignma udidesi gavlena moaxdina iseT avtorebze, rogorebic arian
bokaCo, rable, servantesi, volteri da a.S.

T

his is not just the first antique novel written
in Latin language, which, has survived to our
times in a fully preserved form, but, first of
all, this is the book, which, even today, is so
great to read. This completely mad novel tells the unbelievable and absolutely fantastic adventures of a Roman
boy Luscious. Though, instead of telling the plot of the
book now and here, it’s better to read it. As an advertisement, I would say that this book greatly influenced the
authors such are Bokacho, Rable, Servantes, Walter and
many more.
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lia odesme dagaviwydes misi rumbiviT gasiebuli saWurvelmtvirTveli sanCo, misi gaZvaltyavebuli cxeni rosinanti, Tu misi gulis
vardi dulsinea. wigni mosaloso, wmindanobis
zRvarze myof kacze, romelsac uyvarda...

N

ot reading this book is, merely to say, a crime.
And, this is not because it takes the second
place after the Bible by the number of sold copies. This is a book for everyone. It’s sad and funny at the
same time, it makes cry and laugh, makes to stand firmly on
the ground and uplifts, it’s superficial and deep at once…
It’s not possible to forget a knight with the face full of grief,
who for the sake of justice struggles with the wind mills
and wineskins. It’s impossible to ever forget his swollen as
rumba carrier of the arms Sancho, his skinny horse Rosinant
and his beloved Dulsinea. This is a book mosaloso, about a
man, almost a saint, who was in love…

“DON QUIXOTE”

"don kixoti"
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m wignis arwakiTxva ubralod danaSaulia. imitom ara, rom msoflioSi
gayiduli tiraJebiT igi meore adgils
ikavebs bibliis Semdeg. esaa wigni yvelasTvis.
erTdroulad sevdiani da saxaliso, satirali
da sasacilo, damiwebuli da amaRlebuli, zedapiruli da Rrma... SeuZlebelia dagaviwydes
mwuxare saxis raindi, samarTlianobis dadgenisTvis samkvdro-sasicocxlod rom Serkinebia
qaris wisqvilebs Tu Rvinis tikebs. SeuZlebe-
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T

his novel was written by Andrei Platonov in
1920s, though it was completely unimaginable to
publish it in the Soviet Union. Perhaps, nobody
has ever laughed at Communism so brilliantly. In
the USSR “Cevengur” was publish only at the sunset of the
empire, in 1988y. This book, as well as its author, had a difficult fate. According to one of the legends, when having read
the manuscript of the novel, Stalin, besides the name of the author, wrote with a red pencil the only word “rascal”, which, at
the very least, meant putting the book on the shelve for indefinite period of time. It’s interesting why the leader of the nation
did not destroy the book, or why did not he shoot the author.
“Cevengur” is one of the greatest books, which should be read
by all means and which is impossible to forget.

“THE WAR WITH HANNIBAL”

"omi hanibalTan"

t
“CEVENGUR”

THE SUBJECTIVE SPACE / subieqturi sivrce

"Cevenguri"

e

s romani andrei platonovma ocian wlebSi dawera, Tumca misi sabWoTa kavSirSi
gamocema sruliad warmoudgeneli iyo.
ase genialurad komunizmisTvis, mgoni,
aravis daucinia. ssrk-Si `Cevenguri~ mxolod imperiis daisisas, 1988 wels gamoqveynda. rTuli
bedi ergo am wignsac da mis avtorsac. erT-erTi
gadmocemis Tanaxmad, `Cevenguris~ xelnaweris
gacnobisas, avtoris gvaris gaswvriv stalinma
wiTeli fanqriT erTaderTi sityva waawera - `garewari~, rac, sul mcire, am wignis Taroze Semodebas
niSnavda gaurkveveli droiT. sainteresoa, ratom
ar gaanadgura beladma wigni an misi avtori ratom
ar daxvrita. `Cevenguri~ erT-erTi im diad wignTagania, romlis wakiTxvac aucilebelia, daviwyeba
ki - SeuZlebeli.

itus liviusis es aramxatvruli teqsti
milion mxatvrul teqstze ufro siamovnebiT da gatacebiT ikiTxeba. romeli
deteqtivi, saTavgadasavlo romani,
fantastika an fentezi! esaa wigni diadi mxedarTmTavris diad marcxze. odesRac karTagenSi cxovrobda kaci, saxelad hanibal barka, romelmac
romis imperiis winaaRmdeg wamoiwyo omi. Tavis
armiasTan da mebrZol spiloebTan erTad gadalaxa alpebi, araerT brZolaSi daamarcxa mteri,
WaobebSi siarulisas cali TvaliT dabrmavebuli
miadga roms, romlis macxovreblebic iseTi SeSinebulebi iyvnen, rom qalaqSi Sesvlas araferi
undoda, Tumca... hanibals `SeeZlo gamarjveba,
magram ar SeeZlo gamarjvebis SenarCuneba.~ srulfasovnebis kompleqsis didebuli ilustracia.

T

he nonfiction text of Titus Livy is being read with
much more pleasure and fascination than millions
of fiction texts. Which of a detective, adventure
novel or fantasy can come to it?! This is a book
about the great defeat of the great commander. Once upon a
time there lived a man in Carthage by the name Hannibal Barca,
who started a war against the Roman Empire. He, together with
his army and elephants, left Alps behind, defeated the enemy in
numerous battles, and reached Rome with one eye being blinded when travelling through swamps. The Romans were so petrified, that nothing was on the way to entering the city, though…
Hannibal “could win, but could not maintain victory.” It’s the
complete illustration of the complex of accomplishment.
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T

his is the story about a man, who, suddenly, in
one morning was arrested, though, he was not
told about the reason of the arrest. The bureaucratic machine was winded up… This is the brilliant example of the postmodernist absurd. During the whole novel
Joseph K. is trying, but all in vain, to prove his innocence.
The book starts with the foolish nonsense and ends with the
foolish death. The last words of Joseph K., who had been
stabbed with a knife in a belly, are: “As a dog”… Perhaps,
Kafka has written stronger pieces of work, for instance, the
novel “The Prison”, or the short story “Metamorphosis”,
but, I think, a reader should start getting familiar with this
author from “The Trial”.

“THE TRIAL”

"procesi"
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a

mbavi kacze, romelsac erT mSvenier dilas moulodnelad apatimreben, Tumca
dapatimrebis mizezs ar eubnebian. biurokratiuli manqana iqoqeba... postmodernistuli absurdis brwyinvale nimuSi. mTeli romanis ganmavlobaSi Jozef K. amaod cdilobs
sakuTari udanaSaulobis damtkicebas. wigni iwyeba suleluri abdaubdiT da mTavrdeba suleluri
sikvdiliT. mucelSi danagayrili Jozef K.-s ukanaskneli sityvebia: `rogorc ZaRli~... SeiZleba,
kafkas ufro Zlieri nawarmoebebic aqvs dawerili,
Tundac romani `cixe~ an moTxroba `metamorfoza~, magram misi gacnoba, mgoni, swored `procesiT~
unda daiwyos kacma.
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F

rom my viewpoint this brilliant novel of Mikheil
Javakhishvili is the peak of the Georgian prose. We
have a number of good prosaic writers, and even better poets, but I have never read with more fascination
any other book written by a Georgian author. “The Migrants
of Jako” is the rare, exceptional case, when I honestly envied
that it was not written by me. Until then I have had this kind of
a feeling very seldom. I can’t restrain from praising Mikheil
Javakhishvili, though the greatest praise of him would be
reading his works. Moreover, beside “The Migrants of Jako”,
Mikheil Javakhishvili has numerous fantastic novels: “Kvachi
Kvachantiradze”, “Givi Shaduri”, “The White Collar”…

“THE MIGRANTS OF JAKO”

THE SUBJECTIVE SPACE / subieqturi sivrce

"jayos xiznebi"

C

emi azriT, mixeil javaxiSvilis es
genialuri romani qarTuli prozis
mwvervalia. Cven ramdenime kargi prozaikosi gvyavs, poetebi - kidev ukeTesi, magram msgavsi gatacebiT arc erTi qarTveli
mwerlis wigni ar wamikiTxavs. `jayos xiznebi~
is iSviaTi gamonaklisia, roca gulwrfelad
SemSurda, rom igi Cemi dawerili araa. arada,
msgavsi grZnoba Zalian iSviaTad mqonia. mixeil
javaxiSvilze arc erTi saqebari sityva ar menaneba, Tumca misi yvelaze didi qeba, qebaTaqeba
misi nawarmoebebis wakiTxva iqneba. miT ufro,
rom, `jayos xiznebis~ garda, javaxiSvils ara
erTi SesaniSnavi romani aqvs: `kvaWi kvaWantiraZe~, `givi Saduri~, `TeTri sayelo~...

“WAITING FOR GODOT”

"godos molodinSi"

g

enialuri irlandielis genialuri piesa.
bekets aqvs sruliad SesaniSnavi romanebic: `moloi~, `meloni kvdeba~ da
`usaxelo~, magram `godo~ ara marto misi
Semoqmedebis centraluri teqstia, aramed meoce
saukunis inglisurenovan dramaturgiul qmnilebebs Soris yvelaze gavleniani ram aris. piesis
mTavari moqmedi pirni, vladimeri da estragoni
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uwonadobaSi dakidebul usicocxlo sqemebiviT
arian. aqauri sivrce erTob Camohgavs galaktioniseul `naxazs - saganTa uariT~. mTeli piesis ganmavlobaSi vladimeri da estragoni elodebian
viRac godos, visTan Sexvedrac, - aq tavtologia
Segnebulia, - maTi azriT, maT uazro yofas azrians gaxdis. am teqstis erTmniSvnelovnad gageba
warmoudgenelia. piesis bolos molodiniT gadaRlili vladimeri da estragoni Tokis povnas gadawyveten, raTa Tavi CamoixrCon, Tuki godo xvalac
ar miva maTTan, Tumca ki piesa mTavrdeba sityvebiT: `adgilidan ar iZvrian~.
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qveynda da maSinve cxoveli gansjis sagnad iqca,
ara marto seqsisa da sadistur mkvlelobaTa
detaluri aRweris gamo. `glamoramaSi~ elisi
dascinis Tanamedrove kulturas, adamianis uzneobas, totalur momxmareblobas... msoflioSi
cnobili adamianebi, dizainerebi, msaxiobebi,
modelebi da a.S. romanSi dekoraciis funqcias
asruleben. mTavari gmiri, viqtor vardi, modeli da homofobi `fiqrobs brendebiT da laparakobs frazebiT popularuli simRerebidan~.
SesaniSnavi mwerlis 2 SesaniSnavi romani.

T

his is a brilliant work of the Irish genius. Beckett has
other amazing novels: “Molloy”, “Malone Dies”
and “The Unnamable”, but “Godot” is not only the
central piece of his works, but is the most influential amongst the English drama creations of the 20th century.
The main characters of the play Vladimir and Estragon are like
a lifeless schemes hanging in the imponderability. This space
is quite similar to that of “Drawing – with Denial of Subjects”
by Galaktioni. During the whole play Vladimir and Estragon
are waiting for some Godot, meeting whom, - here tautology
is deliberate, - in their opinion, will make their senseless living
meaningful. It’s not possible to clearly understand this text. At
the end of the play, Vladimir and Estragon, exhausted by waiting, decide to find a rope for hanging themselves if Godot does
not come to them by tomorrow, though the play ends with the
words: “They do not move from a place”.

“AMERICAN PSYCHO” OR “GLAMORAMA”

Z

nelia gamoarCio Tanamedrove amerikeli mwerlis, bret iston elisis am ori
romanidan ukeTesi. orive es romani
Taviseburi satiraa glamurze. kerZod
ki _ meore. Zalian mokled Tu vityviT, `amerikeli fsiqopaTi~ ambavia maniak mkvlelze. patrik
beitmeni cxovrobs manhetenze, mas aqvs kargi
samsaxuri, dadis erTi Ramis klubidan meoreSi,
miirTmevs Zvirfas Sampanurs, ynosavs kokains
da... xocavs qalebs. romani 1991 wels gamo-

I

t’s difficult to distinguish which is the best of
the two novels of the contemporary American
writer Bret Easton Ellis. The both of the novels
are some kind of a satire on glamour, - this can be said especially about “Glamorama”. Shortly, “American Psycho” is a
story about the maniac killer. Patrick Bateman lives in Man
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"amerikeli fsiqopati"
an "glamorama"
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hettan, he has a good job, attends nightclubs, drinks expensive Champaign, inhales cocaine and… kills women. The
novel was published in 1991y. and, it immediately became
the subject to lively debates, and this was not just because of
sex and detailed descriptions of sadistic murders. In “Glamorama”, Ellis laughs at the modern culture, the misbehavior of a human, total consumption… Here, famous people
of the world – designers, actors, models and so on, have a
function of a decoration. The main character, Victor Rose,
a model and a homophobe “thinks in brands and speaks in
phrases from popular songs”. These are two amazing works
of a brilliant writer.

“THE MYTHOGENIC LOVE OF CASTES”

THE SUBJECTIVE SPACE / subieqturi sivrce

"kastebis miTogenuri
siyvaruli"

T

anamedrove rusi mxatvrebis, pavel
peperSteinisa da sergei anufrievis
TanaavtorobiT Seqmnili zRapruli
romani... romani, romlis gaxsenebac
da romelzec laparaki arasdros mombezrdeba, albaT. Zalian cota wigni maxsendeba Cems
cxovrebaSi, kiTxvisas amdeni mecinos. `kastebis
miTogenuri siyvaruli~ _ esaa vinme partorg
dunaevis somnambuluri mogzauroba sakuTar
halucinozSi. ufro sworad, sadRac zRvarze,
sadac halucinozis da sityvieri faRaraTis
miqsi da miqSirebulis mutacia erTdroulad
xdeba. am mutant-vizionSi ki, romelSic Tavis
mxriv uamravi paraleluri dinebaa: talRebi
talRebSi, uTvalavi gravitatul-levitatu-
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ri da hologramul-ambivalenturi saxe-xati
irekleba, romlebic amasTan vizualuri narkotikebis, fonetikuri sedativebis da seqsualuri
stimulatorebis funqciasac asruleben. daaxloebiT aseTive efeqti iqneba sicilis oTaxSi,
dabrecilis garda, sarkeebs zedapiri stroboskopiseburic rom qondes, zed ki fsiqodeliuri atraqcioni ireklebodes.
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qtori gonzo las vegasisken miemgzavrebian. mTeli romanis ganmavlobaSi es bedovlaTebi imden
viskis svamen da imden narkotiks iReben, rom alkoholuri da narkotikuli Troba wignis kiTxvisas uneburad Senc gedeba.

T

he fantastic novel created by the contemporary
Russian artists Pavel Peppershtein and Sergei
Anufriev… It’s the novel, from remembering and
talking about which I will never get bored. I can
barely remember any other books reading of which has given
me so much laughter. “The Mythogenic Love of Castes” –
this is the somnambular travel of some Partorg Dunaev in
his own hallucinations. To be more precise, this is a trip on
the edge, where a mixture of hallucinations and verbal diarrhea as well as the mutation of the latter occur at once. This
mutant vision, where there are numerous parallel flows of
waves in the waves, where faces of countless numbers of
gravity, levitation and hologram ambivalence are reflected,
at the same time, serves the function of visual drugs, phonetic sedatives and sexual stimulators. Approximately the same
effect would a laughter room have, if the surfaces of the mirrors besides of being deformed, were stroboscopic too, and if
the psychedelic attractions were reflected on them.

FEAR AND LOATHING IN LAS VEGAS

"SiSi da siZulvili
las vegasSi"

O

ur readers are more familiar with the filming of
this novel, than the novel itself. The movie of
Terry Gilliam, which carries the same name as the
novel itself, became a cult film as soon as it was
released on the screen. It’s a good movie, where Johnny Depp
and Benicio Del Toro are starring, though this does not mean
at all that we should not read a book. This semi-biographic text
of Hunter Thompson, an author who was given a name “The
Mad Shark” and who has always been rebelling, opposing the
presidents of the United States, starting from Richard Nixon
and ending with George Bush, first time was published with
continuations in 1971y. in the American “Rolling Stones”. A
reporter Raoul Duke and his lawyer Doctor Gonzo are travelling to Las Vegas. During the whole novel, these heroes drink
so much whisky and take so many drugs, that alcohol and drugs
from the book affect a reader too.
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venTan am romanis ekranizeba ufro
ician, vidre TviTon romani. teri
giliamis mier gadaRebuli amave saxelwodebis filmi ekranebze gamosvlisTanave sakultod iqca. kargi filmia, joni depisa
da benisio del toros monawileobiT, Tumca es
imas sulac ar niSnavs, rom wigni ar wavikiTxoT.
maradi buntarisa da amerikis prezidentebis,
riCard niqsonidan - jorj buSebamde CaTvliT,
mosisxle mtris, gonzo-literaturis fuZemdeblis, hanter tomfsonis, igive `giJi zvigenis~
es naxevradbiografiuli teqsti pirvelad 1971
wels gagrZelebebiT daibeWda amerikul `roling sTounzSi~. `amerikuli ocnebis~ ZiebaSi
reportiori raul diuki da misi advokati, do-
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PROBLEMS / problematika

problematika

foto: xaTuna xuciSvili
PHOTO: KHATUNA KHUTSISHVILI
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CORRECT REGULATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WILL CONTRIBUTE TO OPTIMIZATION
OF A CINEMA SECTOR.

inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis swori regulireba
kinoseqtoris optimizebas moaxdens

is araswori mentaluri midgoma, inteleqtualuri da zogadad kerZo sakuTrebis mimarT, rac
sabWoTa kavSirSi arsebobda, ramdenad aqtualuria dResac?

paralelebis gavleba sakmaod rTulia ori
faqtoris gaTvaliswinebiT: sabWoTa kavSiris daSlidan 20 welze meti gavida da am periods daemTxva informaciuli teqnologiebis revoluciuri ganviTareba, ramac mniSvnelovan wilad xeli
Seuwyo informaciis mopoveba-gavrcelebas, samwuxarod aralegaluri gziTac.
Copyright-i klasikuri gagebiT gulisxmobs “beWdvis da gavrcelebis uflebas” (“Right toCopy”).

F

ILM PRODUCTION COVERS NUMEROUS
COMMERCIAL DEALS AND THE BASIS FOR
ALL OF THEM IS COPYRIGHT. ESTABLISHMENT OF CINEMA INDUSTRY IN THE SHAPE
OF CREATIVE BUSINESS CAN’T BE FULFILLED WITHOUT COPYRIGHT, - SAYS TAMAR TATISHVILI, THE DIRECTOR OF THE “NATIONAL CENTRE OF CINEMATOGRAPHY”
How relevant is today the incorrect approach to the intellectual and private property in general, which existed during
Soviet times?
It’s quite difficult to make parallels considering the following
two factors: More than 20 years have passed since the Soviet
Union came apart and the revolutionary development of informational technologies coincided with this period, which significantly contributed to obtaining and spreading of information,
among them through illegal ways too.
According to its classical definition, “Copyright” means “right
to print and disseminate” (Right to copy”). The other important
right concerns mentioning of the author’s name when using the
“product” created by the latter.
During Soviet times the author’s right was protected by the
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ilmwarmoeba uamrav komerciul
garigebas iTvaliswinebs da yvela
am garigebis safuZveli - saavtoro
uflebebia. kinoindustriis kreatiul biznesad Camoyalibeba ver moxerxdeba COPYRIGHT-is gverdis avliT. gvesaubreba
saqarTvelos kinematografiis erovnuli
centris direqtori Tamar tatiSvili.

PROBLEMS / problematika
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meore mniSvnelovani ufleba gulisxmobs avtoris saxelis mikuTvnebas mis mier Seqmnili
“produqciis” gamoyenebisas.

state, though the rights to printing and dissemination of the
piece of art, which is directly in connection with receiving economical profit, was also monopolized by the state.

sabWoTa kavSiris dros, avtoris ufleba daculi iyo saxelmwifos mier, Tumca beWdvisa da
gavrcelebis ufleba, romelic pirdapir ukavSirdeba avtoris mier ekonomikuri sargeblis
miRebas, monopolizebuli iyo saxelmwifos mier.

According to the above mentioned, an approach to an intellectual property was formed, which relatively can be called as
“Soviet”. The state was defining in what amounts a concrete
piece of art would be published and what kind of benefit would
an author get.

amis Sedegad Camoyalibda midgoma inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis mimarT, romelsac pirobiTad
“sabWouri” SeiZleba vuwodoT. saxelmwifo gansazRvravda, ra raodenobiT moxdeboda ama Tu im
nawarmoebis gamocema da ra sargebels miiRebda
avtori.

In terms of the free market economy, it’s a prerogative of an
author to decide in what quantities and with which conditions
would his/her own product be published and disseminated. Of
course, this kind of a model gives an opportunity to an author
to gain far more profit, but, besides that, the responsibility of an
author increases – an author should consider the demands of the
market on the product produced by him/her and should protect
his/her rights according to the law.

Tavisufali sabazro ekonomikis pirobebSi, Tavad
avtoris prerogativaa gansazRvros ra raodenobiT da ra pirobebSi moxdeba mis mier Seqmnili
produqciis gamocema-gavrceleba. ra Tqma unda
msgavsi modeli gacilebiT meti ekonomikuri
sargeblis miRebis saSualebas aZlevs avtors, magram Sesabamisad gazrdilia misi pasuxismgeblobis sakiTxic, avtorma unda gaiTvaliswinos bazris moTxovna mis mier warmoebul produqciaze
da daicvas Tavisi uflebebi kanonis Sesabamisad.
ufro rTulia sazogadoebis damokidebulebis
Secvla. sabWoTa periodSi pirobiTad, sakuTreba ekuTvnoda “koleqtivs,” Sesabamisad yvelas.
am etapze mniSvnelovania, rom individualurad
gavacnobieroT ras niSnavs inteleqtualuri sakuTreba da davinaxoT kavSiri produqts da mis
mwarmoebels Soris, garkveulwilad moxdes “inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis personificireba,”

It’s the way difficult to change a social attitude. In Soviet times,
relatively, the property belonged to “a collective body”, and,
thus, this meant that it belonged to everybody. Nowadays, it’s
important to individually realize the concept of the intellectual
property and see connection between a product and its producer, and this way “personification of an intellectual property”
must take place. The final aim, the purpose of the last mentioned is to give an opportunity to a consumer to clearly see that
behind the consumed product stands not the state (the property
of which belongs to every single individual, including him/her,
a concrete consumer), but his/her favorite concrete author (who
should gain some profit, in order to be able to further create
new products).

In terms of legal and executive spheres what regulations regarding copyright exist nowadays in cinematography?
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ra regulaciebi arsebobs dResdReobiT Copyright-is kuTxiT, sakanonmdeblo Tu saaRsruleblo saxis, kinematografTan mimarTebaSi?
saqarTveloSi dResdReobiT arsebuli kanonmdebloba srulad Seesabameba saerTaSoriso
standartebs. saqarTvelo mierTebulia inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis sferoSi moqmed saerTaSoriso xelSekrulebebsa da SeTanxmebebs, magram mxolod kanonmdeblobis arseboba da instituciebi
ar aris sakmarisi imisaTvis, rom saavtoro uflebebi daculi iyos. pirvel rigSi Tavad uflebismflobelebi unda icavdnen sakuTar uflebas, anu
roca saavtoro ufleba irRveva amaze mxolod
komentariT ar unda ifarglebodnen, aramed unda
dgamdnen qmediT nabijebs da mimarTavdnen Sesabamis organoebs. es aris erT-erTi, riTac Cveni
sazogadoeba gansxvavdeba dasavlurisgan, Tumca
isic unda aRvniSno, rom am mxriv dResdReobiT
ukve SeimCneva gaaqtiureba. dasavleTSi arsebobs uamravi asociacia, sadac specilistebi da
advokatebi yovelgvari anazRaurebis gareSe
muSaoben da maTi mizania daexmaron Semoqmed adamianebs yvela im sirTulis gadalaxvaSi, romelic
SeiZleba maT SexvdeT. aseve aRsaniSnavia kerZo
deteqtivis ofisebi, romlebic dakavebulni arian ukanono produqciis aRmoCeniT da samarTaldamcav organoebTan erTad axorcieleben damrRvevebisgan maT amoReba –ganadgurebas. yvelaze
ufro mniSvnelovani ukanono produqciasTan
brZolis sakiTxSi aris yvela instituciis CarTuloba. dasavleTSi faqtiurad yvela reagirebs
ukanono produqciaze, yvela ebrZvis mas, dawyebuli uflebismflobelidan - damTavrebuli
samTavrobo struqturebiT. Tumca iqac aris
sirTuleebi, aRniSnaven sakiTxis araprioritetulobas da sazogadoebis gaunaTleblobas am
sferoSi.
ra roli SeiZleba Seasrulos copyright-ma, qarTuli kinoindustriis ganviTarebaSi?
pirvel rigSi, inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis
swori regulireba moaxdens seqtoris optimizacias. unda moxdes kinoseqtoris optimizacia,
komerciuli Rirebulebis SenarCuneba. saavtoro
uflebis dacva garda imisa, rom avtoris saxelis

The acting Georgian legislation fully meets international standards. Georgia is participant of the international treaties and
agreements operating in the field of the intellectual property,
but existence of legislation and corresponding institutions is not
enough for protection of copyright. On the first place, the holders of the right should protect their own rights, in other words,
when a right of an author is infringed the latter should not just
make a comment on the fact, but also take some effective steps
and apply to corresponding structures. This is one of the things
by which our society differs from the Western one. Though, I
should also mention that, at present, some kind of activation in
this regard has been noticed. In the Western countries there are
numerous associations, where specialists and advocates work
without being paid and their aim is to assist artists to overcome
all those difficulties, which the latter could face. The offices
of the private detectives, which are engaged in finding illegal
products and together with the law defending organs, implement their withdrawal and liquidation worth mentioning too.
The most important in fighting against the illegal products is
inclusion of all institutions. In the Westerns countries, practically, everybody reacts on illegal products, everybody struggles
against them starting from the owner of the right and ending
with the governmental structures. Though, they face difficulties
too in the shape of the non-priority of the issue and low public
awareness in this field.
What a role should copyright play in development of the
Georgian cinema industry?
First of all, correct regulation of the intellectual property will
optimize the sector. It should optimize the cinema sector and
maintenance of the commercial values. Protection of copyright,
besides of protecting the right to name of an author, also, ensures getting of income which an author should gain as a result
of his/her intellectual work. A movie is a result of a collective
activity, several authors are involved in its creation and each of
them gets royalties. A film is a subject to numerous commercial
deals; it involves right to broadcast, right to reproduction and
so on. The basis for all these deals is copyright, in other words,
the development of the movie sector can’t be imagined without
copyright, as any sector which creates a product needs to be
regulated, otherwise this will result in chaos. The law should
protect the outcome of the intellectual work. The film sector is
regulated by the corresponding legislation.
This, besides of upbringing a number of people involved in the
cinema sector in the environment regulated by the copyright
legislation, also will give a push to development of distribution
in Georgia.
Perhaps, you’re aware that authors have some pretensions towards the former successor of the films. The position of the
Georgian Public Broadcaster is clear – a producer (in this case
the Public Broadcaster itself) is the holder of copyright.
This kind of issues need detailed inspection. Of course, differ

SUMMER / zafxuli

raTa momxmarebeli xedavdes, rom mis mier moxmarebuli produqciis ukan dgas ara saxelmwifo
(romlis sakuTreba masac ekuTvnis), aramed konkretuli, misTvis sayvareli avtori (romelmac
unda naxos garkveuli sargebeli, raTa SeZlos
damatebiTi produqciis Seqmna).
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uflebas icavs, icavs im Semosavalsac, romelic
avtorma unda miiRos Tavisi inteleqtualuri
Sromis Sedegad. kino aris koleqtiuri Sromis Sedegi, mis SeqmnaSi CarTulia ramodenime avtori,
TiToeuli maTgani iRebs honorars. aseve, uamravi komerciuli garigebis sagania filmi, filmis
Cvenebis ufleba, filmis diskebze reproducirebis ufleba da a.S. yvela am garigebis safuZvelia
saavtoro ufleba anu warmoudgenelia kinoseqtori saavtoro uflebebis gareSe ganviTardes,
radgan is seqtori, romelic raime produqts qmnis saWiroebs daregulirebas, winaaRmdeg SemTxvevaSi es gamoiwvevs qaoss. inteleqtualuri
Sromis Sedegs unda icavdes kanoni. kinoseqtori
regulirdeba Sesabamisi kanonmdeblobiT.
garda imisa, rom saavtoro kanonmdeblobiT daregulirebul garemoSi gaizrdeba kinoseqtorSi
dasaqmebul adamianTa ricxvi,rac aseve biZgs miscems saqarTveloSi distribuciis ganviTarebas.

lis pozicia calsaxaa - prodiusers, am SemTxvevaSi maT, ekuTvniT saavtoro uflebebi.
aseTi sakiTxebi detalur Seswavlas moiTxovs, ra
Tqma unda nebismier Temaze SeiZleba gamoiTqvas
sxvadasxva azri kompetenturi Tu arakompetenturi, magram me mainc mgonia, rom es sakiTxi ganxilul unda iqnas samarTlebriv WrilSi ise, rom
ar dazaraldes arc erTi mxare da pirvel rigSi
qarTuli kinematografi.pozicia sazogadoebriv
mauwyebels ra Tqma unda calsaxa eqneba, magram
aseve calsaxa eqnebaT avtorebsac, rom maTi Seqmnilia filmebi da qonebrivi uflebebi aravisTvis
dauTmiaT. swored amas vgulisxmob, roca vambob, rom aseTi saqmeebi unda wydebodes profesionalTa daxmarebiT. diskusia gardauvalia,
radgan orive mxares aqvs Tavisi argumentebi da
gamoiTqmeba Zalian bevri mosazreba orive mxaris
sasargeblod.
rogor SeafasebdiT dResdReobiT
kinoseqtorSi arsebul situacias?

albaT,
iciT,
yofili
telefilmebis
memkvidre,sazogadoebrivi mauwyeblis mimarT,
avtorebs aqvT garkveuli pretenziebi. mauwyeb-

warmoudgenelia kinoseqtori saavtoro uflebebis gareSe ganviTardes,
radgan is seqtori, romelic raime produqts qmnis
saWiroebs daregulirebas,
winaaRmdeg SemTxvevaSi es
gamoiwvevs qaoss.

PROBLEMS / problematika

The development of the movie
sector can’t be imagined without
copyright, as any sector which
creates a product needs to be
regulated, otherwise this will
result in chaos.

foto: xaTuna xuciSvili
PHOTO: KHATUNA KHUTSISHVILI

qarTul

vfiqrob dRes qarTuli kino resursebis mobilizaciis etapzea. gadaviareT 90-iani wlebis
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am mxriv erovnuli kinocentris mier Catarebuli
programebi (treiningebi, industriuli Sexvedrebi da sxva), iseve rogorc seqtoris umetesi
monawileebis gaaqtiureba namdvilad SesamCnevia.
sul ufro meti qarTveli prodiuseri miemgzavreba sxvadasxva bazrobebze da aviTarebs Tavis
kinoproeqts, sxvadasxva kinofestivalebis industriuli seqciebi ixsneba qarTveli monawileebisTvis (mag. saraevos festivalis programa
”sinelinki” da ”talant kampusi”), imata qarTuli
retrospeqtivebis mowyobis survilma wamyvan evropul qveynebSi.
am mxriv, saqarTvelos
„evrimaJSi“ gawevrianebamac Tavisi dadebiTi Sedegi gamoiRo - ori filmis
proeqti moxvda wels evrimaJis mier dafinansebulTa
siaSi - frangul- qarTuli
proeqti „Zma“ da qarTulinglisur- franguli proeqti - „epiki“.

ent opinions, competent or incompetent, can be expressed
regarding any topic, but I still think that this issue should be reviewed from the legal point of view, so that none of the parties
incur losses, here, first of all I mean Georgian cinematography.
The Georgian Public Broadcaster will have an unambiguous
position of course, but authors have clearly defined approach
stipulating that films are created by them and that they have not
passed their property rights to anybody. This is exactly what I
mean by saying that the matters of this sort should be solved
by the assistance of professionals. Discussion is unavoidable,
as the both of the parties have their own arguments and many
views will be expressed in favor of each party.
How would you evaluate the present situation existing in
Georgian cinema sector?
I think, nowadays, Georgian cinema resources are on the stage
of mobilization. We have overcome difficulties of 90s and realized that cinema needs a serious state support, as well as establishment of strong producer companies, which are guided by
the modern rules of “the game”, are involved in international
processes and are well aware of the ongoing movie trends:
where to get financing, estimation of festival and commercial
potentials, correct presentation of a project and so on.

kinos seriozuli saxelmwifo
mxardaWera sWirdeba da aseve
Zalian mniSvnelovania, Zlieri saprodiusero kompaniebis Camoyalibeba, romlebic „TamaSis“ Tanamedrove
wesebiT xelmZRvaneloben
CINEMA NEEDS A SERIOUS STATE SUPPORT,
AS WELL AS ESTABLISHMENT OF STRONG
PRODUCER COMPANIES, WHICH ARE GUIDED
BY THE MODERN RULES OF “THE GAME”

„Zma“ sruliad qarTuli istoriaa, romelic 90-iani wlebis qarTul qronikas ori Tbiliseli Zmis istoriis xaziT gadmogvcems. es pirveli qarTuli istoriaa, romlis
titrebSic evrimaJis logo gaCndeba.
vfiqrob, saqarTvelos realuri Sansi aqvs, rom
patara, magram qmediTi kinoseqtori Camoayalibos. aq dadebiT rols iTamaSebs CvenSi arsebuli
kinotradicia da axali Taobis gamoCena, romelic ufro Tamamad Seafasebs movlenebs da gadaiRebs axal qarTul kinos. am procesebis swori
warmarTva moiTxovs Sromas, ambiciebis gverdze
gadadebas da sakuTar Tavze muSaobas. Tu individualuri midgoma aseTi iqna, kino namdvilad
Camoyalibdeba wamyvan kreatiul seqtorad
saqarTveloSi. es ki imas niSnavs rom Seiqmneba inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis produqti, romlis
swori eqspluataciiT ixeirebs misi mwarmoebeli
prodiuseri (ekonomikuri kuTxiT) da ufro farTod imijs gaimyarebs qveyana.

From this point of view, the programs
conducted by the National Cinema
Centre (trainings, industrial meeting
etc.), as well as activation of the most
part of the participants of the sector,
is significant indeed. More and more
Georgian producers visit various
markets and develop their cinema
projects. Industrial sections are being opened for Georgian participants
(e.g., Sarajevo Festival program
“Cinelink” and “Talent Campus”), in
leading European countries the desire
of holding Georgian retrospectives
has been increased.

Becoming a participant of “Eurimages.” had its positive outcomes – two films got on the list of financing of “Every Maj.” –
French-Georgian project “The Brother” and Georgian-EnglishFrench project – “Epic”.
“The Brother” is completely Georgian story, which tells about
the Georgian chronicles from the line of the story of two brothers from Tbilisi. This is the first Georgian story, in the caption
of which the logo of “Eurimages.” will appear.
I think, Georgia has a real chance to form a small, but effective
cinema sector. In this regard, the existing Georgian movie traditions and coming of the new generation, who will make freer
estimations of the ongoing events and shape a new Georgian
movie, will definitely play a positive role. The correct management of the above mentioned processes demands hard work,
putting personal ambitions aside and improving oneself. If an
individual approach will follow this path, cinema will actually
form the leading creative sector in Georgia, and, this would
mean that an intellectual property product will be created, from
the correct exploitation of which its producer will get profit and
the broader image of the country will be established.

SUMMER / zafxuli

sirTuleebi, gaviTaviseT, rom kinos seriozuli
saxelmwifo mxardaWera sWirdeba da aseve Zalian
mniSvnelovania, Zlieri saprodiusero kompaniebis Camoyalibeba, romlebic „TamaSis“ Tanamedrove wesebiT xelmZRvaneloben, CarTuli arian
saerTaSoriso procesebSi da swori warmodgena
aqvT mimdinare kinotendenciebze: dafinansebis
gzebi, safestivalo Tu komerciuli potencialis Sefaseba, proeqtis swori wardgena da a.S
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NINO CHUBINISHVILI / A Designer

nino CubiniSvili
dizaineri

T

here is a concrete historical chronology in
the sphere of fashion. It’s known who used the
first “trapezoid”. Then, the trend developed, was
amended in some way, -it’s another topic to discuss. The most important is that we know who is an author. Of
course, development of an idea, as such, is interesting, acceptable and necessary. I am talking not about development of the
notion, but about its appropriation, - I mean ordinary “parasites”. If from the legal point of view this is called breaching
of copyright, for me, it’s, merely, a theft and nothing else. They
steal from you information, which you’ve got from your own
life experience, talent, inspiration. Very pragmatic motivation
lies behind this – cheap popularity and material profit. They,
actually, transformed stealing of other’s ideas into a business.
I as an author, naturally, have a pretension and wish to protect
my intellectual achievements. I suppose, there is no point in
talking about morals with this people. One should apply concrete administrative-legal measures against them. I think, the
fashion critics should raise their voices too. I will tell you an
example: The magazine, which published my works two years
ago, recently publishes the same works’ plagiarism. For some
reason they think that the same “line” can’t be your possession.
Here we have elementary incompetence. As I see, the main issue for them is commerce. Though, there always have been and
will be individuals, whose works do not fall under the laws of
commerce. I belong to the number of such artists.

SUMMER / zafxuli

a

rsebobs garkveuli istoriuli qronologia modis sferoSi. cnobilia vin
gamoiyena pirveli ”trapecia”. Semdeg es
tendencia ganviTarda, garkveuli saxecvlileba ganicada. es ukve sxva Temaa. mTavari
isaa, rom avtori viciT. ideis ganviTareba, rogorc
aseTi, sainteresoa, misaRebi, aucilebelic. me vsaubrob ara ideis ganviTarebaze, aramed miTvisebaze. saubaria Cveulebriv ”parazitebze”. Tu iuridiul enaze amas saavtoro uflebebis darRvevas
uwodeben, CemTvis ubralod qurdobaa da sxva
araferi. isini Seni cxovrebiseuli gamocdilebis,
niWis, inspiraciis Sedegad miRebul ”informacias”
gparaven. amis ukan ki Zalian pragmatuli motivaciaa - iaffasiani popularoba da materialuri
sargebeli. maT sxvisi ideis misakuTreba faqtiurad biznesad aqcies. mec, rogorc avtors, bunebrivia miCndeba pretenzia da maqvs survili davicva Cemi inteleqtualuri monapovari. zneobaze am
adamianebTan saubars albaT azri ar aqvs. unda
mimarTo Sesabamis administraciul-samarTlebriv
zomebs maT winaaRmdeg. vfiqrob, modis kritikosebmac unda aimaRlon xma. mogiyvanT erT faqts ori wlis win Jurnali, romelmac Cemi namuSevrebi
gamoaqveyna, dRes aqveynebs amave namuSevrebis
plagiats. ratomRac miaCniaT, rom igive ”zonari”
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ar SeiZleba Seni sakuTreba iyos. aq elementarul
arakompetenturobasTan gvaqvs saqme. amosavali maTTvis, rogorc Cans komerciaa. magram yovelTvis arsebobdnen da iarsebeben Semoqmedebi,
individebi, visi namuSevrebic komerciis kanonebs
ar eqvemdebareba. me am SemoqmedTa ricxvs mivekuTvnebi.

PROBLEMS / problematika

moskovelma dizainerma xuTi kaba mompara da
konkursSic ki gaimarjva... orsuli qali, rom gavakeTe, maSinve gadaakopires. ra vTqva ”plises’
magvar qsovilebze, amaze xom mTeli ”Taobebi
gaizarda”. qsovilic ar SeucvliaT. ”Caxveulebis”
keTeba, rom daviwye, isic uceb gadaiRes. 20 weli
didsulovnad viTmendi da raxan dRes vxedav, rom
maT es biznesad aqcies, ukve aRar minda Cemi ideebiT ”vkvebo” es saqmosnebi. ubralod adamianebi
sikeTes ver xedaven da SesaZloa idiotaTac gTvlian. vapireb erTi didi qeisi gavakeTo da yvela es
SemTxveva davafiqsiro.
arsebobs dokumenturi filmi, tonino guera da andrei tarkovski saubroben. tarkovski bergmanidan
moyolebuli oZuTi damTavrebuli yvela geniosis
gavlenas aRiarebs. emadliereba maT da yveba Tu
visgan ra aqvs naswavli. tarkovski Tavad geniosia, magram amasTanave inteligentia da miaCnia,
rom gavlena ar unda damalos. mec bednieri viqnebodi, Tu vinme Cems gavlenaze Riad isaubrebda.
miT ufro, Tu es niWieri adamiani iqneboda. anda
sulac iswavlon Cemgan, me absoluturad gaxsnili
var amisTvis. sxvaTa Soris wels samxatvro akademiaSi jgufi amyavs da siamovnebiT gadavcem Cems
gamocdilebas axalgazrdebs.
saqarTveloSi arseboben calkeuli dizainerebi,
magram industria, rogorc aseTi jer-jerobiT ar
aris. mTelma msofliom iswavla tansacmlis warmoeba. udidesi sawarmoebia gaxsnili aRmosavleTis qveynebSi. CvenTan ki ubralod ar arseboben
profesionalebi, vinc Targs aiRebs da sam zomaSi
gaakeTebs models. arsebobs msoflio standarti
modis industriaSi da saWiroa am gamocdilebis
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A designer from Moscow stole five of my dresses and won a
competition… When I created “a pregnant woman”, they copied it immediately. Nothing to say about “plisse” like textiles,
the whole generations were brought up on this. They even have
not changed textiles. When I started making “twisted stitches”,
they copied it straight away. For twenty years I generously endured all this, and, today, when I see that they made a business
out of this, I do not wish to feed these “businessmen” from my
own ideas. It’s just that people can’t see kindness, and, perhaps,
they even consider you being an idiot. I am going to make a
one big case out of these all and mention all the incidents there.
There is a documentary film, where Tonino Guera and Andrei
Tarkovsky have a discussion. Tarkovsky acknowledges the influence of all the geniuses starting from Bergmann and ending
with Odzu. He is thankful to them and speaks about what he has
learnt and from whom. Tarkovsky is a genius himself, but, besides that, he is intelligent and considers that he should not hide
the last mentioned influence. I would also be happy if anybody
would openly speak about my influence, - would be even better
if this turned out to be a talented person. Or, simply, they can
learn from me, I am completely open for that. By the way, this
year, I have a group in the Academy of Arts and I will pass my
experience to young people with the greatest pleasure.
There are single designers in Georgia, but there has been
no industry as such so far. The whole world has learnt how to
produce clothes. There are huge enterprises operating in the
Eastern countries. And, here, we just lack professionals, who
could make a template and create a model in three sizes. There
is a world standard in the fashion industry and it’s necessary
to share the experience. When I worked in Paris, I clearly saw
their level. What I, Maka Asatiani and Irina Tevzadze were inventing and working with on our own, this had already been
established there long before.
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European culture and civilization have gone through the stages,
which have not even touched us. We wish to gain everything at
once, for which they needed some hundreds of years. The Soviet past made us ignorant. We are surprised and fascinated by
a matter, by objects. I was lucky that to be brought up on right
values in my family, then, I lived in Europe and newly realized
many things. Does not matter in which family, what kind of a
social environment one is raised up, when he/she arrives in Europe, it becomes clear that in some portion the last mentioned
“lacks culture” and is “cad”.
My grandfather, Vakhtang Beridze, was an art connoisseur.
Since my childhood I have been living in the world what is
called a classic art. Those three dimensional heads, which I use,
are my subconscious. This is information existing in the shape
of cultural archetypes, but at the same time, it’s my personal
experience too. I was visiting a psychotherapist for a while and
as a result of this my subconscious was released. My arts work
is the outcome of meditation and self-analyzing processes. This
is the path of my spiritual life, which made different symbols
to come out from the deep. I have numerous sketches, drafts,
which, actually, are projection of my soul and they do not fall
under religious and historical hints. My subconscious brings me
to symbols. These are only associations, which is impossible to
realize completely…

In general, Georgians are very individualistic. I was hosting an American expert, and she said that Georgians do not
fit into the standard codes schemes. In Europe, everybody
stands behind a mask. Often, it’s not easy to guess whether a
person is young or old, what kind of a trauma one has experienced in his/her life. The more civilized is the person, the
more naturally he/she fits the mask on his/her face. Happily,
it’s not like this in Georgia yet, though, it’s clear that everything moves to this final point, and, perhaps, many consider
the fact as a great happiness.

SUMMER / zafxuli

Provincialism is not the fact that we are ashamed of our local, Georgian, Christian mentality, but that we wish to become
Paris. The whole France, Europe strives for naturalism, but we
are embarrassed of it and prefer artificialness. One should value
what he/she is. The same spontaneous approach is very much
appreciated in Europe. We have it naturally, but, nonetheless,
we strive for becoming “zombie robots”. Thus, happiness for a
Georgian is not that what is a truly valuable, but is only negative sides of the European civilization.
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gaziareba. parizSi muSaobis dros me vnaxe maTi
done. is rasac me, maka asaTiani, irina TevzaZe TviTon vigonebdiT da vakeTebdiT, ukve didi xania
danergilia.
provincializmi, is ki ar aris, rom Cven sakuTari
lokaluri, qarTuli, qristianuli azrovneba gveTakilebodes. aramed is, rom gvsurs gavxdeT parizi. mTeli safrangeTi, evropa naturalizmisken
miiltvis. Cven ki amis gvrcxvenia da xelovnurobas
varCevT. rac xar, rogoric xar is unda daafaso.
igive spontanurobas Zalian afaseben evropaSi.
Cven es bunebrivad gveZleva, magram mainc iqiTken
miviltviT, rom zombirebuli robotebi gavxdeT.
mokled qarTvelisTvis bedniereba is ar aris, rac
marTla faseulia, aramed evropuli civilizaciis negatiuri mxareebi.

PROBLEMS / problematika

qarTvelebi Zalian individualurebi arian zogadad. amerikuli Jurnalis eqsperti myavda stumrad, man miTxra - qarTvelebi standartuli kodebis sqemaSi ar jdebiano. evropaSi yvela niRabsaa
amofarebuli. xSirad verc mixvdebi adamiani axalgazrdaa Tu moxuci, ra travma gadautania cxovrebaSi. rac ufro civilizebulia adamiani, am niRabs
miT ufro bunebrivad irgebs. CvenTan sabednierod
jer araa ase. Tumca yvelaferi iqiTken midis da
bevri am faqts albaT did bednierebadac miiCnevs.

evropulma kulturam, civilizaciam is stadiebi
gamoiara, rac Cven arc ki Segvxebia. Cven erTi xelis mosmiT gvinda miviRoT is, risTvisac maT aswleulebi dasWirdaT. sabWoTa warsulma Cven
”xamebad” gvaqcia. materia, nivTebi gvikvirs da
gvxiblavs. me gamimarTla, rom swori faseulobebi
ojaxSi Camomiyalibes, mere ki evropaSi vcxovrobdi da bevri ram axleburad gaviazre. ise, ra ojaxSic, ra wreSic ar unda gaizardo, evropaSi rom
Cadixar, xvdebi, rom raRac doziT mainc ”ukulturo” da ”uzrdeli” xar.
Cemi babua, vaxtang beriZe, xelovnebaTmcodne iyo.
me bavSvobidan im samyaroSi vcxovrobdi, rasac
klasikuri xelovneba hqvia. is samganzomilebiani Tavebi, romelsac me viyeneb, esaa Cemi aracnobieri. informacia, romelic kulturuli arqetipebis saxiT arsebobs, magram amavdroulad Cemi
piradi gamocdilebacaa. erTi periodi davdiodi
fsiqoanalitikosTan da moxda Cemi aracnobieris
gamonTavisufleba. Cemi Semoqmedeba meditaciisa
da TviTCaRrmavebis procesis Sedegia. esaa Cemi
sulieri cxovrebis gza, romelmac amoativtiva sxvadasxva simboloebi. me maqvs uamravi Canaxatebi,
eskizebi. rac faqtiurad Cemi sulis proeqciaa,
rac religiur, istoriul aluziebs ar gulisxmobs. me Cems aracnobiers, mivyavar simboloebamde. esaa mxolod asociaciebi, romlis gaazreba
bolomde SeuZlebelia...
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“COOPERATION WITH FRANZ WAS VERY IMPORTANT FOR ME…”

"CemTvis Zalian
mniSvnelovani iyo
francTan TanamSromloba.."

C

T

rogor warimarTa Tqveni kariera ucxoeTSi? ra sirTuleebi iyo?

How did your career develop abroad? What were the
difficulties?

sirTuleebi dRemde maqvs, ase vTqvaT, avstriaSi. aq sruliad gansxvavebuli tradicia arsebobs. vgulisxmob im gaazrebas xelovnebisa, rac
saqarTveloSia miRebuli.

Let’s say, I still have difficulties in Austria. There is completely
different tradition, here. I mean the process of realizing of art
that is accepted in Georgia.

meore msoflio omis Semdgomi periodidan avstriaSi
aqtualuria aqcionizmi - egreT wodebuli uSualo
xelovneba. oto miuli, herman nicSi, doqtor giunter
brusi, rudolf Svarckogleri ”uSualo xelovnebis
venis instituts” warmoadgenen. maTi centraluri
koncepti iyo realuri ritualebi sisxlisa Tu
cxovelebis gvamebis gamoyenebiT. anu aqcenti
keTdeboda realur dramebze da ara konvenciuri
xasiaTis mimikriul sanaxaobebze. maT xelovnebas
kritikosebma Irritart
uwodes, anu socialuri
provokacia, gamaRizianebeli.

AMUNA SIRBILADZE, A GEORGIAN PAINTER
WORKING IN AUSTRIA IS THE GUEST OF
OUR RUBRIC. BEFORE THE MATERIAL WAS
PUBLISHED ,WE HAD LEARNT THE SAD
NEWS: TAMUNA’S SPOUSE, FRANZ WEST, ONE OF
THE MOST RENOWNED REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
CONTEMPORARY WESTERN CULTURE, HAD PASSED
AWAY…

From the post World War the II period Actionism is popular in
Austria, which is so called the direct art. Otto Muehl, Herman
Nitz, Doctor Gunther Brus, Rudolf Schwarzcogler were
representing the “Vienna Direct Art Institute”. Their central
concept lay in real rituals using blood and corpses of animals.
Thus, stress was put on real dramas and not convention type
mimicry performances. Critics named their art as “Irritart”, in
other words – social provocation, irritating one.
According to this, I had to revalue my views on painting.
Here, the pure painting art is not perceived seriously, they have
negative attitude towards it. For them, it’s regressive, old form
of expression.
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veni rubrikis stumaria, avstriaSi
moRvawe qarTveli mxatvari,
Tamuna sirbilaZe. sanam es masala
gamoqveyndeboda, samwuxaro ambavi
SevityveT. gardaicvala Tamunas meuRle,
Tanamedrove dasavluri xelovnebis, erT-erTi yvelaze cnobili warmomadgeneli franc
vesti...
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am fonze, ferweraze Cemi Sexedulebebis gadafaseba momiwia. aq sufTa ferweras arc uyureben seriozulad,
ukve windawinve uaryofiTi ganwyoba aqvT. maTTvis es
regresuli, moZvelebuli gamoxatvis formaa.
aqcionizmi CemTvis absoluturad ucxoa dRemde. sxva
evropul qveynebSi (italia, germania, britaneTi) ufro
fasdeba ferwera, grafika. mec garkveulwilad maTze
var orientirebuli. am qveynebSi ufro warmatebulad
midis Cemi gamofenebi.
ferweris paralelurad video, media Semovida Cems
SemoqmedebaSi. ukve erTad Tanaarseboben es gansxvavebuli gamoxatvis formebi. igive ferwera, grafika,
qandakeba, video.
Tbilisis mere me aq Cavabare akademiaSi ferwerisa da

Up until now, for me Actionism is absolutely strange. In other
European countries (Italy, Germany, Britain) painting and
graphics are more appreciated. I am, also, more oriented on the
latter. In the last mentioned countries, my exhibitions are more
successful.
In parallel to painting, media has entered my creative work.
Already, these different expression forms coexist together. The
same painting, graphics, sculpture, video art…
After finalizing my studies in Tbilisi, I have entered the higher
educational institution with the specialization of painting and
graphics, plus video art in Vienna. I have broadened my creative
range. I still make documentary films.
In Georgia, many people call themselves painters and not
artists. From your point of view, is it a bit an old approach?
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saqarTveloSi bevri sakuTar Tavs mainc mxatvars eZaxis, da ara artists. rogor fiqrobT es cota moZvelebuli midgoma xom ar aris?
mxatvari fermwers gulisxmobs? dRes arsad msoflioSi aravin ar aris koncentrirebuli sufTa ferweraze. miuxedavad imisa, rom me ferweras vTvli
Cemi saqmianobis ZiriTad sagnad, personalur gamofenebze ferweras qandakebas vuTavseb. ferweras
”vaTamaSeb” rogorc qandakebas. ferweras sam ganzomilebian qandakebad vaqcev.
gviambeT Tqvens mimdinare proeqtebze. rogoria zogadad Tqveni Sexedulebebi xelovnebaze?
dResdReobiT konceptualur xelovnebas ver auvli
gverds. amis uaryofa SeuZlebelia xelovnebaSi marsel
duSampis mere. mec mainteresebs da mniSvnelovnad vTvli konceptualur xelovnebas. vTvli, rom yvela mxatvars dRes koncepti Cadebuli aqvs Tavis SemoqmedebaSi
metnaklebad.
me vakeTeb seriul ferweras, vTqvaT 40 ferwerul
tilos. aqedan 4-s erTad ganvalageb ise, rom konceptualuri reprezentacia gamodis sam ganzomilebaSi.
an oTxkuTxedad, iseve rogorc donald jadi akeTebda amas. 8 ferweras vaerTianeb da es ukve xdeba ara
calkeuli tilo, aramed obieqti.
Cemi Semoqmedeba abstraqciisa da figuratiuli
xelovnebis zRvarzea. mayurebels SeuZlia sakuTari
warmosaxvis proecireba Cems Seqmnil gamosaxulebaze,
unda abstraqciisken gadaixreba, unda sxva mxares. SesaZloa es Cems xedvas ar emTxveodes. anu mas Tavisufali
interpretaciis saSualeba eZleva.
CemTvis axlobeli amerikeli, italieli konceptualistebi arian.
jer kidev Teodor adornom Tqva, rom aranairi
xelovneba auSvicis mere aRaraa SesaZlebeli.
konceptualizmi Cemi azriT aqedan modis. xelovnebis
tradiciuli forma, gageba aRar iyo amosavali.
avtoris, artistis pozicia xdeba ganmsazRvreli.
gavixsenoT amerikeli jozef koSuti konceptualizmis
erT-erTi fuZemdebeli. masze gavlena ludvig
vitgenSteinis filosofiam iqonia da sityva iqca
cnobierebis formad. man teqstebi da diagramebic
gaxada sagamofeno eqsponatebad. sol le viti,
Tvlida, rom konceptualur xelovnebaSi mTavari
ideaa, gamosaxvis forma ki SesaZloa nebismieri iyos
- sityva, foto da ase Semdeg. marsel brudhaersi
saerTod uaryofda institucionalizms da Tvlida,
rom xelovnebis maqsimaluri gamovlena xdeba saxlSi,
anu yvela instituciis miRma. mere warmoiSva L
L and Art-i,
sadac ”qmedeba” xdeba xelovnebis principi, mxatvris

Does the word “a painter” really imply a person who makes
paintings? Nowadays, no one is concentrated on pure painting.
Despite of the fact that I consider painting to be main subject
of my work, on my personal exhibitions I mix sculpture with
painting. I “play” with a painting in a shape of a sculpture; - I
make 3 dimensional sculptures out of a painting.
Please, tell us about your current projects. What are your
views on art in general?
Nowadays conceptual art is unavoidable. After Marcel
Duchamp it’s not possible to reject it in art. I am also interested
in conceptual art and consider it important. From my point of
view, all the painters, more or less, have some concept put in
their creative work.
I create serial painting, let’s say 40 painting pieces. 4 out
of these 40 I place together, in such a way that conceptual
representation is created in 3 dimensions. Or, I put them in a
shape of a rectangle, as Donald Judd did. I unite 8 paintings,
and it becomes not just a separate piece of painting, but also an
object.
My creative work is on the merge of abstraction and figural
art. An audience can project its own imagination on the image
created by me; it can deviate to abstraction, or to the other side.
This can coincide with my views, in other words, the audience
is given a chance to interpret freely.
Close to my heart are the Italian and American conceptualists.
Theodor Audorno said that no art is possible after Auchvitz.
I think the beginning of conceptualism lies here. Traditional
form and understanding of art was not the starting point. The
view of an artist is determinant. Let’s remember American
Joseph Cochut, one of the cofounders of conceptualism. He
was influenced by the philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein and
a word became a form of consciousness. He created exhibits
out of texts and diagrams. Sol LeWitt considered that idea is
the most important in conceptual art, and there can exist any
kind of an expression form – a word, photo and so on. Marcel
Brutheirs completely denied institutionalism and considered
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grafikis ganxriT, amas plus videoarti. ufro gavafarTove Cemi SemoqmedebiTi diapazoni. dRemde viReb
dokumentur filmebsac.
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zemoqmedeba arsebul landSaftze, arqiteqturaze da
ase Semdeg.
CemTvis Zalian axlobelia aseve italiuri Arte Povera
(Raribi xelovneba). xelovnebisa da industriuli
civilizaciis dialogis vizualizacia. miqelanjelo
pistoleto Cemi erTerTi favoritia.
dRes konceptualizmma bevrad liberaluri forma
miiRo.
aseve qandakeba xdeba aqtualuri Cemi TaobisTvis. ara im
Zveli, tradiciuli formiT Tu gagebiT rasakvirvelia.

GEORGIANS ABROAD / qarTvelebi ucxoeTSi

yofila Tu ara SemTxveva, rodesac darRveula Tqveni
saavtoro uflebebi?

that the maximal expression of art takes place at home, thus, beyond any institution. Later the Land Art was created, where
“an action” becomes a principal of the art, the influence of an
artist on an existing landscape, architecture and so on.
Italian “Arte Povera” (so called “Poor Art”) is very close to my
heart. It’s the visualization of the dialogue between the art and
the industrial civilization. Michelangelo Pistoleto is one of my
favorites.
Today, conceptualism has much more liberal form.
A sculpture becomes relevant for my generation too, but, of
course, not with that old, traditional form or understanding.
Was there any case, when your copyright was infringed?

me aseTi SemTxvevebi ar maxsendeba. ufro sxva xasiTis
problemebs vawydebiT Cvens ojaxSi. vgulisxmob aslebis
damzadebas. dRes evropaSi Zalian bevri mxatvari zaraldeba am kuTxiT. maT Soris Cemi meuRlec franc vesti.
damijereT es Zalian mtkivneulia. rogorc pikasom Tqva,
kargi mxatvari ”iparavs”, cudi ki ”asls” akeTebs. ”moparva” gulisxmobs sxvisi mignebis Seneul gaazrebas.

I can’t remember such cases. Our family faces problems of
different kind, I mean making copies. At present, many of
painters have material losses because of this; among them is
my Husband Franz West. Believe me, it’s very painful. As
Picasso said, a good painter “steals”, but a bad one makes
a “copy”. Here, “stealing” means one’s own realization of
someone else’s finding.

zogjer ’asls” ar akeTeben, magram faqtiurad ideas
”gparaven”. erTma cnobilma mxatvarma berlinSi naxa
Cemi namuSevari da mere ubralod daakopira. ar minda
davkonkretde, magram namdvilad ar iyo sasiamovno
faqti.

Sometimes they do not make “a copy”, but actually, they “steal”
your idea. One of the famous painters saw my work in Berlin
and then he, merely, copied it. I don’t want to go into detailed
discussion of this fact, but, will just mention that it was not so
pleasant for me.

franc vestTan kolaboraciaze ras gvetyodiT?

What would you tell us about your collaboration with
Franz West?

roca kolaboraciazea saubari, SeiZleba erTi mxatvari cnobili iyos, meore naklebad cnobili. CemTvis
Zalian mniSvnelovani iyo es TanamSromloba. aseve
francisTvisac. am dros TiTqos erTi mxatvris energetika meores gadaecema da mravldeba. anu me minda vTqva
- orive ufro kargad warmoCndeba. am TanamSromlobas
bevri miTqma-moTqmac mohyva, vinaidan me francis
meuRle viyavi. Cven es absoluturad ar gvaRelvebda.
CemTvis da francisTvis SemoqmedebiTi mxare iyo upiratesi da arakeTilmosurneTa azrs srul ignorirebas vukeTebdiT.

When we talk about collaboration, we should consider that
one of the two painters can be famous and another less
popular. This cooperation was very important for me, so was
for Franz too. In such a case, it feels like that one artist’s
energy is passed to another and is multiplied. Thus, I wish
to say, that, here, both of them are better represented. Many
gossips followed our collaboration, as I was Franz’s spouse.
We absolutely did not care about this fact. For me and for
Franz creative side of the work was of primary importance
and we ignored the ideas of the wrong-wishers.
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MISHA IS COOL!

miSa magaria!

sazogadoebisTvis am da sxva saintereso Temebze gvesaubreba miSa mSvildaZe.
me moyvarulma ”iuristma” saavtoro uflebebis kanonis araswori interpretacia gavakeTe.
ar aris aucilebeli maincdamainc ”tuflebi” moiparo. vinc vizualur produqcias qmnis, misTvis
isaa ”tuflebi”. produqti, mxolod materialuri
saxiT ar arsebobs, SesaZloa eleqtronul formatSic arsebobdes. saavtoro uflebebis aRiareba
da dacva Zalian mniSvnelovania. zogadad, nebismieri inteleqtualuri Tu sxva saxis sakuTreba
unda iyos daculi. ”formula kreativs” aqvs rogorc pozitiuri, aseve negatiuri gamocdileba am
sferoSi. filmSi ”Wama da seqsi” gvsurda iSxnelebis simRerebis gamoyeneba. rogorc gairkva, Cven arasworad gvesmoda kanoni. gvegona, rom saavtoro
ufleba, sul raRac ociode weli vrceldeboda
avtoris gardacvalebidan. Sesrulebaze Tu kidev
calke uflebebi arsebobda, saerTod ar vicodiT.

W

HAT DOES CONFORMISM STAND FOR?
WHAT WAS THE MOST “PANIC” BEHAVIOR AFTER THE 7TH NOVEMBER? HOW
HEALTHY PROTEST FORM DIFFERS
FROM THE VICIOUS RESENTFULNESS?
ON THE ABOVE MENTIONED AND OTHER INTERESTING TOPICS MISHA MSHVILDADZE SPEAKS TO US.
I, AS A NON-PROFESSIONAL “LAWYER” HAVE MADE
AN INCORRECT INTERPRETATION OF THE COPYRIGHT LEGISLATION.
It’s not necessary to steal “shoes”. For those who create visual
products, these products are “shoes”. A product does not exist
only in a material form, but also it can have electronic format.
It’s of the utmost importance to recognize and protect copyright.
In general, any intellectual or other kind of property should be
protected. In this field, “Formula Creative” has positive, as well
as, negative experience. We wished to use songs of Ishkhnelis
in the film “Eating and Sex”. As we have found out, we were
interpreting the law in a wrong way. We thought that copyright
was operating only during 20 years after death of an author. We
were not aware at all that separate rights apply to performing
of a product. Thus, we were completely unaware of this sphere.
Finally, it came up that we had to discuss these topics
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a aris konformizmi? ra iyo 7 noembris mere yvelaze ”pankuri” saqcieli? riT gansxvavdeba jansaRi protestis forma da RvarZliani boRma?
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mokled Zalian gauTvicnobiereblebi viyaviT am
sferoSi. saboloo jamSi aRmoCnda, rom memkvidreebTan unda ”gagvevlo” es Temebi. maSin maxsovs giga (saavtoro uflebebis dacvis asociaciis
Tavjdomare, giga kobalaZe ) asrulebda mediatoris rols Cvens da memkvidreebs Soris. premiera
axlovdeboda. SeTanxmeba ver Sedga da amitomac
iZulebuli gavxdiT megobrebis daxmarebiT es simRerebi axlidan Cagvewera.
Semdeg ukve gavagrZeleT TanamSromloba gigasTan.
SeviZineT saaavtoro ufleba musikaze sareklamo
rgolisTvis. axlaxans ”gorilazis” simRera viyideT
”ekofudis” reklamisTvis. sul raRac xuTas Teqvsmeti lari dagvijda. anu minda vTqva, rom ar aris Zviri siamovneba. originaluri musikis Seqmna gacilebiT
meti Rirs da Tanac Sedegi araprognozirebadia.
Cvenc gavmxdarvarT ”mekobreTa” msxverpli.
rac isev gigas meSveobiT gavigeT. Cveni pirveli
filmis ”rac yvelaze Zalian giyvars” aralegaluri ”daunloudebi”-dan miRebulma zaralma
100 000 lars gadaaWarba.

with the successors. I remember that, this time, Giga (the Head
of “Copyright Association”, Giga Kobaladze L.D.) had a role of
a mediator between us and the successors. A premiere date was
getting closer. An agreement was not reached and therefore we
had to re-record the songs with the help of our friends.
Afterwards, we continued our cooperation with Giga. We have
purchased a copyright on the music for the ad video reel. Recently, we have bought a song of “Gorillas” for the “EcoFood”
advertisement. It cost us just some five hundred and sixteen
GEL. I, merely, wish to say that it’s not so expensive pleasure.
It’s far more costly to create an original music and, besides that,
the outcome is unpredictable.
We have become victims of “pirates”, and this we have also
learnt with Giga’s help. The material damage, which we got
from the illegal downloads of our first film “What You Love
Most of All” exceeded 100 000 GEL.
Plagiarism is not a strange thing in our space. It’s far more difficult to regulate, and, perhaps, the market itself should take
control over it. Many directly copy a foreign advertisement.
Here, it’s helpless to put a pressure on self-respect or talk
about professional ethics. Let’s say straightly, individuals make
money and really don’t care what others think about this. From
the other side, as soon as an affected party appears, this problem will be solved in itself. In order to protect copyright, there
should be an affected party, which will be actively interested in
the financial part of the issue and will take helpful steps.
MERELY, I AM NOT INTERESTED IN THINGS, WHICH
CAN’T CHANGE THE WORLD…
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The world was changed by those who built the pyramids, and
those who built this house too… It all depends on a scale. If
one doesn’t have any ambitions, there are far more profitable
and less creative businesses and the latter should get involved
in those. For instance, import butter and make a system of its
distribution, and gain much more money. If one comes to cinema business, he/she should have ambition for it. The purpose
of a cinema is to connect to as many people as possible. I relatively call this “changing the world”. Isn’t that good to be able
to completely turn over a human living and consciousness just
like Steve Jobs did?
One should offer the audience some novelty. If it doesn’t happen, then he/she is not commercially interesting too. And, it
doesn’t already matter, in what form this novelty would be delivered, in a shape of visualization, history or genre. I am a script
writer; therefore I am deriving from thematic. By my opinion,
thematically, “Eating and Sex” was new and interesting.
Any kind of art is created for people. It’s nonsense to ignore
an audience. It’s a disease what the Georgian cinema has: the
fear of “mainstreaming”. Were not “Mimino” and “a father of a
Soldier” a mainstream? Why don’t they understand it?
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plagiatic araa ucxo Cvens sivrceSi. es bevrad
ufro rTuli dasaregulirebelia. da albaT
isev bazarma unda moaxerxos amis gakontroleba.
bevri pirdapir akopirebs ucxour reklamebs. aq
Tavmoyvareobaze zewola an profesiul eTikaze
saubari uSedegoa. modi pirdapir vTqvaT, tipebi
fuls Souloben da ”kidiaT” Sen ras ifiqreb. meores mxriv, rogorc ki gaCndeba dazaralebuli mxare, es problema TavisTavad mogvardeba. imisTvis,
rom gaxdes SesaZlebeli saavtoro uflebebis
dacva aucilebelia arsebobdes dazaralebuli
mxare, romelic aqtiurad iqneba finansurad dainteresebuli da gadadgams qmediT nabijebs.
is rasac ar SeuZlia Secvalos samyaro,
ubralod ar mainteresebs...
samyaro piramidis amSenebelmac Secvala da am saxlisac… gaaCnia ra masStabebzea saubari. Tu ar gaqvs
ambicia, maSin bevrad ufro momgebiani, naklebad
kreatiuli biznesebi arsebobs da is unda akeTo.
magaliTad, Semoitano karaqi da misi distribucia
aawyo. Tanac gacilebiT met fuls iSovi. Tu kinoSi modixar ambicia unda gawuxebdes. kinos movaleoba isaa, rac SeiZleba met adamians miawvdino
xma. amas samyaros Secvlas veZaxi pirobiTad. Tu
stiv jobsiviT SeZleb, rom mTlianad Semoatrialo adamianis cxovreba, cnobiereba - xom kargi.
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I honestly liked Aleko Tsabadze’s “Rene goes to Hollywood”.
This is a real movie. Here, charlatans make movies, those who
love cinema very much, including myself. On this background
Rene is a real bright spot. The subject is quite close to us (I
mean the bifurcation of the main character). What’s the point
in the new cinema? - When things which are familiar to you on
a daily basis, become close to your heart and watching it is so
pleasant. The same “Mimino” is not relevant anymore. Nowadays, no one is interested in arrival in Moscow and trying to
work out things there. An audience was watching it like insane
until it was important.
Mainly, a film director should manage to tell a story. A film is
like a horse. A movie director should be a good jockey; - he/she
should be able to drive an audience and should not follow the
will of “a horse”.
PROVOCATION OR COMFORT
“Female Friends of My Wife” is clearly distinguished from the
other serial movies.
Irakli Saghinadze joins the conversation: Georgian serials, as a

mayurebels aucileblad unda SesTavazo raime
siaxle. Tu es ar xdeba, maSin arc komerciulad xar
saintereso. ra formiT iqneba es siaxle miwodebuli, vizualiT, istoriiT Tu JanriT ukve ar aqvs
mniSvneloba. me scenaristi var, Sesabamisad Tematikidan gamovdivar. ”Wama da seqsic” mimaCnia, rom
Tematurad iyo axali da saintereso.

aleko cabaZis ”rene midis holivudSi” marTla gulwrfelad momewona. es namdvili kinoa. CvenTan kinos Sarlatanebi akeTeben, romlebsac kino Zalian
uyvarT. maT Soris mec. am fonze ”rene” namdvilad
gamonaTebaa. Tematikac Zalian axlobelia (mTavari
gmiris gaorebas vgulisxmob). axali kinos muRami
raa? SenTvis axlobeli rom xdeba, is rac yoveldRiurad nacnobia da amis yureba ”asworebs”. igive
”mimino” aRar aris aqtualuri,. dRes aravis
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nebismieri xelovneba adamianebisTvis iqmneba. sisulelea mayureblis ignorireba. avadmyofobaa
rac qarTul kinos Wirs: ”gameinstrimebis” SiSi.
”mimino” da ”jariskacis mama” igive ”meinstrimi”
ar iyo? ratom ver xvdebian amas?
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ainteresebs moskovSi Casvla da iq ”CaliCi”. sanam
aqtualuri iyo ”giJebiviT” uyurebdnen.
mTavaria reJisorma moaxerxos ambis moyola.
kino cxeniviTaa. reJisori unda iyos kargi
Jokei, man unda marTos mayurebeli da ara cxenis
Wkuaze iaros.
provokacia Tu komforti
”Cemi colis daqalebi” aSkarad gamoirCeva sxva serialebisgan.
saubarSi irakli saRinaZe erTveba: qarTuli serialebi, rogorc wesi aranairi gansjis saSualebas
ar gitovebs. im wuTas uyureb, miiReb relaqsacias,
magram mere, rom raimeze dagafiqros, mxolod
”Cemi colis daqalebs” SeuZlia.
aq sxvadasxva
saintereso Temebia wamoWrili. calsaxad kargi
da cudi gmirebi ar arseboben. mudmivi adamianuri
dilemebi, winaaRmdegobebi rac gvxvdeba cxovrebaSi, swored imaze vsaubrobT.
miSa: Cven gvinda gverdidan daganaxoT isini. araa
saubari erTniSna daskvnebis gamotanaze. mTavaria
sworad dasmuli kiTxva, rogorc ki pasuxis gacemas
Seecdebi im wuTas ”dagenZreva”. egreve moralisti
xdebi, Seni, avtoris pozicia wamoWril kiTxvaSic
Cans. saintereso kiTxvebi unda dasva da pasuxebze
sxvebma ifiqron….

THE GUEST / stumari

zogadad kinoSi 4 tipis gmiri arsebobs. jeims
bondi, anu supergmirebi. Cveni mezoblebi, irakli
CxeiZe ”Sua qalaqidan (”FFriends” analogi), ”dakarguli sulebi” daTa TuTaSxia, romelmac iaraRis
xmareba icis da ewinaaRmdegeba sistemas. ... supergmiri Seni kerpia, romelsac verc ki bedav mibaZo.
Seni mezoblebi arian tipebi. romlebsac ubralod
dascini, aRadaveb da tkbebi sakuTari upiratesobis SegrZnebiT. gixaria rom Senc iseTi suleli ara
xar. mere ra, rom cotaTi xar kidec. yvela gmirs
aqvs garkveuli funqcia, raTa Seni fsiqologiuri
mdgomareoba ufro mdgradi da mSvidi gaxdes. Tu
agaforiaqebs ar ”gevaseba” ukve. ”House”-s ”tupoebi” ar uyureben..
siaxlis SeTavazeba brbosTvis ar aris
ioli.
”Wama da seqsi” bolo drois qarTuli kinos yvelaze
sakaso filmi. zemogebaze ar gasula, magram mogebaze gavida.
irakli saRinaZe: avtors mudam unda hqondes ukmarisobis da ukmayofilebis gancda. sul raRac

rule, do not give food for thought. One watches them once and
gets relaxation. Only “Female Friends of My Wife” can make
one think of something valuable. Here various interesting topics are touched. There are no clearly defined positive or negative characters. Constant human dilemmas, obstacles, which we
face in our lives, these are the topics, which are discussed here.
Misha: We want you to see them from a side. It’s not meant to
make clearly defined direct conclusions. In this case, well set
questions are most important; - as soon as one tries to answer
them he/she is trouble. One becomes a moralist at once and
his/her position as an author is obvious from the set question.
One should ask interesting questions and let others think of answers…
There are 4 types of characters in the films. James Bond, representing super heroes. Our neighbors, - Irakli Chkheidze
from “In the Middle of the City” (analogue of “Friends”), Lost
Souls”, Data Tutashkhia, who knows how to use a weapon and
is against the system. … A super hero is your idol, whom you
even do not dare to imitate. Your neighbors are funny characters, that one just laughs at, jokes on them and gets pleasure
from realizing one’s own superiority over them. One is happy
to know that he/she is not that fool. It doesn’t even matter if you
are fool. Every character has definite function to make one’s
psychological condition more stable and quite. If it makes people worry, then they don’t like it. Foolish people do not watch
“House”…
IT’S NOT EASY TO OFFER A NOVELTY TO A CROWD.
“Eating and Sex” is the blockbuster of the recent times. It did
not give mega profit, but, still, was profitable.
Irakli Saghinadze: An author always should have a sense of
lack and dissatisfaction. There something new is going around
all the time and if one doesn’t become a “news maker”, or a
maker of impressions, if one doesn’t show people an ordinary
environment and their own lives from a new angle, nothing will
work out.
MISHA IS COOL!
Irakli Saghinadze: The problem of Shalva Ramishvili is that he
becomes similar to those who he tries “to butter up”. When the
first issue of “Dardubala” was produced, we were not trying
“flatter” anybody. We were just interested who would make the
coolest and most acute joke. We wished to express as much as
possible and deliver well our truth and what we believed in then
to the audience.
Misha: Interpretation of conformism is very simple, - there is
no conformism when one’s own position coincides with someone else’s position. Conformism means a state when one’s own
position doesn’t meet his/her own views. Only confrontation
with one’s own self is conformism. We are 6 billion people in
the world. It’s impossible to imagine that no one disagrees with
somebody else’s ideas. We are animals of absolutely collec-
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axali xdeba Sens garSemo da Tu ar gaxdi ”nius
meiqeri”, STabeWdilebebis ”meiqeri”, Tu axali
rakursiT ar daanaxeb adamianebs maTTvis Cveul
garemos da maTive cxovrebas, araferi ar gamova.
miSa magaria!
irakli saRinaZe: Salva ramiSvilis ubedureba aris
is, rom visac ”epranWeba” imas daemsgavsa. im dros,
rodesac pirveli ”dardubala” keTdeboda Cven
yvelani aravis ar ”vepranWebodiT” . Cven mxolod
gvainteresebda is, Tu vin ufro magar da mwvave
xumrobas moifiqrebda. Cveni simarTle, is rac im
wuTas gvjeroda, gvindoda maqsimalurad kargad
gamogvexata da migvewodebina mayureblisTvis.
miSa: konformizmis ganmarteba aris Zalian martivi, konformizmi ar niSnavs roca
Seni pozicia emTxveva sxvis pozicias. konformizmi niSnavs imas,
roca Seni pozicia ar emTxveva Sensave Sexedulebebs. sakuTar TavTan
winaaRmdegoba aris konformizmi
mxolod. adamianebi Svidi miliardi
varT. gamoricxulia, rom viRac viRacis azrs ar eTanxmebodes. absoluturad koleqtiuri ”cxovelebi”
varT. ar gviyvars cal-calke mglebiviT tramalebze siaruli. Tumca
egeTebic arian da egec ”asworebs”.
zogadad konformizmi ase mesmis ar unda daupirispirde sakuTar Rirebulebebs raRacis sanacvlod.
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tive nature. We do not like to walk the valleys on our own like
wolfs. Though, there are few people of such a kind and this is
good too. For me conformism carries the following nature: One
should not stand against one’s own values for expecting to get
something in return.
As for the new “Dardubala”. There is difference between protest and resentfulness. Protest is completely healthy thing, and
as for resentfulness – it’s bad. If one’s motivation is resentfulness, then he/she is a bad character, and if the motivation is a
protest itself, then this shows that the one is a good character.
Irakli Saghinadze: After November the 7th, the most punk like
behavior was if someone said “Misha is cool!”
The full definition of “Misha is cool” is the following: Misha is
cool for those who ballot now. Isn’t it too simple? It’s natural
that a human’s fantasy has no boundaries and we can imagine
far cooler characters, but today the coolest is Misha…

rac Seexeba axal ”dardubalas”.
protesti da boRma gansxvavdeba
erTmaneTisgan. protesti aris absoluturad jansaRi ram, boRma ki
cudia. Seni motivacia Tu boRmaa,
cudi tipi xar, Seni motivacia Tu
protestia kargi tipi xar.

miSa: miSa magarias sruli definicia ki ase JRers - miSa magaria maT
Soris vinc kenWs iyris axla. Zalian
martivia ara? bunebrivia, adamianis
fantazias sazRvari ar aqvs, da Cven
SegviZlia warmovidginoT kidev
ufro magari tipi. magram dRes
yvelaze magaria miSa...
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irakli saRinaZe: 7 noembris Semdeg
yvelaze pankuri saqcieli iyo Tu
ityodi, rom miSa magaria!
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INGRID CHAVEZ VERSUS MADONNA

PRECEDENTS / precedentebi

ingrid Cavezi
madonas winaaRmdeg

C

aavtoro uflebebis damcvelebs ukve
saTvalavi aeriaT Tu ramdenjer daarRvia amerikelma pop momReralma madonam
sxvisi saavtoro uflebebi Tavisi musikaluri karieris manZilze. is araerTxel daudanaSaulebiaT teqstebis, melodiebis, video kadrebis da mTeli rigi popularuli gamonaTqvamebis
miTvisebaSi. madonam esec ar ikmara da mTlianad
sxvisi simRerebic ki miiTvisa. 1990 wels madonam
gamouSva axali singli Justify My Love. sinamdvileSi ki es gaxldaT ingrid Cavezis simReris stilis
zusti asli, romelic man simRerebis avtorTan
leni kravitsTan muSaobisas Seqmna, kravitsi ki madonas singlis Tanaavtorad iyo miTiTebuli.

s

opyright protectors were lost in counting of the
number of copyright violations conducted by
the American pop singer Madonna during her
whole career. She has been convicted in appropriation of texts, melodies, video shots and numerous
popular sayings. This was not enough for her and she stole
complete songs too. In 1990y., Madonna released a new album “Justify My Love”, but in reality this was a precise
copy of the style of Ingrid Chavez’s song, which the latter
created during the working process with the author of songs
Lenny Crivitz, who was also mentioned as the coauthor of
Madonna’s single.

1991 wels Cavezma sasamarTloSi uCivla leni
kravitss da madonas, sarCelis Tanaxmad Cavezi
amtkicebda rom simReris teqsti mTlianad mas
ekuTvnoda. man moigo es sarCeli da aseve kompensaciis saxiT miiRo ramdenime milioni dolari,
aseve nawarmoebis titrebSi misi saxelis dafiqsirebis ufleba.

In 1991y., Chavez sued Lenny Crivitz and Madonna. According to the lawsuit, Chavez was claiming that the text of
the song completely belonged to her. She won the case, and
as compensation got several million dollars together with
the right to show her name in the titles of the work.

madonas karieris istoriaSi uxvadaa moparuli nawarmoebebi, da maT ganekuTvneba misi sayovelTaod
cnobili frazebi: “Like a Virgin” da “EEExpress Yourself,
Don’t Repress Yourself.”

There are quite a lot of stolen pieces in the history of Madonna’s career and some of them are the well-known phrases: “Like a Virgin” and “Express Yourself, Don’t Repress
Yourself”.
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ALBRECHT DÜRER VERSUS
MARCANTONIO RAIMONDI

albrext diureri
markantonio raimondis
winaaRmdeg

O

dvilobis dadasturebaSi daexmara naSromze
amotvifruli sakuTari inicialebi. raimondma am aslebis meSveobiT sakmao Semosavali miiRo. diurerma Tavis mxriv veneciis sasamarTlos mimarTa sarCeliT, sadac Seiswavles
raimondis sakiTxi da saboloo ganaCenis
Tanaxmad raimonds sasamarTlom darTo neba
emzadebina aslebi, radganac markantonio
raimondma Sewyvita maTze sakuTari saxelis
maniSneblebis datana.

ur reader remembers that facts on copyright breaching took their beginning in the far past. If we get 5 centuries back, we will discover that the great painter Albrecht Dürer had a dispute with a contemporary artist
Marcantonio Raimondi. Dürer discovered that this artist was creating a copy of his work “Life of the Virgin”,
which was an example of a woodcut. His initials carved on the piece of work helped Dürer to prove the authenticity of his own work. Raimondi got quite a profit by means of the copies. From the other side, Dürer applied to the
Venice court with a suit. Here a question of Raimondi was inspected and according to the final court decision, Raimondi
was allowed to make copies, as Marcantonio Raimondi stopped putting his own initials on the copies.
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C

vens mkiTxvels axsovs, rom saavtoro
uflebebis darRvevis faqtebi Soreuli warsulidan iRebs saTaves. dRes
rom gadavinacvloT xuTi saukuniT
ukan, 1500-ian wlebSi, aRmovaCenT, rom did
mxatvars albrext diurers dava hqonda Tavis
Tanamedraove xelovanTan markantonio raimondTan. diurerma aRmoaCina rom misi Tanamedrove amzadebda misi nawarmoebis „qalwulis cxovrebis“ asls, romelic gaxldaT xeze
kveTis nimuSi. diurers Tavisi namuSevris nam-
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS VERSUS MICHIGAN DOCUMENT SERVICES (1996)

prinstonis universitetis presa miCiganis
dokument momsaxurebis winaaRmdeg (1996)

j

er kidev 1996 wels ganxilvis sagani
gaxda kerZo fotoaslebis sakiTxi
prinstonis universitetsa da miCiganis
dokument serviss Soris. miCiganis dokument servisi - romlis saqmianobaa fotoaslebis gadaReba, CarTuli iyo universitetis studentebisTvis saswavlo masalebis paketebis SeqmnaSi.
universitetis erT-erTma profesorma moipova
Sesabamisi literatura da miCiganis dokument
servisma gaakeTa masalebis fotoasli, romelic
Semdeg akinZa, bukletebis forma misca da studentebs ukve Sesasyidad mza masala SesTavaza.
am SemTxvevaSi ukve „samarTliani gamoyenebis“
problema wamoiWra. aslgadamReb kompanias SeeZlo
prinstonis universitetisTvis - rogorc masalis
mflobelisTvis minimaluri honorari gadaexada, Tumca am ukanasknelma mxolod erTjeradad,
originalur nawarmoebSi gadaixada Tanxa da ukve
Semdeg Cveulebrivad daiwyo saswavlo masalebis
gadamravleba. sasamarTlos gadawyvetilebiT es
ar iyo masalebis „samarTliani gamoyenebis“ aqti
da aslgadamReb kompanias jarima daekisra.

S

till, in 1996y., the issue of photo copies became a
subject for discussion between Princeton University
and Michigan Document Services. The Michigan
Document Services, which was engaged in making photocopies, was involved in producing packages of study
materials for university students. One of the professors of the
university had
gained the corresponding literature and the
Michigan Document Services
photocopied
the materials,
stitched them,
gave them a
shape of booklets and offered
students
the
ready materials
for purchase.
In this case,
a question of
“legal usage”
was raised. The
copy
making
company could
pay a minimal
royalty to Princeton University as to the owner of the material,
though, the latter had paid only once for the original piece of
work and then started to copy the study materials. According to
the court decision, this was not an act of “legal usage” and a fine
was imposed on the copy makingw company.

“ADIDAS AMERICA INC.” VERSUS “PAYLESS SHOESOURCE INC.”

PRECEDENTS / precedentebi

ADIDAS AMERICA INC.
PAYLESS SHOESOURCE INC. winaaRmdeg

I

994 wels adidasi da feiles kompaniebi erTmaneTs zonrebis gamo daupirispirdnen. adidasi sakuTar sportul tansacmelze 1952
wlidan moyolebuli logod iyenebda 3 zonris kombinacias, romelic daregistrirebuli hqonda
rogorc savaWro niSani. amave dros feilesi msgavsi
zonrebis kombinaciiT yidda sakuTar produqcias
da amiT SecdomaSi Sehyavda myidveli. adidasi SeSfoTda, radgan es Crdils ayenebda mis momxmareblebs
da kompaniis saxels. dawyebuli sasamarTlo dava 7
weli gagrZelda da am periodis manZilze 268 wyvili
feilesis fexsacmeli iqna Seswavlili. 2001 wels Adidas m
A erica Inc.-ma kompensaciis saxiT 305 milioni aSS
dolari miiRo. SemdegSi, rogorc Wall Street Journalis iuridiuli blogis Jurnalistma daiangariSa, 100
milioni miiRo adidasma mis logoze datanili TiTo
zonrisaTvis.

I

n 1994y., the “Adidas” and “Payless” companies
opposed each other because of laces. Since 1952y.,
“Adidas” had been using triple lace combination as
a logo of the company, which was a registered trade
mark too. At the same time, “Payless” was selling its products with the similar combination of laces and thus it misled
customers. “Adidas” was concerned about this, as it was compromising “Adidas” users, as well as the image of the company. The court trial continued for 7 years. For this period of
time 268 pairs of “Payless” shoes were examined. In 2001y.,
“Adidas America Inc.”got compensation of 305 million U.S.
dollars. Later, as a journalist of the “Wall Street Journal” legal blog counted, “Adidas” received 100 million for per lace
placed on its logo.

Here is an article by Professor
Tamar Taliashvili on legaleconomic and moral-ethical
aspects of copyright and the
controversies existing within the
topic. According to the author,
“…copyright is like the famous
painting of Picasso “A Girl
on the Ball”, where harmony
is reached on the background
of the balance of contrasts…”
Tamar Taliashvili is a delegate of
“American Justice Association”
and a representative of “Vititoe
Law Offices”. She conducted
scientific research works on
Intellectual Property Law in
Munich in Max-Planck Institute
of Intellectual Property Law.
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gTavazobT eqspertis,
profesor Tamar taliaSvilis statias Copyright-is
samarTlebriv-ekonomikur da moralur-eTikur
aspeqtebze, am Temis
irgvliv arsebul winaaRmdegobebze.avtoris
azriT, ”saavtoro uflebebi hgavs pikasos cnobil
naxats „gogona burTze“,
romelSic harmonia kontrastebis balansis fonze
miiRweva”. Tamar taliaSvili gaxlavT amerikis
iusticiis asociaciis
delegati da Vititoe Law
Offices warmomadgeneli.
igi inteleqtualuri
sakuTrebis samarTlis
sferoSi samecniero kvleviT saqmianobas eweoda
miunxenSi aM x-Planck Institute
of Intellectual Property Law.

EXPERT / eqsperti
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THE PROPERTY OF AN AUTHOR – PROS AND CONS

avtoris sakuTreba - PRO & CONTRA

q

EXPERT / eqsperti

veynebi saavtoro uflebebis dacvis
maRali xarisxiT gansazRvraven msoflioSi kulturis ganviTarebis Tanamedrove tendenciebs, qmnian maRalteqnologiur
sainformacio
sazogadoebas,
gamoirCevian adamianis fundamenturi uflebebis
dacvis maRali xarisxiT, gaaCniaT stabiluri da
moqnili ekonomika. magaliTad israeli-qveyana
faqtobrivad moklebuli bunebriv resursebs,
rTul klimatur pirobebsa da mudmivad samxedro-politikuri konfliqtebis epicentrSi, qmnis inteleqtualur bazas, romelic mas msoflios yvelaze progresul qveyanaTa rigSi ayenebs.
meore msoflio omis Semdgom dasavleTSi warmatebiT mimdinareobda e.w. „inteleqtualebis“
socialuri fenis, rogorc materialurad warmatebuli klasis Camoyalibebis procesi, romelic mniSvnelovan wilad ganapiroba avtoris sakuTrebaze orientirebuli sistemis Seqmnam.
swored „inteleqtualebis“ fena gaxda postindustriul, sainformacio epoqaSi dasavleTis
ekonomikuri progresis katalizatori. araerTi
qveyana da maT Soris saqarTvelo CamorCa am process da logikuria, gvxvdebian skeptikosebi,

C

ountries define the contemporary tendencies of
culture development by the high degree of protection of copyright in the world; they create
high technology information societies; are distinguished by the high degree of human rights protection; have
stable and flexible economy; for instance, Israel, factually,
lacks natural resources, has severe climate conditions and is in
the epicenter of the constant military and political conflicts, but
it forms the intellectual base, which makes it to stand amongst
the most progressive countries of the world.
After the World War II, the process of formation of the materially successful class in the face of the social cluster, the so
called “intellectuals”, mostly was caused by the establishment
of the system, which was oriented on the property of an author.
In the post industrial information epoch, the cluster of the “intellectuals” became the catalyst of the progress of the economic
progress in the Western countries. Amongst other numerous
countries, Georgia was left behind this process, and it’s logical,
there are skeptics, who estimate copyright as a negative phenomenon. I have heard the following questions:
Who needs copyright except for the small group of authors?!
Are the interests of the population protected when the foreign authors get richer on the account of the royalties gathered in Georgia?!
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vis sWirdeba saavtoro uflebebi avtorTa mcirericxovani jgufis garda?!
sad Cans mosaxleobis interesi, roca ucxoeli
avtorebi kidev ufro mdidrdebian saqarTveloSi mokrebili honorarebis xarjze?!
ratom iTxovs kanoni saavtoro uflebebis dacvas, amis Sedegad, xom, kultura da ganaTleba naklebad xelmisawvdomia xalxisaTvis?!
Tu movaxdenT am kiTxvebis reducirebas ZiriTad
aspeqtebamde, miviRebT pozicias, kerZod, alternatiul sainformacio-kulturul sivrces
saavtoro uflebebis gareSe. es pozicia erTi
SexedviT Zalian mimzidvelia, emsaxureba sazogadoebis keTildReobasa da interesebs. am
alternatiul sivrceSi nawarmoebis, maT Soris
kompiuteruli programebis, aseve video da audio Canawerebis originalze fasebi gautoldeba
dRes „piratul“ nawarmze arsebul fasebs; internetiT xelmisawvdomi masalis unebarTvo da
ufaso CamotvirTvisaTvis ki „sindisis qenjnac”.
ar iqneba aucilebeli. sxvagvarad, klasikuri da
pop-kultura, ganaTleba da mecniereba ufro
dauaxlovdeba xalxs.
amgvari realoba koleqtivistur morals efuZneba. xolo Tu gavixsenebT Cvens axlo warsuls
advilad gavavlebT paralels komunisturi socializmis ideologiasTan. individis - avtoris
interesebi am ideologiaSi upirispirdeba mosaxleobis interesebs da imarjvebs koleqtivi.
es alternatiuli realoba ganuxorcielebeli
ideaa, iseve rogorc komunisturi socializmi,
imdenad, ramdenadac es dapirispireba TavisTavad
arasworia. koleqtivi da individi-avtori erTi
mTlianobaa, da es ukanaskneli aRwevs warmatebas
mxolod interesTa sinergiis safuZvelze.
saavtoro uflebebi hgavs pikasos cnobil naxats „gogona burTze“, romelSic harmonia kontrastebis balansis fonze miiRweva.
modiT, Zalian mokled SevexoT im ekonomikur,
samarTlebriv, socialur, moralur-eTikur da
politikur interesebs, romelTa Sewonvis Sedegadac Seiqmna da Camoyalibda saavtoro uflebebi im saxiT, ra saxiTac arsebobs dRes civilizebul msoflioSi.

Why the law demands protection of authors’ rights, on the expense of making culture and education less available for people?!
If we reduce the number of these questions to the main aspects,
we will get the following picture: The alternate informational
and cultural space without copyright. From the first sight this
position is very attractive; it serves for the wellness and interests of the society. In this alternate space the price of a piece of
work, including computer software, will equal to those of the
“pirate” products existing today. And, no “pang” will be necessary for downloading a material from internet without any permission and payment. In other words, classic and pop cultures,
education and science will get closer to people.
This kind of a reality has the fundaments of the collective moral. And if we remember our closest past, we will easily make
parallels with the socialism ideology of the communism. In this
ideology, the interests of an individual, of an author, oppose
those of the population and this way the collective body wins.
This alternate reality is a non-accomplishable idea, like the
communist socialism, as this confrontation, initially, is incorrect. The collective and the individual, an author, make
wholeness and the latter gains success on the basis of synergy of interests.
amgvari realoba
koleqtivistur
morals efuZneba.
xolo Tu gavixsenebT
Cvens axlo warsuls
advilad gavavlebT
paralels komunisturi socializmis
ideologiasTan.
individis - avtoris
interesebi am ideologiaSi upirispirdeba mosaxleobis
interesebs da imarjvebs koleqtivi.

This kind of a reality
has the fundaments of
the collective moral.
And if we remember our
closest past, we will easily make parallels with
the socialism ideology
of the communism. In
this ideology, the interests of an individual, of
an author, oppose those
of the population and
this way the collective
body wins.
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romlebic copyright - s uaryofiT movlenad afaseben. msmenia kiTxvebi:
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albaT, firosmani
ukeTes materialur pirobebSi,
ufro xangrZlivi
da nayofieri
cxovrebis gzas
gaivlida!!!
Perhaps, Pirosmani,
in the better material
conditions would have
gone the longer and
more prolific life
path!!!

EXPERT / eqsperti

ekonomikur-samarTlebrivi argumenti

Tavisufali bazris pirobebSi ekonomikis ganviTarebis sayrdens warmoadgens kerZo, anu individualuri sakuTreba. is uzrunvelyofs sazogadoebis wevrebis potencialis srul realizebasa
da maqsimalur eqspluatacias. swored sakuTrebis ufleba aris ama Tu im saqmianobaSi droisa
da energiis investirebis motivacia. magaliTad, A
muSaobs kviraSi X saaTi, raTa miiRos Y Semosavali,
romelic SeuZlia gamoiyenos sakuTari Sexedulebisamebr. es gaxlavT sakmaod utilitaruli
midgoma sakuTrebisadmi - rogorc ekonomikurad
aucilebeli faqtorisadmi. arsebobs idealisturi midgomac, romlis Tanaxmad adamians gaaCnia fundamenturi, anu bunebiT misTvis boZebuli ufleba sakuTari Sromis nayofze. es ori
Teoria rom gavaerTianoT da gadavitanoT saavtoro uflebebis sibrtyeSi, miviRebT Semdegs:

Copyright is like the famous painting of Picasso “A Girl on the
Ball”, where harmony is reached on the background of the balance of contrasts.
Let’s shortly mention those economic, legal, social, moral,
ethical and political interests, as a result of absorption of which
copyright was formed in the present shape, in which it exists
today in the civilized world.
ECONOMIC AND LEGAL ARGUMENT
In the conditions of the free market, the pillars of the economic
development stand on the private, individual property. This ensures full realization and maximal exploitation of the potential
of the members of society. The right to property is the motivation for investment of time and energy in a concrete activity.
For instance, in order to gain “Y” amount of income, which
“A” can use on anything by his/her own discretion, the latter
works for “X” hours per week. This is quite utilitarian approach
to a property as a factor, which is necessary from the economic
point of view. There exists idealistic approach as well, according to which a human has fundamental right or in other words
natural right on the fruits of his labor. If we unite these two
theories and put them on the plane of copyright, we will get the
following thesis: An author has a right on the fruits of his labor
granted to him/her by the nature, the existence of the legal guarantee of which is necessary for economic development.
In different spheres of culture, in order to get something in return, it’s necessary to make various time, energy and financial
investments. Such fields as publishing, cinema, photo and music
industries, computer programming, TV-radio communication
consume particularly big financial and human resources. Copyright royalty is the guarantee of the stable development of the
industries. In case of non existence of copyright we would get
deficits of intellectual-creative products, for instance, it would
be free to download Hollywood movies, but it’s less probable
that in the same Hollywood there would be many enthusiasts,
who would create such films without copyright royalty.
In the conditions of market competition, every single player tries to
achieve more result with less expenditure. In the conditions of nonexistence of copyright, it’s easy to imagine that the APPLE company cuts down the costs for creation of the competitive programme
for a new iPAD, wait until MICROSOFT finishes working on a
software and, merely, use the latter in its (that of the APPLE company) own production. As a result of existing of such trends, there
would be nothing to appropriate and imitate.
There always were, are and will be geniuses, such are Pirosmani, who despite of the material problems will not betray their
own purpose. Though, these would be exceptional cases, which
do not establish a rule. Besides, it should be mentioned that,
perhaps, Pirosmani, in the better material conditions would
have gone the longer and more prolific life path!!!
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kulturis sxvadasxva sferoSi sxvadasxva droiTi, energo da finansuri investiciis ganxorcielebaa saWiro saTanado ukugebis misaRebad.
iseTi dargebi, rogoric aris sagamomcemlo, kino,
foto da musikaluri industria, kompiuteruli
programireba, tele-radio komunikacia moixmars gansakuTrebiT did finansur da adamianur resursebs. saavtoro honorari aris am industriebis stabiluri ganviTarebis garantia.
saavtoro uflebebis ararsebobisas miviRebT
inteleqtualur-SemoqmedebiTi
produqciis
deficits. magaliTad, holivudis filmebis
CamotvirTva ufaso iqneba, magram naklebad savaraudoa imave holivudSi moiZebnos bevri enTuziasti, romelic saavtoro honoraris gareSe Seqmnis aseT filmebs.
konkurenciis pirobebSi bazarze yoveli moTamaSe cdilobs naklebi danaxarjiT miaRwios met
Sedegs. saavtoro uflebebis ararsebobis viTarebaSi advili warmosadgenia, rom kompania APPLE ma dazogos saxsrebi konkretuli programis
Seqmnaze axali iPAD-isaTvis, daelodos, vidre
MICROSOFT daasrulebs Tavis „softze“ muSaobas da
ubralod gamoiyenos es ukanaskneli Tavis warmoebaSi. aseTi tendenciis Sedegad misaTvisebeli
da saimitacio TiTqmis araferi iqneba.
iyvnen, arian da iqnebian geniosebi, rogorc firosmania, romlebic miuxedavad materialuri siduxWirisa ar uRalateben sakuTar daniSnulebas.
Tumca es gamonaklisia, romelic wess ar qmnis.
amasTan, isic unda aRiniSnos rom, albaT, firosmani ukeTes materialur pirobebSi, ufro xangrZlivi da nayofieri cxovrebis gzas gaivlida!!!
socialuri da moralur-eTikuri argumenti
sazogadoebis socialuri interesebis dakmayofileba dakavSirebulia ara marto ekonomikis
zrdaze, razedac zemoT gvqonda saubari, aramed aseve damokidebulia individis Tavisufal
ganviTarebaze.

mecniereba, xelovneba, literatura da saerTod
kultura iZleva socialuri da sulieri cxovrebis sxvadasxva problemebze adamianis azrisa da
poziciis gamoxatvis saSualebas. es sferoebi
adamianis Tavisufali da mravalmxrivi aqtivobis

SOCIAL AND MORAL-ETHIC ARGUMENT
Satisfaction of social interests of the society is not only dependent on the economic growth, as we have discussed above, but
also on the free development of an individual.
Science, arts, literature and culture in general give an opportunity to express human idea and position regarding various
social and spiritual problems. These spheres are the sources of
free and multilateral activity of a person. If we interpret the notion by Adam Smith, healthiness of a society depends on freedom of an individual.
Stimulation of cultural workers for active intellectual and creative work through protection of copyright will contribute to the
moral and ethic recovery of the society.
POLITICAL ARGUMENT
Georgia, as well as other developing countries, before enhancing own economy, in the most of the cases, is a recipient of
the foreign copyright products. Some of the above mentioned
countries officially protest against spread of foreign copyright
on their territory. This kind of an approach is not only negatively reflected on the economic relations, more concretely, it
results in reduction of prices on the foreign copyright products,
which puts the local authors in non-competitive situation, but
also damages the image of the country on the international arena.. Nowadays, in the world, it’s a matter of prestige to protect
copyright as well as ecology.
Refusal of a country on protection of foreign copyright products
will make it difficult to attract foreign investments. Moreover,
today, ensuring protection of intellectual property forms the
precondition of the international trade partnership, e.g., in the
negotiations on deepening of the economic relations of Georgia
toward the European Union, in the frames of DCFTA (Deep and
Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement), the particular stress
was put on protection of intellectual property, amongst them,
on protection of copyright.
NEW BEGINNING
The new technologies extremely simplified and made it cheap
to copy and manipulate in different ways a piece of work. From
the other side, it needs more and more investments to be put in
creation of a work which would be interesting for the audience.
The tendency of maintenance of the above mentioned dynamics is present, which makes protection of copyright relevant.
In such situation, showing respect toward the property of an
author is the minimal thing, which our society can sacrifice for
intellectual and economic progress of Georgia.

SUMMER / zafxuli

avtors sakuTari inteleqtualur -SemoqmedebiTi Sromis nayofze gaaCnia bunebiT boZebuli
ufleba, romlis sakanonmdeblo garantia aucilebelia ekonomikuri ganviTarebisaTvis.
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qveynis imijs. amJamad,
msoflioSi saavtoro uflebebis
dacva, iseve rogorc
ekologiis dacva
qveynis prestiJis
sakiTxia.

Nowadays, in the world,
it’s a matter of prestige to
protect copyright as well as
ecology.

wyaroa. adam smitis naazrevis interpretacias Tu
movaxdenT, sazogadoebis sijansaRe damokidebulia individis Tavisuflebaze.
saavtoro uflebebis dacvis meSveobiT kulturis
moRvaweebis stimulireba aqtiuri inteleqtualur-SemoqmedebiTi Sromisaken sociumis moralur-eTikur gajansaRebas uwyobs xels.
politikuri argumenti
saqarTvelo da sxva ganviTarebadi qveynebi vidre
sakuTar ekonomikas gazrdidnen, umetesad ucxouri saavtoro nawarmis recifientebad gvevlinebian. zogierTi aseTi qveyana oficialur
doneze afiqsirebs protests ucxouri saavtoro
uflebebis sakuTar teritoriaze gavrcelebasTan dakavSirebiT. amgvari midgoma ara marto
negatiurad aisaxeba Sida ekonomikur urTierTobebze, kerZod, iwvevs ucxour saavtoro produqciaze fasebis vardnas, rac arakonkurentunarian mdgomareobaSi ayenebs adgilobriv avtorebs,
aramed aseve saerTaSoriso asparezze azianebs
qveynis imijs. amJamad, msoflioSi saavtoro
uflebebis dacva, iseve rogorc ekologiis dacva
qveynis prestiJis sakiTxia.
ucxouri investiciebis mozidva garTuldeba ucxouri saavtoro produqciis dacvaze uaris Tqmis
pirobebSi. ufro metic, dRes msoflioSi saerTaSoriso savaWro partniorobis winapirobas,
rogorc wesi, inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis
dacvis uzrunvelyofa warmoadgens. magaliTad,
DCFTA - is (Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement) farglebSi evrokavSirTan saqarTvelos
ekonomikuri urTierTobis gaRrmavebasTan dakavSirebul molaparakebebSi gansakuTrebuli aqcentebia dasmuli inteleqtualuri sakuTrebis, maT
Soris saavtoro uflebebis dacvaze.

DEBUT / debiuti

axali estafeta
Tanamedrove teqnologiebma ukiduresad gaamartives da gaaiafes kopirebisa da nawarmoebiT sxvadasxvagvari manipulirebis procedura, meores
mxriv, ki Tanamedrove mayureblisa Tu msmenelisaTvis saintereso nawarmoebis Seqmna ufro met
investiciebs moiTxovs. aRniSnuli dinamikis
SenarCunebis tendencia saxezea, rac ufro aqtualurs xdis saavtoro uflebebis dacvis sakiTxs.
am pirobebSi avtoris sakuTrebis pativiscema is
minimumia, rac Cvenma sazogadoebam SeiZleba gaiRos saqarTvelos inteleqtualur-ekonomikuri
progresis uzrunvelsayofad.
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PROTECTION OF COPYRIGHT MEANS MONOPOLY ON INFORMATION

COPYRIGHT-is dacva informaciis
gavrcelebaze monopolias niSnavs

r
THE DIFFERENT OPINION / gansxvavebuli azri

a argumentebi arsebobs COPYRIGHTis winaaRmdeg? aris Tu ara saavtoro uflebis dacviT miRebuli
Semosavali ”uSromeli”? zogadad
saavtoro uflebebis dacva ratom miaCnia
Jurnalist daviT makariZes totaluri
politikur-ekonomikuri modelis erT-erT
efeqtur berketad..
saavtoro uflebebis sfero ar moicavs mxolod
iuridiul Tu ekonomiur aspeqtebs. aq aisaxeba mentaluri, metafizikuri, kulturologiuri dilemebi. es vrceli msjelobis da diskusiis sagania.
me visaubreb, mxolod im zianze, rac Copyright-s axlavs. vgulsxmob ara materialur, aramed inteleqtualur zians, rac informaciaze monopoliiis
damyarebas mohyveba.
uwinaresad unda gavarkvioT, ra unda regulirdebodes kanoniT. Cemi azriT kanoniT unda izRudebodes mxolod is, rac uSualo zians ayenebs sxva
subieqts. iqneba es kerZo Tu sajaro subieqti. Tu
realurad aseTi ziani dafiqsirdeba, kanoni unda
amoqmeddes. Copyright-is erTaderT gamarTlebad,
avtoris SesaZlo materialur zians miiCneven. es
aris ziani, romelic unda miiRos avtorma potenciuri Semosavlis dakargvis gamo. me ver vafaseb

W

HAT ARE THE ARGUMENTS AGAINST COPYRIGHT? IS PROFIT RECEIVED FROM COPYRIGHT PROTECTION GAINED “WITHOUT
WORK”? WHY DOES A JOURNALIST DAVIT
MAKARIDZE CONSIDER COPYRIGHT PROTECTION AS
ONE OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE GEARS OF THE TOTAL
POLITICAL-ECONOMIC MODEL?..
The copyright sphere does not cover only legal or economic aspects. Here, mental, metaphysical, cultural dilemmas are present
as well. It’s a subject to broad discussion and talk. I will speak
about only the damage which accompanies copyright, I mean intellectual damage and not material, which is caused by the monopoly implemented on information.
First of all, we have to be clear about what is regulated by the
law. From my point of view, the law should put limits to only
what brings direct damage to another subject, does not matter
whether it’s a private or a public subject, if damage is made,
the law should be applied. The only justification for copyright
is considered to be the probable material loss, which could be
brought to an author if he is not protected by copyright. This is
damage caused to an author in the shape of the loss of potential
income. I can’t estimate it as a direct loss. In an ordinary situation
when one buys and another sells the both parties lose something
valuable, but from the other side get something else which is of
the equal value to the loss. An author loses nothing by copying
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meore mxriv SeuZlebelia saerTod Sefasdes SesaZlo materialuri ziani, romelic informaciis
gavrcelebam SeiZleba gamoiwvios da saerTod amis
aRmofxvras rom mivyveT, gamodis adamians unda
SevuzRudoT gamoxatvis uflebac, imitom, rom
nebismieri gavrcelebuli informacia SeiZleba
viRacam Seafasos rogorc misTvis miyenebuli potenciuri ziani.
Cemi azriT ufro gamarTlebuli iqneboda Semosavlis miRebis sxva xerxebis Zieba, iseTi xerxebis,
sadac namdvilad xdeba SezRuduli resursis ganawileba da amitom is SeiZleba Sefasdes da gaiyidos. magaliTad, aviRoT koncertze daswreba. es
marTlac SezRuduli resursia. sityvaze darbazSi 1000 adgilia, da Sesabamisad iyideba 1000 bileTi. koncerti SeiZleba gaxdes Semosavlis wyaro,
magram ara video-rgoli, romelsac momRerali gadaiRebs da moizidavs mayurebels koncertze. igive Seexeba diskebsac. me, momxmarebeli fuls unda
vixdide diskSi da ara im informaciaSi rac diskzea
Cawerili. Sesabamisad, me unda miRirdes am nivTis
SeZena. Tu individualurad Cawerili diski damijdeba magaliTad 2 lari, licenzirebuli bevrad
ar unda aRematebodes mis realur Rirebulebas.
igive, Tuki me wignis qserokopia mijdeba 10 lari,
rasakvirvelia vamjobineb 15 larad viyido ukeTesi xarisxiT dabeWdili originali. ”fulis keTeba”
ar unda xdebodes haerze.
ki es aris ideologiuri midgoma. SesaZloa, cota
anarqistulic. adamiani unda iRebdes anazRaurebas imaSi, rasac is gaiRebs. drois, energiis, gonebrivi resursis danaxarjs vgulisxmob da mis Sesabamis materialur kompensacias. nebismieri avtori
uflebamosilia, moiTxovos amisTvis im raodenobis honorari, rac mas miaCnia sworad. ubralod
ar unda xdebodes Semdgom, erTxel gaRebuli
fizikuri Tu gonebrivi Zalisxmevis xarjze ”fulis keTeba”. gamodis, erTxel raime gamogoneba,
inovacia mqonda da Semdeg mTeli msoflio valdebulia me mkvebos. realurad es usamarTlobaa da
amasTanave civilizaciis Semaferxebeli faqtoria. nebismieri saxis SezRudva xom ukve barieria,
winaRobaa progresisTvis.

information; here takes place the broader spread of information.
Thus, by selling information an author gets income out of nothing. Here is meant potential income and not, for instance, royalty,
which an author has already received. From the point of the fact
that the right to free spread of information is limited, copyright
gives an opportunity to receive income without implementing
any work for it.
From the other side, the possible material damage caused by the
spread of information can’t be estimated at all, and if we decide
to eradicate this, it would mean putting limits to the freedom of
expression, as any distributed information can be evaluated by
another person as a potential damage caused to him/her.
I think, would be better to look for the other ways of receiving
income, the ways where the limited resources are actually shared
and, therefore, can be estimated and sold. For instance, let’s talk
about attending a concert: it is truly a limited resource. Let’s say
that there are 1000 sits in the hall and, accordingly, 1000 tickets
are sold. The concert can become the source of income, but a video reel shot by a singer to attract an audience to the concert can’t.
The same applies to the discs. I, as a consumer should be paying
for a disc and not the content of the disc. Thus, it has to be worthy
to me to buy the disc. If an individually recorded disc would cost
to me 2 GEL, the price of the licensed one should not exceed much
its actual cost. The same applies to books. If copying

informaciis
kopirebiT avtori arafers
kargavs.
xdeba mxolod
informaciis
tiraJireba,
gavrceleba.
anu informaciis gayidviT
avtori iRebs
Semosavals
haeridan.
An author loses
nothing by copying
information; here
takes place the
broader spread
of information.
Thus, by selling
information an
author gets income
out of nothing.
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amas, rogorc pirdapir zians. Cveulebriv yidvagayidvis dros orive mxare kargavs raRac faseuls
da iRebs sxva Sesabamis faseulobas. informaciis
kopirebiT avtori arafers kargavs. xdeba mxolod
informaciis tiraJireba, gavrceleba. anu informaciis gayidviT avtori iRebs Semosavals haeridan. aq nagulisxmevia, potenciuri Semosavali da
ara magaliTad honorari, romelic avtorma ukve
aiRo. imiT rom izRudeba informaciis Tavisufali tiraJirebis ufleba, Copyright-i mas aZlevs uSromeli Semosavlis miRebis saSualebas.
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gamodis, erTxel raime gamogoneba, inovacia mqonda da Semdeg
mTeli msoflio valdebulia me
mkvebos. realurad es usamarTlobaa da amasTanave civilizaciis Semaferxebeli faqtoria.
nebismieri saxis SezRudva xom
ukve barieria, winaRobaa progresisTvis.

dRes Cven informaciis epoqaSi vcxovrobT. SeiZleba vTqvaT, rom am informaciiT vikvebebiT da
sakuTari wvlilic Segvaqvs mis gazrdaSi. nebismieri SezRudva aferxebs informaciis gacvlis
da ganviTarebis process da imTaviTve ar SeiZleba
iyos pozitiuri movlena. Cven vqmniT xelovnur
barierebs, romlebic cota xanSi destruqciulad
Semogvibrundeba.
problemaa isic, rom erTeulebi ganageben, vin miiRos esa Tu is informacia da vin ara. maSin rodesac informaciis moculoba aseTi tempebiT izrdeba, SeuZlebelia windawin vicodeT, vin ufro
did wvlils Seitans progresSi da arCevanis gakeTeba adamianebis mcire jgufs mivandoT. igive
problemaa centralizebul mmarTvelobaSic.
iqac adamianebis mcire jgufebi iReben gadawyvetilebebs. maT ki SeuZlebelia gaiTvaliswinon
is zRva informacia, romelic dRes arsebobs. Tuki
am procesSi, TiToeuli adamiani Seitans sakuTar wvlils, nebismieri sistema, politikuri Tu
ekonomikuri, ufro harmoniuli iqneba. magaliTad, sabWoTa kavSirSi, yvelaze didi problema
iyo informaciis SezRudva, an Tundac nebismier
saqmianobaze nebarTva iyo saWiro. ver iqnebodi

Deriving from the idea of the constant income, if I had once invented something,
or brought new innovative notion to what
already existed, then the whole world is
obliged to feed me permanently. Actually,
this is not fair and, besides, it’s a hindering factor for civilization. Any kind of
limitation is already a barrier, obstacle on
the way to progress.

a book costs to me 10 GEL, of course I would prefer to buy the
original with the better print quality for 15 GEL. One should not
“make money” out of nothing.
I agree that this is an ideological approach, perhaps a little bit
anarchistic too. A person must get income from his sacrifices.
Here, I mean spending the time, energy and mental recourses
and getting corresponding material compensation. Any author is
entitled to request a royalty in such amount which she/he considers correct. Merely to say, a person should not “make money”
constantly on the expense of an effort made only once. Deriving from the idea of the constant income, if I had once invented
something, or brought new innovative notion to what already
existed, then the whole world is obliged to feed me permanently.
Actually, this is not fair and, besides, it’s a hindering factor for
civilization. Any kind of limitation is already a barrier, obstacle
on the way to progress.
Nowadays, we live in the information epoch. We can say that we
are fed by this information and bring our own part in its growth.
Any kind of limitation hinders the process of exchange and development of information and, thus it can’t be a positive phenomenon. We create artificial barriers which will affect us back
in a destructive manner.
The problem also lies in the fact that single persons decide on
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am barierebis gverdis avlis mravali sxvadasxva
gza arsebobs. magaliTad Copyleft-i. arsebobs informacia, programebi, romlebic Riaa da Tavisuflad vrceldeba, im pirobiT, rom avtoris saxeli
unda iyos SenarCunebuli. ufaso sulac ar niSnavs
uxarisxos, anda srulyofa, mxolod materialur
stimulze araa damokidebuli. operaciuli sistema
Linux-i arafriT Camouvardeba Windows-s an Mac OS-s.
ukanaskneli ori, daxuruli sistemebia romelzedac korporaciebi muSaoben. Linux-is gamarTvaze da
modernizaciaze ki enTuziastebis didi armia muSaobs. miuxedavad imisa, rom komerciul sistemebze
uzarmazari resursebi ixarjeba, programebi Ria
kodiT gacilebiT ufro daculia.
Copyright-i Semoqmedsac da zogadad SemoqmedebiT
process CarCoebSi aqcevs. gamodis, musikosma ar
SeiZleba improvizacia Seasrulos koncertze,
vinaidan SesaZloa, raime Tema gaimeoros sxvis mier
dawerili. amas winaT wavikiTxe, rom undodaT serialis gadaReba, sadac mTavri gmiri iqneboda, gogona
- hakeri. filmis ”gogona drakonis tatuTi” prodiuserebma maT winaaRmdeg sarCeli Seitanes da SeaCeres gadaReba. gamodis, ori gmiri gogona hakeri ar
SeiZleba arsebobdes. es xom absurdia.
ra Tqma unda, me ar vambob, rom upirobod unda
gauqmdes yvela norma rac saavtoro uflebebs
exeba. es diskusiis sagani unda iyos sazogadoebaSi da yvela daskvna unda efuZnebodes adamianis
fundamentur uflebebs. problema imaSia, rom
dRes amaze aravin msjelobs. aravin msjelobs sad
iwyeba da mTavrdeba Copyright-is sazRvrebi? da ra
axali uaryofiTi Sedegebi SeiZleba gamoiwvios
im arCevanma, romelsac Cven dRes gavakeTebT? axlaxans SemoiRes eleqtronuli wignis ”gaTxovebis” servisi. anu me SemiZlia, Cemi eleqtronuli
wigni, ramdenime dRiT sxvas vaTxovo. TiTqos es
erTgvari „daTmobaa“, magram Cemi azriT, kidev
erTi xelovnuri, mouqneli konstruqcia gaCnda,
romelic mxolod maT interesebs emsaxureba, vinc
saavtoro uflebebiT fuls akeTebs. sainteresoa,
me, rom wignis Sinaarsi sxvas movuyve es iqneba
saavtoro uflebebis darRveva? da Tu wakiTxul
wigns Svils Voice mail-is saSualebiT gavugzavni?
xom xedavT absurdamde mivdivarT. arsebuli SezRudvebi yovelTvis subieqturi iqneba, viRacaze
an raRacaze morgebuli. xval sxva subieqtebi miiReben maTTvis misaReb kanonebs da normebs. da
ase usasrulod...

who should get information and who should not. And, when the
volume of information increases in such a speed, it’s impossible
to know in advance who will play the bigger part in the progress, and let the small group of people make a choice. The same
problem is in the centralized governing. Here, as well, small
groups of people are the decision makers and the latter are not
capable to consider the vast amount of information, which exists today. If every single person does his/her own part in this
process, any kind of a system whether it is political or economic,
will become more harmonious. Let’s take the Soviet Union, the greatest problem was restriction of information, or the fact
that a separate permission was needed for each activity. A person
would not be able to become a painter, a director if he/she did not
have a diploma obtained, and so on and so forth. I do not make
any comparison. I just focus attention on the very essence of the
problem – on restriction. And, at the end, these barriers destroyed
the system. Any system should be harmonious and flexible to
avoid crisis creation.
There are a number of different ways of evading these barriers,
for instance, such is copyleft. There is information and there are
programs, which are open to free public access, provided that the
name of the author should be maintained. Free of charge does not
necessarily mean low-graded, or improvement is not solely dependent on the material stimulus. The operational system Linux
is no worse than Windows or Mac OS. The last two of them are
closed systems on which the corporations are working. And as
for Linux, here, a huge army of enthusiasts work on its development and modernization. Despite of the fact that a vast amount
of resources are spent on the commercial systems, the programs
with the open code are much more protected.
In general, copyright puts in frames as the creator, so the creative
process. This means that a musician can’t improvise on the concert as he/she by accident can repeat a theme written by someone
else. I have recently read that somebody wanted to shoot a serial,
where the main character would be a girl-hacker. The producers of the film “A girl with the Dragon Tattoo” sued those who
wanted to make the new serial and the filmmaking process of
the latter was terminated. This means that there can’t be two girl
hacker characters. This is an absurd.
Of course, I do not say that all the norms concerning copyright
should be canceled. This issue should be brought to public discussion and all the conclusions must be based on the fundamental
human rights. The problem is that, nowadays, nobody discusses
this. No one really seems to talk about where the boundaries of
copyright start or end, to what negative outcomes can the choice
which we make today come. Not a long ago service of “lending”
of an e-book has been established. Thus, I can lend my own ebook to someone else for several days. It looks as though this is
some sort of “concession”, but, I think, another artificial, inflexible
construction has been created, which solely serves the interests of
those who make money from copyright. It’s interesting, whether
it would be the breach of copyright if I tell a content of a book
to another person, or if I send a read book to my child through
voicemail. You see, we come to an absurd. The existing restrictions will always be subjective, fitted on somebody or something.
Tomorrow, other subjects will pass the laws and norms which will
be suitable for them and it will just endlessly go on and on …
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mxatvari, reJisori Tu ar geqneboda diplomi da
ase Semdeg. me ar vakeTeb Sedarebas. problemis arsze, SezRudvaze, vamaxvileb yuradRebas. swored
am barierebma, sabolood daangria es sistema. nebismieri sistema harmoniuli da moqnili unda iyos,
rom ar warmoiSvas krizisebi.
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rodesac mayureblisTvis ucnob
avtorTan, teqstTan gvaqvs saqme,
mimaCnia, araa swori zedmetad
Tavisufali interpretacia. me piradad, vamayob imiT, rom mainburgis ”maxinji” ise davdgi, mxolod
erTi fraza amoviRe piesidan.
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I think that when dealing with an unknown
author or a text, it’s not correct to use
extensively free interpretation. I, personally, am proud that I staged “The Ugly”
by Mainbourg cutting out only one phrase
from a play.
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SYNTHETIC THEATRE OF DATA TAVADZE ”DRAMA + CHOREOGRAPHY”

daTa TavaZis sinTezuri Teatri:
"drama + qoreografia"

sarepertuaro politika - uaxlesi dasavluri dramaturgia da ”ucnobi klasika”
saqarTveloSi, TiTqmis arcerT Teatrs ar aqvs sakuTari sarepertuaro politika. 2008 wels SevecadeT Camogveyalibebina koncefcia, orientirebi.
dramaturgia, repertuaris dagegmva CvenTvis
amosavali gaxda. xSirad es procesi stiqiur, spontanur xasiaTs atarebs. Cven piriqiT, virCevT im
avtorebsa Tu piesebs, romlebic saqarTveloSi
jer ar dadgmula. Tanamedrove ucxouri dramaturgia, eqsperimentis, axali Teatraluri enis
Ziebis karg saSualebas iZleva. rac Seexeba klasikas, vcdilobT, SevarCioT is piesebi, romlebsac
saqarTveloSi ar aqvT sceniuri istoria. am

W

E HAVE MET DATA IN THE ROYAL DISTRICT THEATRE. A SPECIAL AURA IS PRESENT HERE, -IN COMPARISON TO THE
OTHER THEATRES THE RENOVATION IN
EUROPEAN STYLE AND PSEUDO MAURITANIAN
INTERIOR DON’T “PUSH” A PERSON TO BE IN UPLIFTED MOOD. MOOD IS JUST A WORK. DATA IS AN
ACTOR, DIRECTOR, PRODUCER AND AS WE HAVE
FOUND OUT A GOOD THEORIST AND ANALYST. I AM
PRETTY SURE, THAT IF HE WISHES HE CAN BECOME
A GOOD PEDAGOGUE TOO. HE CAN SPEAK ABOUT
A THEATRE ENDLESSLY, INTERESTINGLY, PROFESSIONALLY AND IN A VERY LIVELY MANNER.
THE POLICY OF REPERTOIRE – THE BRAND NEW
WESTERN DRAMA AND “UNKNOWN CLASSICS”
In Georgia, almost none of the theatres have their own policy
of repertoire. In 2008 we tried to establish a concept and references. Drama and planning of the repertoire became a starting point for us. Frequently, this process carries spontaneous
nature. As for us, we, in contrary, choose those authors and
plays, which have not been staged in Georgia so far. The contemporary foreign drama gives a good opportunity to experiment and search for a new theatrical language. When talking
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d

aTas samefo ubnis TeatrSi Sevxvdi.
am SenobaSi gansakuTrebuli auraa.
sxva Teatrebisgan gansxvavebiT,
evroremonti da fsevdomavritanuli interieri ar ”gaiZulebs” amaRlebul
ganwyobaze dadge. ganwyoba mxolod samuSaoa. daTa msaxiobi, reJisori, prodiuseri
da rogorc gairkva mSvenieri Teoretikosi, analitikosia. darwmunebuli var, Tuki
moisurvebs, kargi pedagogic gaxdeba. mas
usasrulod SeuZlia ilaparakos Teatrze,
sainteresod, profesionalurad, cocxlad.
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mxrivac araerTi saintereso piesa moiZebna. subieqturi Tu obieqturi mizezebidan gamomdinare
qarTul TeatrSi bevri ”TeTri xvrelia.” igive
aristofane, romelic arasdros dadgmula CvenSi.
strindbergi, romelic Cexovs ar Camouvardeba
arafriT. CemTvis piradad ufro didicaa. mxolod
ori speqtakli arsebobs misi - Temur CxeiZis ”mama”
marjaniSvilSi da avTo varsimaSvilis ”sikvdilis
rokva”. ivlisSi me viwyeb muSaobas strindbergis
„freken Julize“. daviT gabuniam Targmna es piesa.
rac Seexeba skandinaviur Teatrsa da dramaturgias, Cven gvaqvs urTierToba ramdenime TeatrTan
SvedeTSi. magaliTad, stoqholmSi arsebobs damoukidebeli Teatri „dramalabeti“ (“DDDRAMALABBET”), romlis saxelsac atarebs qseli. esaa
damoukidebeli Teatrebis gaerTianeba. “DDrama Laboratory Network”-i aT qveyanas aerTianebs. esaa qseli,
aq xdeba informaciis gacvla, piesebis Targmna da
popularizacia, sasargeblo kontaqtebis damyareba. aseve goeTes instituti, britaneTis sabWo did
daxmarebas gviweven. xSirad isini Tavad yiduloben saavtoro uflebebs. es Zalian mosaxerxebelia.
sul raRac 200 funtad mark ravenhilze erTi wliT
yidulob uflebebs. amas sxva sikeTec mohyveba.
saagentoebi gawvdian sxvadasxva masalebs - piesis
analizs, statiebs.. roca “brma feri” davdgiT, avtori penelop skineri Tavad Camovida speqtaklis
sanaxavad. es iyo Zalian saintereso TanamSromlo-

about classics, we try to choose the plays, which do not have
a stage history. In this sense, many plays have been found,
which grabbed our attention. Because of subjective or objective reasons, there are lots of “white spots” in the Georgian
theatre, e.g., Aristophanes, who has never been staged here,
or Strindberg, who can compete with Chekhov. From my
point of view, Strindberg is greater than Chekhov. There are
only two plays of his staged in Georgia – “Father”, directed
by Temur Chkheidze in the Marjanishvili Theatre and “Dance
of Death” by Avto Varsimashvili. In July, I will start working on “Miss Julie”. Davit Gabunia translated this play. As
for the Scandinavian theatre and drama, we cooperate with
a number of theatres in Sweden, e.g., in Stockholm there is
an independent theatre “DRAMALABBET” and a network
of theatres carries this name. It’s a group of independent
theatres. “Drama Laboratory Network” unites ten countries.
This is a network, where information is exchanged, plays are
translated and popularized, useful contacts are made. Besides
that the Goethe Institute, British Council are supporting us
a lot. Frequently, they buy copyrights. This is very convenient, e.g., just for 200 Pounds one can buys rights on Mark
Ravenhill for one year. There is another benefit: Agencies
provide various materials, such are: analysis of plays, articles
etc. When we staged “The Blind Fairy”, the author, Penelope
Skinner, arrived to watch the performance. This was very interesting cooperation. We brought the play to stage in some
four months after the London premier, thus it was staged for
the second time then.
I think that when dealing with an unknown author or a text,
it’s not correct to use extensively free interpretation. I, personally, am proud that I staged “The Ugly” by Mainbourg
cutting out only one phrase from a play.
The fact that in the shape of a text there is some kind of a
frame for a director, does not necessarily mean putting limits
to the latter, as interpretation can be done without manipulation of a text, which, often, is even more effective. By this, I
wish to say that, it’s far more interesting to mention a maximum of what should be said without destroying the dramatic
structure of a text. In other words, one can speak out without
breaching “the rules of a game”.
Since the Soviet times, up to present day, here, in the most of
the cases, the authors who have been translated into Russian
language are more popular. Often they were treated well because of the ideological beliefs, as was Brecht, for instance.
Another stereotype was operating too: One successful performance formed a public interest towards the author of the
play. When I say abroad that we choose the plays that have
not been staged in Georgia, they do not understand what it is
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rodesac mayureblisTvis ucnob avtorTan, teqstTan gvaqvs saqme, mimaCnia, araa swori zedmetad
Tavisufali interpretacia. me piradad, vamayob
imiT, rom mainburgis ”maxinji” ise davdgi, mxolod erTi fraza amoviRe piesidan.
is, rom reJisorisTvis teqstis saxiT garkveuli
CarCo arsebobs, sulac ar gulisxmobs mis SezRudvas, radgan interpretacia teqstis manipulirebis gareSec SesaZlebelia da xSirad ufro efeqturicaa. imis Tqma minda, rom gacilebiT sainteresoa
teqstis dramaturgiuli struqturis darRvevis
gareSe SesZlo maqsimumis Tqma. anu ise ilaparako,
rom „TamaSis wesebi“ ar daarRvio.
sabWoTa periodidan moyolebuli dRemde, CvenTan
ZiriTadad is avtorebi arian popularuli, romlebic rusulad iTargmneboda. xSirad maT ideologiuri mosazrebebiTac wyalobdnen. aviRoT,
Tundac brexti. moqmedebda kidev sxva stereotipi. erTi warmatebuli speqtakli, ganapirobebda ama Tu im avtoris mimarT interess. rodesac
ucxoeTSi vambob, rom im piesebs virCevT, rac jer
saqarTveloSi ar dadgmula ar esmiT, SezRudvad
da arCevanis simwired aRiqvamen. sinamdvileSi ki
Zalian farTo arealia.
”sxvisi Svilebi” - profesiuli umankoebis
mokrZalebuli xibli.
„sxvisi Svilebi“ (piesis avtori daviT gabunia)
mainc gansakuTrebulad miyvars. ar viyaviT arafriT SezRudulni, raRac sul sxva Tavisuflebis
gancda gvqonda. ar vgrZnobdiT Tavs reJisorad,
dramaturgad, msaxiobad. ubralod vmuSaobdiT,
vqmnidiT Cvens enas. roca pirveli namuSevaria, ar
fiqrob imaze, rom Tu Caflavdebi, ar gaabaTilo
is, rac ukve gakeTebuli gaqvs. mag dros araferi
gaqvs dasakargi. cdilob ”morevSi” gadavarde da
ar ifiqro sakuTari Tavis gadarCenaze. dResac
minda xolme davibruno es mdgomareoba. xandaxan
vaxerxeb kidec, magram sul ufro da ufro rTulia. am speqtaklze eqvsi Tve vmuSaobdiT. ganvicade is, rac SesaZloa arasodes ganmeordes,
magram imdenad ”moiwamlo”, rom sxva verafriT
Caanacvlo cxovrebaSi.
dRes ”sxvis Svilebs” aRar vTamaSobT. speqtakli im dros movxseni, roca ufro ukeTesi gaxda,
vidre Tavidan iyo. me ar mwams 20-25 weli rom
acocxleben speqtakls. Teatris specifika mis
unikalurobaSia. im wuTas, im dros cocxlobs da
kvdeba, rodesac mxolod gameoreba iwyeba da ara
siaxlis Setana, es ukve sicocxlis xelovnuri gax

all about, and consider it as a limitation or a lack of options.
Though, in reality, this is quite a big creative space.
I am especially fond of the “The Other’s Children” (the author of the play: Davit Gabunia). We were not limited with
anything; we had a feeling of some different freedom. We did
not feel ourselves as a director, as an author, or an actor. We,
merely, were working and creating our own language. When
it’s the first work, in case of a failure one doesn’t think of
abrogation of what has already been achieved. Here, nobody
has anything to loose. One tries to jump into a whirlpool not
thinking of saving oneself. Even today I wish to bring back
this condition. Sometimes, I do manage it, but as time passes
it gets more and more difficult. I worked on this play for six
months. I experienced what probably will never experience
again. One should be so much “poisoned” by this that should
not be able to replace it with anything.
Nowadays, we do not perform “The Other’s Children”. I took
out the play from the repertoire at a time when it improved.
I do not support a play being on a stage for 20-25 years. The
specifics of a theatre lie in its uniqueness, - it lives in that very
moment and, then, when repetition without any novelties
comes, this is an artificial prolongation of life and not a true
life itself. Approximately, a 20% of a performance is formed
by the audience. When you already know that an audience
will start laughing on a concrete part of the performance, play
begins to perish. Each performance should recall a new emotion, new reaction.
One young artist invited me on an exhibition and told me
that after attending “The Other’s Children”, he created these
paintings. Perhaps, it’s the greatest estimation which I have
ever received in my life. The play was accepted by the young
people and this was the most important for me.
Despite of the fact that it sounds a bit Grotesque, the main
topic of “The Other’s Children” is idolization of a woman. A
voice of a Goddess is the voice of Mediko (Medea Chakhava),
which is very precious to me.
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ba. londonuri premieridan, sul raRac oTx TveSi
gavakeTeT es speqtakli. anu msoflioSi meored
daidga.
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There is a mention of a press, perhaps even of a gender type
press, but more generally of totalitarian. This is the post modernistic playing, e.g., when a child appears in a non traditional
way, in eight parts, it means that, initially, any law is a fiction.
MEDITATIONS OF MARMARINOS

angrZlivebaa. speqtaklis daaxloebiT 20 % mayurebeli qmnis. roca ukve ici mayurebeli am adgilas gaicinebs, da iwyeb gameorebas aqedan iwyebs
speqtakli kvdomas. yovelma speqtaklma axali emocia, axali reaqcia unda gamoiwvios.
erTma axalgazrda mxatvarma gamofenaze dampatiJa da miTxra, rom ”sxvisi Svilebis” mere es naxatebi Seqmna. albaT, es yvelaze didi Sefasebaa rac
cxovrebaSi mimiRia. speqtakli axalgazrdebma miiRes da es CemTvis mTavari iyo.
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groteskuli JReradobis miuxedavad, ”sxvisi
Svilebis” erT-erTi mTavari Tema qalis gaRmerTebaa. qalRmerTis xma medikos (medea Caxava) xmaa. rac
CemTvis Zalian Zvirfasia.
speqtaklSi saubaria wnexze, SesaZloa genderulzec, magram ufro farTod - totalitarulze.
esaa postmodernistuli TamaSi. Tundac is,
rom bavSvi Cndeba aratradiciulad, aramed rva
nawilad, gulisxmobs, rom nebismieri kanoni imTaviTve fiqciaa.
marmarinosis meditaciebi
marmarinosTan muSaoba didi gardatexa iyo CemTvis
(”R + J bediswera dabneulia. romeo da julieta

Working with Marmarinos was a great change for me (“R
+ J Fate Is Confused. Romeo and Juliette, the Third Memory”). He showed me what I always wanted to do, but I was
not aware how to manage it, what I felt on the level of intuition and where I was going. Marmarinos is a biologist
and in his own methodology he actively uses bio energy. All
happens on the level of senses and impulses. Marmarinos
constructs a play on a touch, on a bodily load, e.g., when the
actress Kato Kalatozishvili stands on her tiptoes in the scene
of a poison, load, stress comes on one muscle, which recalls
some physical impulses and forms the psycho-physical condition of the actress, a character. The play is not built on
the rational memory, but the physical-emotional memory.
It’s a very difficult task for an actor. Before each performance they have a dress rehearsal, and because of this, each
time, they actually perform twice. During the performance
before the audience, an actor is already tired, the layer of the
first energy, when one still has an ability to play in an artificial way, is overcome and a “necked” condition is reached,
which is so valuable and important.
An actor needs the full concentration to enter decorations.
When in an ordinary theatre an actor follows a remark, a
text, in Marmarinos’s case, instead of a remark there can be
a gesture, a physical movement, last three letters or something else. He has very interesting methods of concentration
of an actor’s attention. When an actor touches a surface of
a table this is not noticeable for an audience. In reality, this
way an actor mobilizes his attention. In his directing work
Marmarinos is guided by the scientific hypothesis brought
from biology.
In contrary to the traditional theatre, actors look into the eyes
of the audience. This creates the complete feeling that one
plays for a concrete person. Lots of other details can be remembered. I wish very much to collect all the knowledge, but
it seems as though I do not dare to do so yet.
Marmarinos has a desire to teach Georgian students. I think
this equals to salvation of the Georgian theatre. He at once
can open a door for us to the space, which, without his assistance, we would need decades to enter.
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msaxiobs mizanscenaSi Sesasvlelad Wirdeba sruli koncentracia. Tu Cveulebriv TeatrSi rep-

likas, teqsts mihyveba msaxiobi, marmarinosTan
replikis sanacvlod SesaZloa iyos Jesti, fizikuri moZraoba, bolo sami aso da ase Semdeg. mas
msaxiobis yuradRebis koncentraciis Zalian saintereso meTodebi aqvs. roca msaxiobi exeba magidis
zedapirs, es mayureblisTvis SeumCnevelia. sinamdvileSi is yuradRebis mobilizacias axdens. marmarinosi Tavis reJisuraSi, biologiidan gadmotanili mecnieruli hipotezebiT xelmZRvanelobs.
tradiciuli Teatrisgan gansxvavebiT, msaxiobebi
mayurebels TvalebSi uyureben. es badebs srul
SegrZnebas, rom Sen mxolod am konkretuli adamianisTvis TamaSob. sxva uamravi detalis gaxsenebac
SeiZleba. Zalian minda, am codnas Tavi movuyaro,
magram jer ver vbedav TiTqos.
marmarinoss aqvs survili aswavlos qarTvel studentebs. vfiqrob, es qarTuli Teatris gadarCenis tolfasia. mas erTi xelis mosmiT SeuZlia
gagviRos is kari, sadac Cven damoukideblad SesvlisTvis aTeuli wlebi dagvWirdeba.

me ar mwams 20-25 weli rom acocxleben
speqtakls. Teatris specifika mis unikalurobaSia. im wuTas, im dros cocxlobs da kvdeba, rodesac mxolod gameoreba iwyeba da ara siaxlis Setana, es ukve
sicocxlis xelovnuri gax angrZlivebaa.

I do not support a play being on a stage for 20-25
years. The specifics of a theatre lie in its uniqueness,
- it lives in that very moment and, then, when repetition without any novelties comes, this is an artificial
prolongation of life and not a true life itself.
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mesame mexsiereba”). me man damanaxa is, risi gakeTebac yovelTvis mindoda, magram ar vicodi rogor.
rasac me intuitiurad vgrZnobdi da saiTac mivdiodi. marmarinosi biologia da sakuTar meTodSi
aqtiurad iyenebs bioenergetikas. yelaferi SegrZnebebis, impulsebis doneze xdeba. marmarinosi
speqtakls agebs Sexebaze, fizikur datvirTvaze.
magaliTad, roca msaxiobi kato kalatoziSvili
sawamlavis scenaSi TiTis wverebze dgas, datvirTva, stresi erT kunTze modis, rac iwvevs garkveul
fizikur impulsebs da ganapirobebs msaxiobispersonaJis fsiqofizikur mdgomareobas. speqtakli agebulia ara racionalur mexsierebaze, aramed
fizikur-emociur mexsierebaze. Zalian rTuli
amocanaa msaxiobisTvis. yoveli speqtaklis win
isini gadian generalur repeticias. faqtiurad
orjer uwevT TamaSi. speqtaklis dros msaxiobi
ukve daRlilia, pirveli energiis Sre, rodesac
jer kidev gaqvs saSualeba ”ipozioro” gadalaxulia. es aris ”SiSveli” mdgomareoba, rac Zalian
faseuli da mniSvnelovania.
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AUSTRIAN-GEORGIAN THEATRE IN VIENNA

THE DIGEST / daijesti

avstriul-qarTuli Teatri venaSi

I

enaSi avstriul- qarTul Teatri (“ASTRO -GEORGISHES THEATER”) daarsda.
prezidenti venis burgTeatris (BBurgtheater) msaxiobi, momRerali maia saswrafoSvilia. wevrebi arian rainhart aueri (Reinhard
Auer), aleqsander laitneri (Alexander Leitner). nino
metreveli. Teatri araerTi saintereso proeqtis
ganxorcielebas gegmavs. es wamowyeba kulturaTa
dialogis xasiaTs atarebs.

v

n Vienna, Austrian-Georgian theatre (“ASTROGEORGISHES THEATER”) has been founded.
The president of the theatre is an actor of “Vienna
Burgtheater” and a singer, Maya Sastsrafoshvili,
the members of the theatre are Reinhard Auer, Alexander
Leither, Nino Metreveli. The theatre plans to implement numerous interesting projects. This beginning carries a nature of
dialogue between cultures.

ukve dawyebulia muSaoba pirvel proeqtze. esaa
maia saswrafoSvilis piesa „Tavisufali galia“(„Free
Cage“). es iqneba monospeqtakli, sadac maia Tavad
Seasrulebs mTavar rols. reJisori, damdgmeli mxatvari, qoreografi avstrielebi arian. amasTanave
piesa xuT enaze TamaSdeba. gmiris gardasaxva rogorc egzistencialur, aseve multikulturul xasiaTs atarebs. adamianis bunebisa Tu socialuri rolis sxvadasxva ipostasebTan erTad, ama Tu im eris
eTno, religiuri da kulturuli Taviseburebanic
warmoCndeba. speqtaklSi did rols asrulebs qoreografia da vokali. gamoyenebuli iqneba, rogorc
Tanamedrove nawarmoebebi, aseve folklori.

Works have already begun on the first project. This is the play
by Maya Sastsrafoshvili “Free Cage”). This will be a mono
play, where Maya will play the leading role. A director, production designer and choreographer are Austrians. Besides,
the play is performed in five languages. The transformation
of a character carries existential, as well as, multicultural nature. Together with the human nature and various hypostasis
of social role, the ethnic, religious and cultural particularities
of a concrete nation are presented. Choreography and vocal
have the great role in a play. There will be used contemporary
works, as well as, folklore.

speqtaklis vizualur gadawyvetaSi did rols TamaSobs sarkeebi, Suqis dizaini, aseve videoproeqcia.

Mirrors play a big role in visual side of the play, so do the light
design and the video projection.
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BLACK SEE JAZZ FESTIVAL 2012

S

B

festivalis favoritad beqa goCiaSvili da misi varskvlavuri seqsteti iqca. maT gamosvlas win virtuozi pianisti joi kalderaco uZRoda. beqam SeiZleba iTqvas joi kalderacos gamosvla daaviwya
msmenels.

The favorites of the festival became Beka Gochiashvili and his
starry sextet. They were preceded by the virtuoso pianist Joey
Calderazzo. It can be said, that Beka made the audience to forget the performance of Joey Calderazzo.

legendaruli gitaristi jon skofildi ukve meored stumrobda saqarTvelos da sabednierod gaabaTila baCa mZinariSvilis kvintetisgan miRebuli
susti STabeWdileba.

The legendary guitar player John Scofield was visiting Georgia
for the second time and, fortunately, he nullified the weak impression got from Bacha Mdzinarishvili’s quintet.

iseTi STabeWdileba rCeba, rom festivalma ukve
moipova popularoba da xarisxze naklebad zrunavs.

One can get a feeling that the festival has already gained its
popularity and therefore it cares less about the quality.

lack See Jazz Festival 2012” was concluded by
Sergio Mendes concert. I don’t know why it has
not been mentioned that it was a boring and torpid
evening. From the musical point of view, my expectation was not great, but the performance couldn’t resist
any criticism.

SUMMER / zafxuli

avi zRvis jaz-festivali 2012 serjio
mendesis koncertiT dasrulda. ar vici,
ratom ar gaJRerda is, rom es iyo yovlad mdore da uniaTo saRamo. molodini,
wminda musikaluri TvalsazrisiT, CemTvis ar iyo
didi, magram is rac moxda, ukve veranair kritikas
ver uZlebda.
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TBILISI OPEN AIR 2012

z

afxulis pirvel SabaT-kviras, 2-3 ivniss,
Tbilisi Open Air Alter/Vision 2012 Catarda. festivalSi monawileoba qarTulma jgufebma
miiRes. esaa qarTulenovani rokis ”mamis”
robi kuxianiZis “OOuO tsider”-i; aseve, ukve garkveul
wreebSi sakultod qceuli, “Svansikh”-i da “Zurgi”-i.
festivalis mTavar movlenad legendaruli rusuli jgufi DDDT da SevCuki iqca. koncerti dagegmili 1 saaTis nacvlad 2 saaTs gagrZelda.

THE DIGEST / daijesti

festivalis erT-erTi siaxle organizatorebis
mier SerCeuli axali safestivalo qalaqi “Tbilisi veli” iyo. mTawmindis gzaze mdebare es adgili,
SesaZloa amieridan rokTan gaxdes asocirebuli.
festivalis dReebSi organizatorebma msurvelebs
velze Ramis karvebSi gaTenebac SesTavazes, sadac
maT qarTveli dijeebi uwevdnen maspinZlobas.

T

bilisi Open Air Alter Vision 2012”, was conducted
on the first weekend of summer, on the 2-3 June.
Georgian bands took part in the festival. This is
“Outsider” by the “Father” of the Georgian Rock
music, Robie Kukhianidze; as well, “Svansikh” and “Zurgi”,
which for some part of an audience have become cult works.
The main events of the festival were: performance of the legendary Russian group “DDT” and Shevchuk. The concert lasted for 2 hours instead of previously planned 1 hour.
One of the innovations was a new festival town “Tbilisi Valley”
selected by the organizers. Perhaps, from now on, the place on
Mtatsminda road will be associated with the rock music. During the festival days, those who were willing to sleep under
open sky were offered to stay in night tents situated on the valley, where they were hosted by the Georgian DJs.
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“ART-GENE 2012”

"art-geni 2012"

a

rt-geni” wels ukve mecxred Catarda. festivalma starti kaxeTidan aiRo. tradiciuli regionuli turi aseve samegreloSi,
imereTsa da guriaSi Catarda.

festivalze mowveuli iyvnen stumrebi baltiispireTidan, poloneTidan, ukrainidan, safrangeTidan, inglisidan.
TbilisSi festivals tradiciulad giorgi Citaias saxelobis eTnografiuli muzeumi Ria cis
qveS maspinZlobda. xalxuri Semoqmedebis paralelurad mayureblis winaSe profesionali momRerlebi da ansamblebi warsdgnen: zumba, nino qaTamaZe, jgufi 33a, suxiSvilebi.
proeqti evrokavSiris dafinansebiT ganxorcielda.

T

his year, “Art-Gene” was conducted for the 9th
time. The festival took its start from Kakhetia. Besides that the traditional regional tour was held in
Samegrelo, Imereti and Guria.

Guests were invited to the festival from Baltic countries, Poland, Ukraine, France and England.
The festival, traditionally, was hosted under open air by the Ethnographic museum after Giorgi Chitaia. Together with the folk
arts, the professional singers and music bands were presented in
front of the audience, such are: Zumba, Nino Katamadze, music
band “33a”, Sukhishvili (Georgian National Ballet).
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The project was funded by the European Union.

